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Editors' Introduction
"Shared Leadership, SharedResponsibility" is a valuable philosophy for the implementation of sustainable
agriculture training programsfor the 1990sand beyond. In an era ofscarce resources in federal, state,
and private organizations, it is essential that we forge viable partnerships and explorejoint programming
opportunitiesin education. Those in Cooperative Extension and the Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) recognize both the benefits and obligations that arise from workingwith nonprofit and
farmer organizations. The complexity ofchallenges in the agricultural and food systemmakes it
increasingly important to seek broader alliances with environmental, consumer, business, and special
interest groups outside our traditional circleof partners.
Training activities conducted with support fromthe Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education
Program are focused on the shared future ofagriculture and rural communities. Education in this arena
includes attention to production practices and economic viability on the farm as well as concerns about
the environment, the natural resource base on which production depends, and communities. The NRCS
is a key cooperating agencyin training events, with specific contributions in whole farm planning,
watershed dimensions ofnatural resource management, and federal farm program contributions to the
profitability and stability ofthe food system.
This handbook includes educational and training ideasand materials for building leadership. It brings
together information on content as wellas process to help trainers design innovative learning
environments for their clients. In fact, clients become activelearners and full contributors to the
information base and take on responsibility for teaching as well. The handbookdoes not tell you exactly
what to do nor how to set up a specific training program. It does provide a range of ideas that can be
used to developnew programsin sustainable agriculture. Besides the emphasis on leadership, there are
sectionson whole farm planning, holistic resourcemanagement, entrepreneurship and marketing, group
learning methods, and resources. We urge you to shareyour experiences in training and to send us
copies of materials you find useful. Thankyou.
Heidi Carter & Chuck Francis, Editors
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Shared Leadership, Shared Responsibility
Presented by:
Beth Bimstihl, University ofNebraska-Lincoln (Williams Bay, WI)
Dan Wheeler, University ofNebraska-Lincoln (Carrington, ND)
Summary by:
Charles Francis, University ofNebraska-Lincoln
The challenges facing Cooperative Extension and NRCS require new organizational forms and
leadership styles. People in farming, ag business, and nonprofit groups are willing to be full
partners in this educational process if they are involved from planning through implementation.
There is an increase in task forces, issue teams, and ad-hoc committees to provide direction to
these activities. The leaders of these groups usually have no control over pay, promotions, or
work assignments ofparticipants. Without traditional management authority, the leader's
influence must come from the person, not the organization. Leaders and followers need
experience in this new environment.
Full Range Leadership combines transactional leadership - where rewards or disciplines depend
upon the adequacy ofperformance - with transformational leadership - which involves
personal, inspirational approaches. Built on the research of Bass and Avolio from SUNY
Binghampton, this method of working together and providing direction to group efforts depends
on enthusiastic participation by all team members and a sharing of responsibility for the
outcomes. According to these authors, we can learn skills in creating visions, increase optimism
in a group, encourage people to explore new possibilities, and give appropriate rewards to
everyone. These skills complement the more traditional hierarchial system ofleadership that
creates expectations and rewards within an organization.
Contents:
Full Range Leadership
• Improving Organizational Effectiveness Through Transformational Leadership, Introduction,
B.M. Bass and BJ. Avolio, p. 3
• Definition of transactional and transformational leadership, p. 9
• Description ofleadership styles, p. II
• Leading Without Authority: An Examination of the Impact of Transformational Leadership
on Extension Work Groups and Teams, F.W. Brown, E.A. Bimstihl, D.W. Wheeler, p. 13
• How Team Leaders Intellectually Stimulate Others in the Group, p. 21
• Some Examples of Leadership Development Plans, p. 27
• Selected Bibliography, p. 31
Inspiring others: the language ofleadership, JA. Conger, p. 33
1
Partners in Community Leadership: Youth and Adults Working Together For Better
Communities, chapter on Techniques for Facilitation, North Central Regional Center for Rural
Development, p. 49
Seminar Readings, Workpapers, and Notes for Effective Team Building
• The Team Effectiveness Critique, p. 59
• Characteristics of Teams, p. 65
• Confronting Dysfunctional Participant Behavior, p. 69
• Facilitation Skills, p. 73
• The Team Builder's Charter, p. 75
Team Building References, 1. Barrett, p. 77
Leadership Is a Relationship, Next Age Leader, M. McCaslin, p. 79
Enhancing Group Performance, Practical Farmer, Practical Farmers ofIowa, p. 81
Making every voice heard, Land Stewardship Letter, D. Nopar~ p. 83
The roots ofpositive change, Land Stewardship Letter, D. Nopar, p. 84
Heartland Center for Leadership Development
• brochure, p. 85
• CD Tip: Characteristics of Effective Groups, Visions from the Heartland, p. 87
• Communities Find Benefits in Networking, Visions from the Heartland, p. 88
The art ofbeing a good follower, Nebline, p. 89
North Central Region Educational Materials Project, titles matching the keyword
'LEADERSHIP' in the database, p. 91
Handouts
• Some General Principles for Creating Your Vision, p. 97
• Brainstorming, p. 99
• Problem Solving, Listening Skills, Habits that Irritate, p. 101
Beth Birnstihl
211 Ag Hall
University ofNebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68583-0703
Phone: 402-472-2966
Fax: 402-472-5557
E-mail: coex009@unlvrn.unl.edu
2
Dan Wheeler
27 Food Industries Complex
University ofNebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68583-0904
Phone: 402-472-5558
Fax: 402-472-6799
E-mail: opodOOl@unlvm.unl.edu
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DBSCRIPTORS FOR HIGH SCORES ON LEADERSHIP FACTORS,
Tren.formational Leader.hip
Idealized
Influence:
Has a vision and
and confidence.
from followers.
a sense of mission. Gains respect, trust,
Acquires strong individual identification
In.pirational:
Intellectual
Stimulation:
Individualized
Consideration:
Contingent
R_ard:
Manall_ent-by-
Exception:
Lai••ez-Faire:
Gives pep talks, increases optimism and enthusiasm, and
communicates his or her vision with fluency and confidence.
Actively encourages a new look at old methods, fosters
creativity, and stresses the use of intelligence. Provokes
rethinking and reexamination of assumptions and contexts on
which previous assessments of possibilities, capabilities,
strategies, and goals were based.
Gives personal attention to all members, making each
individual feel valued and each individual's contribution
important. Coaches, advises, and provides feedback in ways
easiest for each group member to accept, understand, and to
use for personal development.
Tran.actional Leaderahip
Contracts exchange of rewards for effort and agreed upon
levels of performance. Gives individuals a clear
understanding of what is expected of them.
Intervenes only if standards are not met or if something
goes wrong.
Nonleader.hip
Indecisive, uninvolved, withdraws when needed, reluctant to
take a responsible stand. Believes the best leadership is
the least leadership.
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Introduction
Willie Loman, the protagonist in Arthur Miller's play, "Death of a Salesman," describes the
particular difficulties and challenges of his life by pointing out that "I was out there with nothing
but a shoeshine and a smile..." Similar refrains are often heard from Extension professionals
appointed to the leadership of critically important work-groups, task forces, and teams, yet not
vested with traditional management authority.
Driven by the dynamic nature of Extension's operating environment, and encouraged by a
management orthodoxy that recommends an increased utilization of teams and work groups with
a decreased reliance on traditional authority arrangements (Mantz & Sims, 1993), we are
embracing an ever-increasing use of ad hoc organizational forms in Extension (Hutchins, 1992;
Boone, 1990).
Those appointed to lead these groups occasionally petition for traditional management
authority to hire/fire, etc. In general we have resisted these entreaties out of concern for creating
additional organizational structure and bureaucracy. However, ifwe are to deny team leaders any
access to or dominion over formal reward structures, just what are they to use to influence others
in order to accomplish objectives?
In the Nebraska Cooperative Extension Division we are experimenting with the use of Priority
Initiative Teams for program planning and execution. These teams, largely self-selected on the
basis ofdisciplinary interests, typically consist of approximately 15 members, a mix ofExtension
educators and specialists. Co-team leaders are recruited and appointed by Extension
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administration and charged with responsibility ofbringing the team together at inception. Once
established, the team self-selects its continuing leadership.
Team leaders are definitely not considered administrators. They perform their duties in
addition to other responsibilities as an Extension educator or specialist. They have little if any
access to the ability to impact performance ratings, pay, or professional status ofteam members.
In terms of the leaders' influence over the group, in the absence offormal authority, the alternative
is clearly that the primary source of influence must emanate from the person, not from the
organization.
We have been examining the emerging concepts of transformational leadership as a means of
better understanding, selecting, developing, and gaining access to those unique interpersonal
characteristics that generate extra effort and commitment to the accomplishment of objectives.
We have been particularly influenced by the work ofBass (1985) who provides formal
descriptions of transactional and transformational leadership. He describes transactional leaders
as those persons who emphasize the transaction or exchange that takes place between leaders,
colleagues, and followers. This exchange is based on the leader specifying what is expected, and
helping followers to clearly understand what they will receive, or avoid, if they fulfill those
expectations.
Bass' description of transactional leadership strikes us as being quite consistent with traditional
view as to how to animate and activate a group to action in support of organizational objectives.
At the risk of igniting the often tiresome debate of the differences between leadership and
management, we consider the impact and methods of the transactional leader as being primarily
associated with management.
Transformational leadership is differentiated from transactional leadership in that
transformational leaders do more than set up simple exchanges or agreements. By virtue of the
nature oftheir relationship with followers, they motivate others to do more than they originally
intended, more than they thought possible, and to move beyond self-interest and focus on the
larger goals of the group or organization.
Perhaps the greatest contribution to our understanding of transformational leadership has been
the identification offour characteristics, referred to as the four "I's" (Avolio, Waldman, &
Yammarino, 1991) which transformational leaders use to stimulate and engage followers. The
four I's oftransformationalleadership are:
1. Individualized Consideration: Gives personal attention to others, making each individual
feel uniquely valued.
2. Intellectual Stimulation: Actively encourages a new look at old methods, stimulates
creativity, encourages others to look at problems and issues in a new way.
3. Inspirational Motivation: Increases optimism and enthusiasm, communicates high
expectations, points out possibilities not previously considered.
4. Idealized Influence: Provides vision and a sense of purpose. Elicits respect, trust, and
confidence from followers.
Transformational leaders are thought to engage followers by employing one or more of the 4
"I's" to stimulate voluntary and enthusiastic responses to their influence attempts.
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Having associated transactional characteristics with management, we associate the
transformational characteristics with leadership. However, Bass (1985) is quick to point out that
the two concepts, transactional (you do this and I'll make sure you receive that) and
transformational (intellectual stimulation, individualized consideration, inspiration, and idealized
influence) are generally not independent of one another. In fact a study of military officers and
industrial managers (Waldman, Bass, & Einstein, 1985) showed that although the effects of
transformational leadership were generally much stronger than those of transactional leadership,
those who had both transactional and transformational characteristics were much more successful
than those who had only one.
For us then, the intriguing question comes down to how to stimulate the combined ability to
both "rally the troops" and "to make the trains run on time." Both of these skills are important,
but they are most effective in an appropriate combination with the other.
In the past, our efforts at leader development have tended to emphasize the necessity for
making logical rational decisions and arraying the reward structures in such a manner so as to
make things payofffor people who are helping us to accomplish our goals. In Extension this
takes the form of merit pay, tenure, promotions, work assignments, and so forth, and in less
formal situations it often takes the form of affection, expressed appreciation, approval, personal
assistance, favors, or other interpersonal exchanges.
While this capacity is important and needs to be developed, the skills of the transformational
leader are often ignored, not because we deem them unimportant, but rather because we have
previously been unable to accurately describe, measure, or develop what we often referred to as
the elusive "X" factor ofleadership. Utilizing factor analytic techniques, Bass and Avolio (1990)
have, in addition to identifying the elements of transactional and transformational leadership,
provided a validated instrument, the Multi-factorial Leadership Questionnaire to measure this full
range ofleadership. In an effort to explore the general applicability of the
transactional/transformational leadership concepts to Extension in general, and to these new
organizational formats in particular, we conducted an exploratory program.
Method
Subjects in this study include a leadership cohort consisting of two Assistant Deans of
Cooperative Extension, five Extension specialists appointed as leaders ofPriority Initiative
Teams, and three Extension educators, also leaders ofPriority Initiative Teams. In addition, 47
subordinates of the leader cohort participated in the study for a total of 57 study subjects.
The previously noted Multi-factorial Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) was utilized to measure
elements of transformational and transactional leadership and to examine their relationship to
certain organizational outcomes. The MLQ measures seven characteristics of the behaviors of
leaders; the four "I"s ( Individualized Consideration, Intellectual Stimulation, Inspirational
Motivation, Idealized Influence) associated with Transformational Leadership; Contingent
Reward, associated with transactional leadership; Management by Exception, a method of
leadership associated with either solving or preventing problems; and Laissez Faire, an inactive
form ofleadership characterized by a reluctance to become actively involved and a view that the
best leadership is to disassociate from the action.
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In addition, the MLQ also measures organizational outcomes; the willingness of followers to
expend extra effort, effective leader representation offollower needs to higher-level leaders, unit
effectiveness, job effectiveness, organizational effectiveness, and job satisfaction.
Each member of the leader cohort completed a version of the MLQ measuring their
perceptions of themselves on each of the 13 characteristics or outcomes. Each of the 47
subordinate raters completed another version of the MLQ measuring their perceptions of one of
the members of the leader cohort (approximately five raters per leader) on each of the 13
measures. Results from the assessments were analyzed comparing the congruence of self
-perception and the perception of others, and the relationships between levels of each of the seven
leader characteristics and the six organizational outcomes.
The importance of combining subordinate evaluations with self evaluations is well established
in the relevant literature (Harris & Schaubroeck, 1988; Mabe & West, 1982). In general,
congruence between self-ratings and those of subordinates provides an indication of the validity of
the underlying measure. In this study both categories of respondents provided ratings on
a five point scale for each of the leadership and organizational outcome measures. Table 1
summarizes the mean scores on each measure, and the relatively strong agreement between self
and subordinate ratings, thus providing reassurance regarding the validity of the measures in this
study.
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Table 1
Mean Scores and Comparison of Self and Subordinate Ratings
SelfRating Subordinate Self-Subordinate
Means Rating Means Differences
Leadership Characteristics (0 to 5 scale)
Idealized 2.8
Influence
Inspirational 2.8
Motivation
Intellectual 2.8
Stimulation
Individualized 3.0
Consideration
Contingent 2.5
Reward
Management 1.9
by Exception
Laissez Fair 1.7
3.2
2.8
2.8
2.9
2.5
1.9
1.4
-0.4
0.00
0.00
+0.1
0.00
0.00
+0.4
Organizational Outcomes (0 to 5 scale)
Extra Effort 2.5
Relationships 3.0
to Higher-Ups
Unit Effectiveness 2.5
Job Effectiveness 3.0
Organizational 3.1
Effectiveness
Job Satisfaction 2.7
2.6 -0.1
3.1 -0.1
2.9 -0.4
2.8 +0.2
3.2 -0.1
3.1 -0.4
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Pearson's R, commonly referred to as a correlation coefficient, was used to measure the
relationship between leadership characteristics and organizational outcomes. The value of R
ranges between -1 (a perfect negative correlation) and +1 (a perfect positive correlation). A value
of 0 indicates no relationship. These relationships are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2
Correlation ofLeadership Characteristics with Organizational Outcomes Organizational
Outcomes
Amount Relations
ofExtra to
Effort Higher-Ups
Effectiveness Job
Unit Job Organizational Satisfaction
Transformational Leadership Characteristics:
Idealized
Influence
+0.95 +0.90 +0.76 +0.80 +0.96 +0.80
Inspirational
Motivation
+0.98 +0.86 +0.85 +0.75 +0.89 +0.76
Intellectual
Stimulation
+0.92 +0.75 +0.71 +0.62 +0.77 +0.72
Individualized
Consideration
+0.97 +0.76 +0.76 +0.77 +0.83 +0.75
------------------------------------------------------------
Transactional Leadership Characteristics:
Contingent
Reward
+0.77 +0.60 +0.69 +0.60 +0.64
Management
by Exception
0.00 +0.06 +0.38 -0.11 -0.05
Inactive Leadership:
+0.75
+0.36
Laissez Fair
-0.23 -0.11 +0.10 +0.10 -0.49 -0.07
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Guilford (1956) provides assistance in interpreting and comparing correlation coefficients. He
describes correlation coefficients ofless than .20 as being interpreted as "slight almost negligible
relationships", correlations of .20 to.40 as "low correlation;" correlations of .40 to.70 as
"moderate correlation;" .70 to.90 as "high correlation, marked relationship;" and correlation
greater than.90 as "very high correlation, very dependable relationship."
An inspection of Table 2 reveals that transformational leadership characteristics have a
consistently positive correlation with organizational outcomes in a range from .62 to .95,
indicative of a very strong overall relationship. The correlations between contingent
reward/transactional leadership and organizational outcomes is also strong; however, somewhat
less so than in the case of the transformational factors. The strength of correlations with
organizational outcomes virtually disappears in the case of the problem-oriented Management by
Exception leadership and has generally weak negative association with Laissez Fair leadership
approaches.
Discussion
Having embraced an increased use of ad hoc teams and work-groups to accomplish key
organizational objectives, and hesitant to enlarge existing organizational structures, we have
actively sought to better understand and develop the organizational dynamics necessary to make
these new organizational forms effective. Having been impressed by Bass'(1985) full-range
leadership formulation, and in particular his description of transformational leadership, we have
undertaken an exploratory study seeking to better understand and develop the requisite
leadership capacity.
Using a relatively small sample ofExtension leaders and 47 of their Extension colleagues they
are attempting to influence, we have utilized the Multifactorial Leadership Questionnaire, to make
an exploratory examination of the relationship between various leadership characteristics and
desired organizational outcomes.
An examination of the results reveals that transformational leadership characteristics, which
emanate exclusively from personal qualities of the leader, have a very strong positive
relationship with desired organizational outcomes. Transactional leadership characteristics, which
generally require the leader to regulate organizational rewards in return for follower effort,
although strongly associated with organization outcomes, were generally less strongly correlated
than with transformational characteristics. Problem-solving or dissociation approaches were
weakly and negatively correlated respectively.
Recalling that these results pertain to a group of only 10 leaders from what is in essence a
sample of convenience, our preliminary conclusion is that the concepts of transformational
leadership have great promise for Cooperative Extension. We interpret the results as affirming
previous decisions to eschew the delegation offormal organizational rewards as a primary
means to empower work-group leaders, as it appears that the most effective forms ofleadership
will be appropriate combinations ofboth transactional and transformational leadership.
We are experimenting with a variety of workshop, personal development, seminar and retreat
programs to assist our team leaders and multi-county coordinators to become aware of and to
develop transformational leadership skills. Further study on larger representative leader cohorts,
and with additional long-term measures of organizational outcomes, will contribute to confidence
in the usefulness of transformational leadership to Cooperative Extension.
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G = in group
SUMMARY: HOW TEAM LEADERS INTELLECTUALLY STIMULATE
OTHERS IN THE GROUP
G1. Use brainstorming
G2. Promote the use of fantasy
G3. Match group members skills and capabili~es with
solution needs required by subparts of the problem
G4. Avoid premature conclusions
G5. Ask challenging questions
G6. Encourage balanced or well-distributed participation
G7. Re-clarify objectives or redefine
G8. Reformulate the problem
G9. Take an intellectual and/or physical walk
G10. Take opposing views deliberately and provide convincing
arguments
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INTELLECTUAL STIMULATION
Intellectual Stimulation:
"If you change your assumptions, then.•."
General characteristics:
ValUing of the intellect
Encouragement of imagination
Challenging of old ways
Actions:
Questions status quo
Encourages simpler solutions
Uses reasoning as well as emotion
Reaction(s):
Willingness to think
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F =in followers
SUMMARY: LIST OF STRATEGIES TO INTELLECTUALLY
STIMULATE FOLLOWERS INCLUDE:
F1. Encouraging innovative thinking
F2. Providing a reformulation of the problem
F3. Using metaphors or analogies
F4. Changing the scale
F5. Considering absurd assumptions
F6. Imagining alternative states
F7. Reversing figure and background
F8. Widening, shrinking or splitting context
F9. Discovering unconscious (hidden) assumptions
F10. Questioning deeply rooted opinions/assumptions
F11. Challenging basic assumptions and premises
F12. Gaining access to deeply "stored" information
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Chart 12.1
THE INTELLECTUALLY STIMULATION LEADER..
• champions innovation by mobilizing and building support for
creative ideas. .
• creates 'demonstration projects to test out ideas.
• enlists others to introduce proposals with new ideas and
creative ways.
• influences and creates interest In the problem solving process.
• turns the problems inside out, questioning even the most
basic assumptions about them.
• encourages followers to focus on key aspects or
characteristics of problems while Ignoring the Irrelevant.
• establishes a pattern or framework to explain a flow of events
to reduce the complexity and diversity of those events.
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SOME BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS OF
INTELLECTUAL STIMULATION:
• RE·EXAMINES CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS TO PROBLEMS
• TAKES PAST EXAMPLES AND APPLIES TO CURRENT
PROBLEMS
• ENCOURAGES FOLLOWERS NOT TO THINK LIKE HIM/HER
• CREATES A "READINESS' FOR CHANGES IN THINKING
• ENCOURAGES A BROAD RANGE OF INTERESTS
• IS WILLING TO PUT FORTH OR ENTERTAIN SEEMINGLY
FOOLISH IDEAS
• ENCOURAGES FOLLOWERS TO USE DIVERGENT
PERSPECTIVES
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CHART 12.2
HOW IS INTELLECTUAL STIMULATION ACCOMPLISHED?
• Ideas can be manipulated by applying metaphors (i.e.
interpersonal attractiveness is a magnetic field, or, resistance
to change is like a dam on a river).
• The scale upon which the problem is measured can be
changed (A city can be likened to a big vlllaqe},
• The absurd can be considered as opposites to reality.(Suppose cars had two drivers).
• Alternative states could be imagined such as time being
accelerated or decelerated. (Each day is equal to a minute or a
year).
• The figure and ground can be transposed (If you originally
thought the problem was a technical one, and not people
oriented, then image it as a people problem).
• Contexts can be enlarged, contracted or subdivided. (Think of
this problem as being owned by everyone in the company
rather than just your own work unit).
• Hidden assumptions can be uncovered (Our failures may be
due to poor planning or premature jUdgements, not to our lack
of ability).
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Some Examples of
Leadership Development Plans
Increased Constructive
Transacting or Contingent
Reward is contained in some
plans:
• Develop positive exchange relationships
with followers
• Increased use of praise; when deserved
Most plans have at least some
focus on Individualized
Consideration. Many pay
particular attention to using
delegation and making it more
effective.
• by legitimizing delegation
• by supplying a methodology for
delegation and training followers in the
effective use of delegation
Other plans for Increasing
Individualized Consideration were to:
• individually develop followers'
conceptual problem solving ability;
• have more frequent contact with
followers and more frequent meetings;
• formalize personal training plans;
• train newcomers by creating work
layouts for them;
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• move to more consensual decision-
making in aggregating resources and
developing new ideas;
• create new opportunities for giving and
receiving feedback, emphasize an
individual's contributions to achieve
personal growth;
• increase openness in communications
and feedback from insiders and
outsiders;
• . plan together with followers their own
personal development by helping them
to discover their expectations.
The efforts to increase Intellectual
Stimulation was seen in plans to:
• create a team of key persons to
formulate performance improvements
and find new solutions to problems;
• to be more provocative in briefing
sessions and meetings;
• stimulate people to consider alternative
methods;
• strive for improvements even beyond
those planned;
• alter old frames of reference;
• use a product launch to intellectually
stimulate followers to discover new
ideas;
• transfer intellectual stimulation several
•levels downward in the hierarchy;
• Improved inspirational leadership was
included in plans to:
• foster follower optimism by fully,
explaining operations and giving exact
behavioral parameters;
create particular opportunities and
conditions during briefmg session to
emotionally involve followers;
• improve inspirational leadership when
presenting problems and delegating.
Idealized Influence efforts were
seen in plans to:
• become a more energized role model;
• reinforce group identity by involving
followers in the determination of
objectives, emphasizing effectiveness,
whole also taking a greater part in the
overall planning process;
• rekindle confidence in those followers
who live in a frustrating situation by
operating both individually and
collectively;
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
INCLUDE:
• difficulty in getting the message
downward;
• dealing with a strongly resistant
hierarchy and/or peers;
• difficulty in using delegation for
individual development rather than
organizational purposes;
• the need to rethink incentives;
• resistance to changing the system.
SOME IMPORTANT
OUTCOMES:
• Increased self-analysis, self-criticism,
and awareness of one's own actions',
• efforts to prepare followers and
colleagues for change;
• increased follower desire to become
involved in change and personal
development process;
• collect data and write down my
reflection for those who come after me'
. '
• focus commitments to obtain proper
action and alignment;
• build trust through consistency of
actions.
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•
•
•
•
•
more open and better communication;
changes in the organizations culture;
shift from hierarchies to team based
structures;
increased feelings of involvement: a
very rewarding experience;
expressions by followers of a high
degree of appreciation for the changes.
MY LEADERSffiP DEVELOPMENT PLAN
qi~:::':'';''.;·
Leadership Action
Factor/Objective Plan
Priority_: Action Steps:
Objective: Time Requires to Accomplish Objective:
Evaluation (how will you know when you've achieved
your objective?):
Support or cooperation required:
.
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PRELIMINARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PLAN (CONT)
Leadership
Factor/Objective
PrioritY-L: IYlilWuL-
~CO!'\!\ide.rat'<.CrII
Objective: Improve-~
~~-r&
bett:l:w~rew~
concet'"YIt for people- ClA"\.d-
their i.cl.ecwth4r~
better~ - eUrnr
~.IitUa.t'l.01'Wwhere-
I {r::l.4to-r~ /4t"et'II to-
other~ - be-~to­
r~~01'IIother~
ClA"\.d- to- n.ot- cillow
d.c:avact""l.01'W Ot"
idlwrt.qJtLo-rwto-dWert
~~WrlI - to- haNe-
people- feeA.t that" whe.Ylt
they CM"e-~t"&J11,€/
that" I REALLY CU'W
~to-themA
Action
Plan
Action Steps:
'BECOME AN ACTIVE LISTENER
l-Se<:eme--e::tMICM"e-of what-~~~r~
W.
2 - Look-for ~l.e.I-ofr~ ~I ea.-Ylttiy
to-~ .
3 - Se-e::tMICM"e-of~ bf:;td,~habi::t1<
if - Se<:eme--"" bett:l:w of~t.qJt'LCYl4:
5 - AJJk--fOr~01'11 ~~ - ClA"\.d-thew LISTEN
to-cu.
6 -R~~a.te-ClA"\.d-bear dowYlt01'll~~
~ -pCM"t'~~ witJ,.,LCM"ry ClA"\.d-Sue<
Time Requires to Accomplish Objective:
I~e-Unprovement'- 2 wee4-
L~t"erm" Unprovement' - 2~
Evaluation (how will you know when you've achieved your
objective):
1 - AJJk--LCM"ry,""ty~~ who-attettd.vthe-
~meet'~ctt'I d.o-to-e>v~e-~ /4t"~
2 -Selfw-~ O1'II/4t"~oppO'Y'tlA.tt.i.t'W1Y -~
n.ot-EW 01'11 e>very meet'~ wcU.kr (.w ClA"\.d-ml.ephone.- CIhout"
what- I Le<M-~{romttha.c~
3 - Attlmt'WrlIto-what-w~~to- me<
if - I YItC¥'~ e::tMICM"eI'I.e#'ofthe-VerbcW ClA"\.d- VI.OW-verbclM
(very Unp~){romt~ClA"\.d-foUower¥:
Support or cooperation required:
1 - C~ca--WrlICt.ttd.,.~fYO'WI/~
pCM"t'~~ LCM"ry, about'~ /4t"~~ - whet'\;
ClA"\.d- how oftet'll I be.ceun.e- d.4tr'e;td'ed,. ClA"\.d- cUd.tt:t :,ee,m; t&
be-/4t"~
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Executive Overview
Inspiring others: the language
of leadership
Jay A. Conger, McGill University
While _ ban leamed a great deal about th. neceaJly 01atl'ateglc: riGo.a emd
.llectiN leadercbip, _ baN ov.rlooked lb. c:riUc:allJDk between riGoa emd th.
leader's abUJIy to powedully c:ommUDle:at. ita .ssence, In th.lutare, lead.rs will
aot ol21y ban to be ellec:tive atl'ategista, bat rb.toric:icms wbo cem .aerv!ze
t1:Irougb th. WOJ'ds they c:1JOOH. Tb• • ra 01 memagfDg by dlc:tat. u .ndJag emd Is
beiDg replaced by em .ra 01 maaagfDg by buplratio.a. Foremoat among th. n.w
lead.nbip "lila d.memded 01 t1:Ils era will be th. abUiIy to c:ralt emd artie:u1ate
a m.ssage that u mgbly motivational. UDiortwlat.ly, it seems that I.w bu.rJness
leaden emd mcmag.n today pouess nc:1J dUla. To make matters won., oar
busilless e:u1ture emd educ:atioaal aystem may ....n dJac:ourage these dUla.
Conger .xambles wby these dUla are so c:ritlc:al cmd wbat the new lcmguage
dUla oIleadercbip will be. He 10Gb at bow lead.n tluougb their c:1Joic:e 01
words, valuu, emd beliels c:cm c:ralt commitm.nt emd c:oJ:liidenc:e in their
c:ompcmymbsJOJ:lS. H. also explores the importemce 01 rbetoric:al tec:1JD1quu nc:1J
as storiu, m.tapbors, emd mythm to generate exc:ttement cmd entbusiasm about
the leader's message•
>
.............................................................................._ .
Articl. From the recent attention thcit the subject of leaderShIp has received, we mow
that one critical role of effective leaders is to be sklllful crallsmen of their
organization's mission. We also mow that of equal Importance is the ability to
communicate their missions In ways that generate great Intrinslc appeal. 1 A
leader must not only be able to detect opportunities in the environment but to
describe them in ways that maximize their significance. This ability to describe is
captured by the simple story of two stone masons who. while working on the same
project, were asked what they were doing. The first replied: '1 am cutting stone;" .
the second: '1 am building a great cathedral." The latter was able to describe his
work In a more far-reac:htng and meaningful way. Work for him had a higher
purpose: Leadership today must embody this same ability-the capacity to
articulate an orgcmizatlon's mission and communicate 11 In ways that Inspire.
Sadly however. this capacity depends upon sldlIs that have been largely
neglected by the business world.
Why the neglect of such important abilities? In part, it is because our business
language confines ilseU to more rational, logical approaches. There is a tendency
to avoid emotional expressiveness for instance, The emphasis instead has been on
more static presentation sl:ilIs often using charts and graphs rich in quantitative
measures to convey ideas. The speaker's tone and message convey only a limited
range of energy and 'emotion. The very concept of an executive as a rhetorician
and inspiring speaker seems a radical departure from these conventions of
business behavior. Even management researchers have only recently begun to
highlight the important link between language and leadership. 2 Yet the world
around us has changed radically. The ability to transfonn an organization by
dictate Is a way of the past. A more educated, more intrinsically motivated
workplace demands that executives and managers recast their image more in the
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light of an effective political leader. They must learn to sell themselves and their
missions-to 'stump' for their cause-and this depends on highly effective
language skills,
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Tbese are skills wbich I believe can be learned, One of ancient Greece's greatest
and most persuasive orators was Demostbenes wbose first public speecb was so
feebly delivered and tortuous that his audience laughed him out of the Greek
assembly, As he walked home disheartened and resigned to bis inability to
speak, an actor named 5atyrus caugbt up witb him and gave bim a lesson in
bow to deliver a speech. Demosthenes then made bimself an underground study
where he stayed for weeks at a time practicing bis oratory away from tbe
distractions of the world. He cured a stammer by speaking witb pebbles in his
mouth and his shortness'of breath by shouting out poetry while running upbill.
Witb these efforts, he eventually acquired the ability to bold an Athenian
audience spellbound. While this is perhaps an enreme pathway to effective
speaking, there is a language of leadership that can be learned by using certain
practices and techniques,
This "language of leadership" can be broken into two distinct skill categories. The
first is the process of defining the purpose of the organization in a meaningful
way. In essence, this is the leader's message, This process is called "framing." The
second skill is the leader's ability to use symbolic language to give emotional
power to his or her message. This is a process of "rhetorical crafting." While the
message provides a sense of direction, rhetoric heightens its motivational appeal
and determines whether it will be sufficiently memorable to influence the
day-to-day decision-making of an orQ-anization. To use an analogy, we might
think of holiday times when a gift's wrappings are often as impactiul as the gift
itself. Let us begin with the notion of framing. •
The Notion of Framing
We know from research on transformational leaders that crafting and
communicating an inspirational vision is critical to their success. The way in
which a leader describes the future purpose of his or her organization is, in
essence, the vision. 3 In the simplest terms, a leader can choose to say "I want us
to build X number of products by this year and return so much on our assets" or "I
want us to revolutionize the way people see and act in the world through the use
of our products." Both statements are defining a purpose, though with very
different meanings. Both are distinct ways of "framing" an organization's
purpose-one around quantitative measures, the other around a grander
purpose, Frames then are essentially snapshots that leaders take of their
organization's purpose. In a larger sense, frames also provide a map lor action. If
we believe and describe the world as /lat or square, we will "frame" our
understanding of reality through that perspective and act cccordinqly. For
example, we are less likely to go sailing toward the hortzons of the earth than
someone who sees the world as round, Simply "framing" or wording an
opportunity in a particular manner influences our perceptions of its outcomes. In
one resecirch study, participants were told of a project having an 80 percent
chance of success and of another project having a 20 percent chance of failure
and then were asked to choose one. Inevitably they chose the former, yet both
outcomes are the same.
When describing an organization's mission or state of affairs, a leader is
essentially framing it to interpret reality for followers. Compare, for example,
Steven Jobs' comments to the staff 01 his new computer company NEXT:
"... we wanted to start a company that had a lot to do with education and in
particular, higher education, colleges and universities. So our vision is that there's
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a revolution in software going on now on college and university campuses. And it
has to do with providing two types of breahhrough software. One is called
simulated learning environments. You can't give a student in biology a five
million dollar recombinant DNA laboratory, But you can simulate those things, you
can simulate them on a very powerful computer. It is not possible for students to
afford these things. It is not possible for most faculty members to afford these
things, So if we can taJce what we do best, which is to find really great technology
and pull it down to a price point that's affordable to people, if we can do the
same thing for this type of computer, which is maybe ten times as powerful as a
personal computer, that we did for personal computers, then 1 thinlc we can make
a real difference in the way the learning experience happens in the next five
years. And that's what we're trying to do . . . , [and] one of my largest wishes is
that we build Next from the heart. And the people that are thinlcing about coming
to wore for us, or buying our products or who want to sell us things, feel that, that
we're doing this because we have a passion about it. We're doing this because
we really care about the higher educational process, not because we want to
maJce a bud, not because, you lcnow, we just want to do it to do it".·
You will notice that Steven Jobs does not describe his company's vision as building
X number of computers by a certain date or achieving a certain annual growth
rate or simply expanding into a particular market. Rather he constructs and
frames the strategic goal of NEXT as revolutionizing the educational system of a
nation. Contrast this description with the goals of a senior executive who is also
describing his organization's mission for the next year:
"Good morning, and welcome to our sirth annual management meeting, As in the
past, the purpose of the meeting is to review and discuss the overall objectives for
1985 . , . 1am certain 1985 will be another successful year. The goals are high
and consistent with prior year's objectives. As in the past, our prindpal objective
will be to accomplish our sales goal while limiting price off promotional activity.
Control of operating expenses throughout the company will be the eey to
successfully reaching our profitability goals espedally in view of the economic
environment in which we are presently operating. Last weee we presented the
operating and capital budgets to the corporate staff for approval. I am pleased to
report that the budgets were generally approved and the corporation has made
available up to $39 million of capital to support the growth and improve the
profitability of the Beverage Division, This is an increase of approrimately $7mm
over last year's capital budget of $32mm and is, indeed, an expression of
confidence in the ability of the management of this division to cultivate and exploit
the potential of our various marCets. We have an obligation to prudently employ
this capital to those areas of the business where it will be most productive and
profitable for both the short term and more importantly the long term. Incremental
and profitable case sales are ezpe<:ted where developmental capital is invested.
Each manager will be responsible for generating a 20 percent return on all
developmental capital invested, , • ."
He goes on to additional descriptions of budgeting and hwnan resource issues.
What we see is a straightforward exposition on the company's operating goals,
budgets, and polides-devoid of a more visionary and emotionally appealing
purpose and instead focused more on static operating details. Also the language
chosen is mechanical, and emotional content is largely absent. A stark contrast
with Job's more inspiring and visionary framing of his company's mission. Yet Jobs
could have framed his mission as simply produdng a better personal computer or
enhancing company revenues and profitability. Instead, he casts the mission in a
societal contribution frame, NEXT becomes a vehicle for alterating the landscape of
education.
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Effective framing of an organizational mission will ensure emotional Impact
particularly in terms of building a sense of confidence and excitement about the
future. A regional telephone company undergoing separation from its parent
organization, AT&T, durinq deregulation was experiencing great anxiety over the
cccompcnyinq loss of revenue and product support from its parent. There was a
serious concern that the company would essentially fail to perform effectively in
the new deregulated environment. The company president carefully reframed the
organization's future from one of great uncertainty and turmoil to one of unusual
and highly promising opportunity by describing the organization as being on the
cutting edge of new service and product opportunities. A colleague commented on
the Impact of this perspective, "His vision is that in spite of all that has happened
to the business, the future is a positive one. Take the best from what we were to
innovate to be even better and unburden those things that could be cumbersome.
The vision builds a sense of security. When the world seems to be falling down on
us, he says we are a strong, viable company with opportunities we never had
before."
Effective framing of
an organizational
mission 'Will ensure
emotional impact
particularly in terms
of building a .sense of
confidence and
excitement about the
future.
.'
To create a meaningful frame for an organizational mission, values and beliefs
are an essential component-especially those that reinforce commitment and
provide guidance for daily actions. Their selection is crucial since they are the
mechanical guts that power the vision's acceptance and accomplishment. By
selecting and amplifying specific values and beliefs, the leader further frames
interpretations of events, problems, or issues as they relate to the vision. 5
Amplifying Values
Hwe think of values as the states of being or modes of conduct that are worthy of
promotion and protection, then value amplification is simply the process of
identifying and elevating certain values as basic to the overall mission. 6 We know
from research on transformationallead~rship thCl!_gtJh.e core of effect!v!'!
lead':~Pf ~ Qie.=!~. 01 ,:aJues..!.'~~h ~~!:6,"pro,:,!~e-d~scribeaningf0thr, and instill
a sense 0 purpose in an orgaruzation s meu...,.,rs:-wJien e mg e
organization s ~on7"a-skil.JfUt"leciaefwill"serect values or stories that illustrate
values that have strong appeal to subordinates and justify their activities in highly
acceptable ways.
H we tum to Martin Luther King and his fcunous '1 Have a Drecnn" speech, we =
see clearly the Importance of framing a mission around certain values.
" ... When the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the
Constitution and the Declaration of Independence, they were signing a promissory
note to which every American was to fall heir. This note was a promise that all
men, yes, block men as well as white men, would be granted the unalienable
rights of liie. liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
•,', It is obvious today that America has defaulted on this promissory note insofar as
her citizens of color ore concerned. Instead of honoring this sacred obligation,
America has given the Negro people a bad check, which has come back marJced
"insufficient funds." But we refuse to believe that the bank of justice is bankrupt.
We refuse to believe that there are insufficient funds ...
So I say to you, my friends, that even though we must face the difficulties of today
and tomorrow. I still hove a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American
dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its
creed-we hold these truths to be seYevident, that all men are created equal.
This will be the day when all of God's children will be able to sing with new
meaning-'my country' tis of thee; sweet land of liberty; of thee I sing', land
where my fothers died, land of the pilgrim's pride; from every mountain side. let
freedom ring'-and if America is to be a great nation, this must become true."
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Though his speech addressed the black man's plight in America, King purposely
framed his mission's description around values that had great meaning for white
Americans. For example, at the time of his speech, he had discerned a growing
positive shift among many whites toward his position. In addition, the Congress
was considering President Kennedy's Civil Rights Act of 1963. Sensing the
possibility of support from society at large (and a nationwide television audience
for his speech), King choose to reach out to white America, framing his struggle in
values centrol to them, This dectsion contrasted sharply with his earlier, more
scolding approaches to white society. To make his appeal effective, King drew on
lines from the song "America"-lines that white Americans had sung as school
children, and quotes from Lincoln's Gettysburg Address and the Declaration of
Independence-lines that white Americans had recited as school children: '1 have
a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its
creed: We hold these truths to be seU-evident. that all men are created equal."
King's inference was that if Americans truly believed in their country and its
values, then they must also believe in civil rights: '1£ America is to be a great
nation, this must become true." By framing his movement's values in terms of the
nation's values and their protection, King heightened the significance of the black
man's struggle for every American. By carefully framing his mission in this way,
he maximized its potential acceptance by mainstream Americans.
Business leaders may use similar techniques in framing their own organization's
mission. In this case, the analogy with a social movement is quite appropriate, for
the more potent business leaders tronsform their organization's missions into
pseudo-social movements. For example, Mary Kay Ash, founder of the
Dallas-based Mary Kay Cosmetics Company, ties a set of values around equal
rights for women to her cosmetics company's mission:
"My objeciive was just to help women. it was not to mctte a tremendous amount
of sales. I want women to earn money commensurate with men. I want them to
be paid on the basis of what they have between their ears and their brains and
not because they are male or female."
Her company's mission is, in part, a social movement for women. Mary Kay also
draws upon Christian values as a centerpiece for her company's mission. She will
frequently say: "Our company motto is: God first, family second, and business
third. In that order, everything works, and out of that order, nothing works." In
company talks, she continually draws linlcs to these values-even to the most
mundane of company activities:
"Bad in the days of the Roman empire the legions of the emperor conquered the
known world. There was, however, one band of people the Romans never
conquered. These people were the followers of the great teacher from Bethlehem.
Historians have long since discovered that one of the reasons for the sturdiness of
this folk was their habit of meeting together weelc/y, They shared their difficulties
and they stood side by side. Does this remind you of something? The way we
stand side by side and share our knowledge as well as our difficulties with each
other at our weekly unit meetings,"
In his turnaround of Chrysler, laccoca framed part of the company's mission
around the preservation of the basic American values of the free enterprise
system, entrepreneurship, and protection of America's jobs. The need for a
government bailout was described as pivotal to that mission:
'We were asking (the government!: Would this country really be better off if
Chrysler folded and the nation's unemployment rate went up another half of one
percent overnight? Would free enterprise really be saved if Chrysler failed and
tens of thousands of jobs were lost to the Japanese? Would our free-market system
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really be more competitive without the million-plus cars and trucks that Chrysler
builds and sells each year?" ... we explained (to the government! that we're
really an amalgam of little guys. we're an assembly company. We have 11,000
suppliers and 4,000 dealers. Almost all of these people are small
businessmen-not fat cats, We need a helping hand-not a handout."
It is an appeal to values oflree enterprise-"would our free-market system really
be more competitive ..." and entrepreneurship ", .. all of these people are small
businessmen-not fat cats." In essence, what laccoca does so skill1ully is tum the
argument to his advantage. 8 The government's loan is an opportunity to reinforce
and strengthen American's competitive position in the world and to reaffirm the
government's commitment to entrepreneurship and small businesses. To do
otherwise is to rebut the guiding values of the society and Chrysler's
missions-making it difficult to say "no." In framing an organizational mission, a
leader must then select guiding values that have deep intrinsic appeal for their
organizations and constituents-these will provide a powerful raison d'etre,
Belief Amplification
Belief amplification is the second technique for framing activities and the
organization's mission. While values refer to the goals that the lender or
organization wishes to attain or promote, beliefs are the ideas about which factors
support or impede actions taken to achieve those desired values. There are four
basic belief categories that are important to organizational leaders in framing their
missions and activities related to them: 1) the mission's or task's importance, 2) its
root causes or need, 3) stereotypes about antagonists of the mission (both within
the organization and externally) and 4) the efficacy of the organization to
succeed. 9
The Mission's Importance
As mentioned earlier, beliefs about the importance or seriousness of the leader's
mission are a primary focus for leaders. Sometimes to maxi.mi2e impact, leaders
describe or exaggerate the current situation as intolerable and then frame their
future vision as the only viable and most attractive pathway. A speech by the
president of a data processing consulting company illustrates how one leader
communicated this belief to his employees:
Today the world is moving very rapidly towards decentralized data processing.
There is a shoclcing rate of change. It is critical for us to understand this because
the IBM salesman may soon know more than we will. In 1981, 1.9 percent of the
total personal computers sold were made by IBM, today 21 percent. The challenge
is very obvious. We must rechart our direction. Do not be·fooled by our success to
date. Our techniques which once were avant garde are now accepted ... The
traditional DP knowledge base has matured. Now this information is available in
books. Others have copied us, We must rechart our direction. Our taslc now is to
move into immature products like pc's (personal computers) and distributed
computers. The market for knowledge in these areas is huge . . . For example, 1
cannot emphasize enough the critical role that pc's are playing. In 1982, the Balik
of America had 500 of them: by 1984, they had 5000 . . . You have a real
challenge not to become obsolete in the next three years with the growth of pcs
and the move to decentrali2ed data processing. You individually need to get
yourself immersed, consumed by that marketplace. , . Your role is to keep our
firm at the leading edge as we have done before. Because if we fail to innovate
over the next three years, we will have a timebomb on our hands . . . The way
we will stay winners is by contributing to the body of knowledge. We must be
consumed by the process of delivering quality ideas, advice, and results to our
clients. Our strategy is and must be intellectual leadership in the management of
computers. "
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We see this le:rder driving home to staff his perceptions of a rapidly changtng
world filled With senous competitive challenges. A picture of dire consequences is
painted if the company does not continue to innovate and specifically address
emerging niche markets (pc's and distributed computers). He powerfully conveys
the seriousness of the firm's future mission and as an outcome provides
motivational energy for the organization.
The Need for the Mission
The second dimension of beliefs concerns why the mission has arisen in the first
place. Mary Kay's explanation that her company exists to help women
homemakers is an example. Jobs speaks about the need that he feels NEXT will
luIfiII as he reflects on an earlier experience;
"1 felt it the first time when 1visited a school and 1had like the 3rd and 4th grades
in a dassroom one time, and they had a whole classroom full of Apple lIs and 1
spent a few hours there and 1saw these 3rd and 4th graders growing up
completely different than 1grew up, because of this machine. , . And here was
this idea (the Apple computer) taken through all these stages resulting in a
dassroom full of kids growing up with some insights and fundamentally different
experiences which 1 thought might be very beneficial to their lives, because of a
germ of an idea a few years ago". 10
The need lor the NEXT computer company then is based on the belief that
computers play an integral and highly positive role in education. To achieve
strong intrinsic appeal. the mission's basic purpose must speak to deeply held
values that serve a larger purpose or aim towards realizing the potential of
employees.
Antagonists of the Mission
Stereotyptng about antagonists of the mission is important for generating
commitment and cohesion, Often beliefs about antagonists provide models of what
the leader's organization is not and so define by contrast. For example, an article
recounting a speech by Steven Jobs to the Boston Computer Society in 1984
captures this use of an antagonist to build commitment to the leader's mission. It
begins with a description of Jobs approaching the speaker's podium carrying with
him a small beige case. The audience is aware that within the case is the
company's new Maclntosh personal computer, Apple Computer's SI5 million
response to IBM's recent enlly into the home computer market:
Takillg an aggressive stance behind the podium, Jobs smiles, his face suddenly
illuminated on the giant rear-projection screen mounted behind him. For anyone
familiar with the MadntcW2 sci·li commercial-a take-oll On George Orwell's
1984 ... there is an immediate and deliciolLS irony: instead 01 Big Brother's (read
Big Blue's (lBMJ) ilItimidatiDg visage staring down lrom the wall, here is Steve
Job's. He begins to speak.
"The year is 195B, and a small company has succeeded in perfecting a new
technology, It is called xerography. IBM has the opportunity to acquire rights to
the new technology but elects not to. Thus, Xerox is born." Jobs reads on like a
hyped·up Edward R. Murrow delivering a condensed history of post-chip
technology: 1968-Digital Equipment Corporation introduces the first viable
minicomputer, and IBM dismisses the market; 1978-Apple jumps into the
home-computer field, IBM ignores it; 19BI-IBM finally brings out its own personal
computer (hisses from the bleachers) and quickly dominates the trade news.
Building to his main thrust-that Macintosh represents a new wave of home
hardware-Jobs can't resist overreaching. His company, he posits, is "the last force
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for freedom" in the marketplace. The implicit threat: Fight IBM to the lost bore
desktop or surrender to the forces of evil. JJ
By implicit assumption. Apple embodies the opposite qualities of an IBM. It must
be a quick-to-market. entrepreneurial and freer-thinking organization. These play
on the core cultural values of the organization itself heightening the potency of
their meaning.
Apple is also portrayed to the world and its employees as the embodiment of
these American values inducing positive regard from the audience.
Efficacy of the Mission
Finally, beliefs about the efficacy of the organization are critically important. In
essence, they build confidence in the entire mission. A leader will draw
analogies, for instance, to earlier proven successes to confirm the likelihood of the
current mission succeeding. So when Fred Smith, the chief executive of Federal
Express, describes why his Zap Mail project (a facsimile service) will succeed
despite early failures (although it did ultimately end in failure), he offers this
justification:
When you're trying to do something that's never been done before, it's really
sophistry to think you can project out in the future a set of numbers and hove
reality correspond to that. We started Zap Moil off under one set of circumstances
and assumptions, and predictably those assumptions were all wrong. It was very
similar to the situation in the express business. We started that off with a series of
assumptions that were total/y erroneous, and it was only when we threw all of
those away and really started the television campaign that got to be very famous
... that the thing really ramped Up,"'2
In this case, Smith is drawing a direct link between the slumping Zap Mail project
and the company's core express business which ultimately proved highly
successful. Both started out with the wrong assumptions, he argued, yet express
mail eventually succeeded. The problems With Zap Mail he is arguing are part of
the natural progression of an ultimately successful product. He even uses the word
"predictably" to assure the listener that indeed this is a very predictable process.
The key to success is simply television advertising-implicitly he is saying that this
is all that is needed to ensure Zap Mail's success. So he portrays the reality of the
Zap Mail project as hopeful and attainable. We know today that. in the end, Zap
Mail did prove to be a costly failure raising an important ethical issue concerning
the potential misuse of these practices.
In conclusion, framing is the leader's interpretation of his or her organization's
purpose with a=mpanying values and beliefs. It is an opportunity for leaders to
construct an appealing and motivating force for change and transformation in
their organizations. But framing is only the first step. For while the leader's
message is critical, the process by which it is communicated appears to be just as
signlficant. We know from research in political science that it is not uncommon for
two leaders to present the same message and yet receive different responses. 13
The style of verbal communications is a critical distinguishing factor in whether
the message will be remembered and endorsed. This is where the art of rhetoric
enters the language of leadership.
Rhetorical TechDique. of m.piralioDCll Leade..
A leader's words often assume their greatest impact as symbols rather than as
literal meanings. Apart from an appea1to emotions and ideals, inspiring leaders
use a number of rhetorical techniques such as metaphors and analogy or different
language styles or rhythmic devices to ensure that the symbolic content of their
message has a profound impact.
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Metaphors, Analogies, and Organizational Stories
Metaphors and analogy draw a relationship 01 likeness between two things-often
very unlike things-and are used lor vividness, clarification, or to express certain
emotions or interpret reality. For example, by a figurative comparison with a pool
01 water, John F. Kennedy conveyed the need lor politicians to temper themselves
through more intellectual influences: "... the political profession needs to hove its
temperature lowered in the cooling waters 01 the scholastic pool." Earlier, I drew
an analogy between gifts and their wrappings and the processes I am describing
in this article. The power 01 metaphor and onologies comes Irom their ability to
copture and illustrate on experience 01 reality by appealing simultaneously to the
various senses 01 the listener. As we will see, there is an appeal to the emotions,
to the iritellect, to imagination, and to values. This variety 01 stimulation ensures a
more vivid experience lor the listener.
Mary Kay Ash commonly employs metaphors In her talks. One 01 her more
popular metaphors is 01 a bumble bee which she uses to describe the reality 01 the
women who work lor her, "You see," she begins, "a bee shouldn't be able to /ly;
its body is too heavy lor its wings. But the bumblebee doesn't mow this and it /lies
very wei!." Mary Kay explains the message 01 this metaphor: They (women) come
to us not mowing they can /ly, FinoIIy, with help and encouragement. they find
their wings-and then they /ly very well indeed. "14
11 we put ourselves in the listener's position. it is likely that as we hear this story
we will visualize an oversized bee that is /lying with grace and speed. The listener
then goes through a mental process 01 deciphering what the message means to
them on a visual. cognitive. and emotionalleve!. There is often a moment 01
puzzlement trying to decode the meSsage-this ensures that the listener is both
stimulated and concentrating on the speolter's message. In this case, the metaphqr
presents a paradox-something that should not /ly but does. The listener then '
interprets this paradox in terms 01 herseU. For Mary Kay's audience, the
bumblebee metaphor eloquently coptures the dilemma 01 the North American
housewives to whom Mary Kay is appealing, These are individuals who have
been child- and house-bound with little sense 01 their ability to build a successlul
career and to develop financial independence. By joining the Mary Kay
organization, the metaphor is saying that women can achieve a sense 01 freedom
through their own Mary Kay cosmetics business, They can develop their own
"wings."
The metaphor also suggests that it is others' expectations that have kept
housewives unaware 01 their "wings" and their ability to /ly. Mary Kay is
essentioIIy saying; "You can fly, Others have told you that you are not constructed
lor success only becouse they do not mow the true powers hidden within you. "
The message brings the locus 01 control to within the person: 'You already hove
this ability within you. You do not need to search lor it," In this case, a simple
metaphor is .able to convey a powerful, uplilting set 01 messages. We see the
tmportance 01 Iinlting metaphors to audience concerns or needs.
Lee lacooco has also been particularly adept in the use 01 metpohor and analogy.
In explaining a decision to cut his salary to one dollar, lor example, he employed
the war metaphor 01 a commander joining his troops in the trenches:
"I didn't toke one dollar a year to be a martyr. 1 took it because 1 hod to go into
the pits,"
He then draws an analogy to the lamily:
"I call this equality of sacrifice ... It wasn't the loons that saved us. although we
needed them badly. It was the hundreds of millions of dollars given up by
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everybody involved. It was like a family getting together and saying "We've got""
loan from Our rich uncle and now we're going to prove that we can pay him
lx!ct." .
He implies that he and his fellow Chrysler workers are all members of a common
family working hard to prove their worth. By invoking this analogy of himself and
Chrysler as a family, he attempts to create strong identification between himself
and the average Chrysler worker. He interprets the hardships that Chrysler
employees must experience as necessary to help the "family." This rhetorical tactic
effectively plays on emotions associating the Chrysler situation with traditional
family values. By tying the company crisis to a positive analogy, workers are
provided with a rationale for their difficulties and the motivation to prove their
worth as a "family" to "Uncle" Sam. 15
Why are metaphors and analogies so powerful in communicating ideas and
goals? And are they more powerful than arguments supported by logic and
statistics? These are important questions since corporations and MBA programs
encourage the latter-carefully planned managerial presentations supported with
a wealth of statistical information. And while such presentations are critical to
effective decision-making, this style has become so engrained that managers use
a similar format in speeches, in pep talks to their organizations, and in ctiscussions
with customers and analysts. Leaders, especially the more inspirational ones,
appear to more often use such forums to "orate" and to convey their messages
through metaphors, analogies. and stories.
There are two streams of research that support and explain the greater impact of
metaphors and analogies over rational discourse. The first comes from the field of
speech communications where researCh shows that these devices appear to excite
the imagination of the listener and create consecutive states of tension
(puzzlement-recoil) and tension release (insight and resolution). 16 The listener is
not a passive receiver of information but is triggered into a state of active thinking
as they puzzle over the meaning of the story and attempt to make sense of it
usually in light of their own situation. This process is so engaging that it fosters
listener attention and interest.
In addition, studies from social psychology explain why these rhetorical devices
are a more persuasive and effective means of communicating ideas. 17 It has been
found that people treat statistical summaries as if they were uninformative. This
type of information appears to lack impact because of its abstract, colorless
nature. In contrast. brief. face-te-face comments have been found to have a
substantial impact on decision-making. It might be concluded that information is
used in proportion to its "vividness."
Stories. for example. convey more vividly the values and behaviors that are
important to an organization. For example. in one organization. I commonly heard
a particular story repeated in company interviews that reinforced the necessity of
being able to cope with the unexpected. The story went like this: An MBA
candidate was being recruited by the firm. At the end of a day of interviews. he
had met with everyone except the company's charismatic president. Up until this
point, there was a clear consensus that the young man should be hired. At 5:30
p.m., he met with the president who promptly asked if he would join him with
another manager for drinks. Off they went to a nearby bar at which point. the
president called his wife and the wife of the manager to join them for dinner. The
MBA preceded off to dinner having yet to begin his interview with the president.
Dinner ended at midnight-still no interview had been conducted. The president
then asked the recruit to his home for the actual interview. The young man balked
with surprise. saying he was tired and needed to return home. Needless to say,
he was not offered the position. The company president and others repeated this
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Stories or metaphors
cue most potent when
they invoke meanings
01' symbols that have
d_p cultural roots.
and as a result. elicit
stronger emotioDS.lI
story often to illustrate that the qualifications needed by the company included a
willingness to "roll with the punches" and "to go the extra mile" that his
organization's mission demanded. The story was a far more powerful and vivid
means of illustrating what the leader saw as important values and behaviors than
simple statements on his part that employees should be willing to demonstrate
~e~ commitment. You may have noted that I hc;rve also used stories throughout
this article to convey Ideas and capture the reader s attention such the one aboul
Demosthenes.
Stories or metaphors are most potent when they invoke meanings or symbols that
have deep cultural roots, and as a result, elicit stronger emotions. '8 If we return 10
the Steven Jobs speech to the Boston Computer Society, we see that through his
story and alluston to Apple as the "freedom" and IBM as the last force for "Big
Brother," Jobs calls upon several important cultural myths and symbols. For one,
he invokes the story of David and Goliath-the underdog forces of good (Apple)
which must light and triumph against the giant forces of evil (IBM), The listener, at
some level, cues into emotional associations-feelings of positive regard for
Apple, its difficult task, and its courage. Negative feelings are fostered towards the
giant IBM that attempts to crush this positive force. The "big brother" references to
George Orwell whose book 1984 enjoyed widespread popular appeal among Job's
generation also triggers audience associations with a menacing giant (IBM) who is
seeking omnipresent control. It is the classic struggle between the forces of good
(Apple) and evil (IBM). The word "freedom," it is assumed, invokes historical
associations with the American revolution and the nation's light against British
domination-again, the theme of the underdog triumphing over tyrannical forces.
Through these important stories and myths, Jobs is able to build within his
audience a set of favorable emotioris toward Apple and negative associations with
IBM.
Gearing Language to Different Audiences
In addition to the use of metaphors. the level of language used-whether elevated
or colloquial-is important. A colleague of one inspirational executive I studied
described this ability: "He could just tune in with any group; he could charm
senior people and could be at home with a new college graduate. , . His
message depends on the audience, He has a clever way about this, He has an
excellent speech writer. He would say, 'Here's how I would like the message.'
When the talk was completed. it always contained the right message for that
audience. He and his speech writer could tune in on any audience."
It appears. however, that the ability to speak on a more colloquial level is
particularly significant and conducive to creating appeal. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
for example, consistently employed colloquial language and 'folk' imagery to
convey his ties to the person on the street. In lireside chats, for example; he would
use sports analogies: '1 have no expectation of making a hit everytime I come to
bat." He consistently tailored his public talks to the "man in the street." But why
might this be such an effective technique?
A high status individual such as an executive is expected to use an elevated style
of language. When unexpectedly the everyday language of a plant worker is
used. it may create a special positive response. A sense of equality with someone
so elevated may at times produce a sense of affection and admiration. 19 In one
case. a senior manager described the charisma of his boss to me: "He would go
into the plants and tour them, talk to the employees-'teU me what you're doing
today' ... He's slcip levels downward just to get a comfort feeling, a name, a face.
People really felt comfortable with him. They felt he understood them. He could
relate and speak at their level. That was an important part of what attracted
people to him,"
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Other Speech Techniques
Another component of rhetoric is related to sound. such as repetition. rhythm.
balance and alliteration. While such techniques have been largely restricted to
religious and political leaders. the possibility of their use by business leaders
should not be overlooked. A certain rhythm can often mesmerize an audience. In
his speeches, Roosevelt often employed alliteration-the repetition of initial
consonant sounds in two or more neighboring words or syllables. In describing
the leadership of the Depression. he states:
Those who tilled the soil no longer reaped the rewards which were their right. The
small measure of their gains was decreed by men in distant cities . . . Individual
initiative was crushed in the cogs of a great machine.
The message was hei~tenedby alliteration as shown by the letters
(r-,r-,r-,d-,d-,i-,i-,c-,c-l. This creates an attention-holding rhythm.
Martin Luther King was a master of repetition and rhythm. An excerpt from his
famous '" have a dream speech" captures his abilities:
So let freedom ring from the prodigious hilltops of New Hampshire. Let freedom
ring from the mighty mountains of New York. Let freedom ring from the
snow-capped Roches of Colorado. Let freedom ring from the curvaceous slopes of
California. But not only that. Let freedom ring from Stone Mountpin of Georgia.
Let freedom ring from Lookout Mountain of Tennessee. Let freedom ring from
every hill and molehill of Mississippi, from every mountainside. let freedom ring.
And when we allow freedom to ring, when we·let it ring from every village and
hamlet, from every state and city, we .will be able to speed up that day when all
of God's children-black men and white men. lews and Gentiles. Catholics and
Protestants-will be able to join hands and to sing in the words of the old Negro
spiritual: 'Free at last, free at last: thank God Almighty, we are free at last.'
King moves into repetition of the key phrase "let freedom ring"-over and
over-at a progressively louder tone-closing with repetition of a second phrase
"free at last." Repetition and rhythm. in this case, impact the listening audience in
two important ways. First. King is able to create a song-like crescendo much like a
combination of a symphony and Negro spiritual. This mesmerizes. captures
attention, and builds emotional commitment to the message. Second and more
important, he is able to leave his audience with one critical idea "they are to be
free." Repetition ensures recall. Unlike the written word, speech is more diHicult to
comprehend. Once spoken. the speakers words are gone except for the listeners
abilities to remember them. If the speaker makes numerous points, the listener is
not likely to recall them all. The listener must be able to understand the speakers
ideas. The problem is that the lis1ener has little time to pause for reflection.
Repetition focuses the listener on the key ideas and drives them home.
Finally, paralahguage or the sound of speech is an additional important factor in
effective communications. Through appropriate paralanguage, one can
communicate an image of self-confidence and power. For example, when
speakers are nervous and lacking in confidence. they speak at a lower volume
and make more numerous speech errors such as incomplete sentences. long
pauses between words. omitted portions of words or sentences. A more confident
style will avoid these mistakes.
Recent research has also found differences between what are perceived' as
powerful and powerless styles of speech resulting from paralanguage and the use
of certain words. The powerless style includes speech hesitations as "ch." "you
know." and "uh:" polite phrases like "please" and "thank you:" questioning voice
tones at the end of declarative statements; and hedging phrases as '" think," '"
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guess, " "kinda. " The powerful style lacks these qualities and instead por!rQys the
speaker as more assuming, more goal-direc:ted, and straightforward. In a study of
these two styles, 11 was found that study participants rated speakers using the
powerful style as more potent and ,attracl1veand more credible.21
Conc:lulon
I believe that we have only just begun to appreciate the power of the spoken word
and its role in transformational leadership. The demands of this language of
leadership will mean that executives and managers must begin 10 break: from
their traditional modes of communicating and move to more expressive, more
inspirational forms. Needless to say, the first step must be the formulation of an
organizational vision that Is meaningful. This Is, in itself, a complex process as we
know from recent research.22 But once such a vision Is formulated, the language
of leadership plays a vital role in its acceptance and accomplishment Guidelines
to ensure a more lmpactful message are as follows:
I. Frame your:organization's mission around intrinsically appealing goals and
draw upon values and beliefs that have positive, culturally important meanings
for your organization. Do nat describe the company purpose as solely Xamount
of profitability, Xamount of revenues, and Xamount of return-en-cssets, Rather
draw appealing 1lnks 10 the broader societal contributions of the organization
and sincerely endorse and incorporate these. While this presaiption may seem
simple; 11 Is in reality a diHlcult task:. Employees and customers will detect when
such 1lnks are not based upon the deeply-held and realistic assumptions of the
leader. The leader'strue beliefs in his or her organlzatlon's purpose are a
cornerstone 10 becaming insplrational and are achieved only after significant
periods of exploration" refiecl1on" and effort.
2. In descriptions of the organization's goals. incorporate the positive values that
'are deeply held by the organization and society at large by using stones to
illustrate these guiding values in actlon within the organization and the
marketplace.
3. Remember to highlight the key belief categories mentioned earlier when
framing descrtptions of the organization's mission. They are: 1) the significance
of the mission, 2) why 11 has arisen in the first place, 3) key antagonists, and 4)
assumptions about why it will succeed.
4. In general, emplay more 'analogies, metaphors, and stories when speaking.
Keep your message simple and focused and repeat it consistently.
5. When communicating to company audiences, experiment with vorious
rhetorical techniques. Seek out coaches who can assist you with paralanguage,
the selection of appropriate metaphors, voice intonation, and so on. Get
feedback: to determine which aspec1s of your style need greater attention and
which seem to hold audience attention.
6. Allow your own emotions to surface as you speak. 'If you are feeling truly
excited about a particular actlvity or goal, show it. If you are deeply concerned
about competitive threats, show it.
Twoadditional points are worth noting. One-you, as a speaker. must be
perceived as credible and possessing a measure of expertise otherwise your
message Is unlikely to be believed. Uone Is speakfng about company strategy.
listeners must actually believe the speaker possesses such knowledge and
strategic expertise.23 Do not attempt to appear as a knowledgeable expert in areas
where your audience knows you are not.
Second. and more important. is the issue of ethics. Language sld1ls can be
misused. For example, leaders may presentlniormation or anecdotes that make
their visions appear more realistic or more appealing than they actually are. They
may also use their language sld1ls to screen out problems or to foster an illusion of
control when, in reality, things are quite out of control. 24 The gift of language has
its potential dark side as witnessed with Adoll Hitler and his powerful ability to
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coinmunicate. kllisteners and members or organizations, we must be on guard
for such abuses.
In closing. it is important that business leaders see their role as "meaning
makers." They must pick and choose from the rough materials of reality to
construct pictures of great possibilities. An effective leader's persuasion is of the
subtlest kind. for he or she must interpret reality to oller images of the future that
are irresistibly meaningful. In the choice of words, values. and beliefs. you as a
leader "craft" reality to ensure commitment and confidence in the mission.
Rhetorical teclmiques of metaphors. of stories. of repetition and rhythm. and of
frames all help to convey ideas in the most powerful ways. They ensure that
strategic goals are well understood, that they are convincing, and that they spark
excitement. Hyou as a leader can make an appealing dream seem like
tomorrow's reality. your subordinates willlreely choose to follow you .
..........................................................................................................".." .
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Techniques for Facilitation
To maximize the learning experience, the facilitator(s) should be
especially'attentive to the following:
• The Physical Meeting Space
• Needs of the Individual
• Group Dynamics
• Learning Topic
• Group Discussion
• Conflict
The Physical Meeting Space
The facilitator(s) is responsible for setting up the physical
meeting space to encourage productivity and group interaction.
Suggestions include:
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Select a meeting room large enough to accommodate the group.
Arrange chairs and tables so people can see and interact with
one another.
Make sure room temperature, lighting and other conditions are
comfortable.
Arrange necessary equipment (e.g., flip charts, overhead
projectors, writing paper and pens) to allow equal access by the
participants.
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Needs of the Individual
The facilitator(s) should be attentive to the needs of the
individual.
• Stimulate and nurture the individual to promote learning.
• Allow individuals the freedom to participate at their own pace.
• Help individuals clarify their needs and respect the needs of
others.
• Allow and accept everyone's remarks.
Group Dynamics
The dynamics of the group are important to productive learning
experiences. The facilitator(s) should help the group learn how to
deal with:
• Individuals who disrupt or dominate group discussions.
• Quiet or nonparticipating members. Find ways to involve them
in the group in nonthreatening ways.
Involvement is an important part of successful group interaction
and can be encouraged in the following two ways:
1. A dyad pairs two people together and stimulates interaction and
communication. It takes the pressure off one person to carry on
a conversation because each participant is more likely to begin
talking.
2. A triad involves three people in a group and allows more
discussion of ideas and comments. However, the group is still
small enough that everyone takes part.
Small groups are an effective way to:
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o Provide a low-risk environment. Speaking in a smaller group is
less threatening than speaking in a larger group.
o Encourage involvement. All group members should take an
active part in order for the activity to be most productive.
o Hear other ideas without undue judgements being weighed.
o Promote flexibility. New groups can be organized if conflicts
within existing groups occur.
o Establish relationships between and among group members,
and to add security to those feeling insecure in the situation.
(Eitington 1989)
The following techniques can assist in promoting group
interaction:
Group Composition-Form small groups through some random
method (i.e., month of birthday, counting off, etc.) so that people are
seated with others they may not know well. Change group members
for different activities. It helps to keep people energized and have
more chances to meet everyone by the end of the program.
Seating-Arrange the seating where eye contact can be estab-
lished. Form circles or semi-circles with the chairs or desks depend-
ing on the meeting room and its furnishings.
Spokesperson-Use a spokesperson to report the group's find-
ings to others. While this decision should be left up to each group,
try to discourage the same people from always taking the lead.
Monitoring-The facilitator(s) should monitor or walk from
group to group to determine how things are proceeding. The group
may need help keeping to the task, have questions, or need other
assistance.
Subject Matter
It is important that the facilitator(s) is knowledgeable about the
content of the teaching materials presented in the modules. Reading
and studying each of the modules prior to facilitation of the session
will help the group keep its focus.
The PARTNERS program has been pilot tested and reviewed.
However, it is appropriate for the extension staff to make modifica-
tions to the program to meet the needs of the specific audience and
local community. If volunteers are facilitating the program, it is
important to work with the extension staff in making any changes
to the program.
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Group Discussions
To lead a successful group discussion, the facilitator(s) should
follow these guidelines:
Be Prepared-There is no substitute for being prepared to
facilitate the session. Be familiar with the teaching module, then
think through step-by-step how to facilitate the group.
Make Introductions-At the first meeting, make sure everyone
in the group feels comfortable with one another before beginning.
The facilitator(s) should introduce him or herself to the group if
they do not know all the participants, and have the group do the
same. Be creative and determine a method of introduction that fits
the discussion group or topic.
Encourage Participation-The facilitator(s) should not dominate
the discussion, but encourage everyone to take an active part in the
presentation.
Review What Was Discussed-At the end of the session,
review the major concepts that were covered. This could be restating
the topics or asking the group to share information. Participants as
well as the leader(s) should complete the evaluation and compare
the results.
Sometimes groups have a hard time starting a discussion,
involving everyone, summarizing, or finding a direction. The
following are several comments, group situations and possible
phrases to prompt discussion.
To obtain responses from everyone, say or ask. ..
• "Let's go around the room and have each person in turn indicate..."
• "Say a little more about that."
• "Let's hear everyone's ideasand suggestions before we discuss or vote
on anyone of these?"
• "( insert correct name ), what do you think about..."
To introduce an activity say or ask. ..
• "Let's take a few minutes to brainstorm on..."
• "What if we take the next __ minutes to do (activity) to deter-
mine (task or outcome) . Does that seem appropriate at this time?"
• "How about breaking into (number) groups of three to eight
peopleand taking 20 minutes to discuss (topic) and come up with
ideas to share with the group?"
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To guide the groups, say or ask. ..
"What do we need to discuss or take actions on?"
"In what order should we discuss (topicl ?"
"How should we organize the__ minutes we have to get the job
done?"
"I need help. 'I'm not sure what would be the best approach to
(topicl . How should we approach it?"
"I feel the need to set priorities about (topicl . I'm afraid we are
cutting too much off for ourselves. "
"If I heard you correctly, you feel (topicl "
"Have you considered (topicl r:
"How about (topicl ?"
"Would it be appropriate to (topicl Z"
To redirect group discussions while in small group work,
comment...
• "That may be important to discuss, but the task is to..."
• "I may not have explained the task completely, the group is to..."
To summarize discussion, say or ask. ..
• "Good suggestion. Did everyone hear that? How can we develop this
for next time?"
• "The ideas suggested so far are . Where can we go from
here?"
• "Do we all agree that...?1!
To handle conflict or unacceptable responses. say or ask...
• "I'm concerned about . How does thegroupfeel it should be
handled?"
• "What is the underlying problem? Concern? Need? How would you
suggest we approach this?"
• "If I heard you correctly, you feel . How does everyone else
feel about it?"
Conflict
Conflict is common in most groups. It can produce desirable or
undesirable outcomes depending on how it is dealt with. The
following is a list of common group conflicts with possible causes
and suggested solutions. A section on conflict resolution follows
(Youth Centered Leadership 1977, with permission).
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Lack of Participation
Examples:
• Some individuals do not participate.
• Individuals participate only in fun activities.
Causes: Members may not-
• Understand the objectives or feel secure enough to take risks.
• Have the opportunity, because others dominate activities.
• Be interested in that activity.
Suggested Solutions:
• Include people in the planning.
• Delegate responsibilities to others.
• Offer assistance when needed or provide additional resources.
• Promote an atmosphere of respect for one another.
Failure to Accept Responsibility
Examples:
• Some individuals do not accept the responsibilities designated
or volunteered for.
• Some do not fulfill the responsibilities.
• Some do not seem interested in the group.
Causes: Members may-
• Feel insecure about their abilities.
• Have other things to do that are deemed more important.
• Not know what is expected.
Suggested Solutions:
• Make sure everyone understands what is expected.
• Promote the importance of their part.
• Match assignments with the person's abilities.
• Set group standard of "following through."
Maintaining Membership in the Group
Examples:
• Members are dropping out.
Causes:
• Present members may be cliquish.
• The program may not be fulfilling the needs of the members.
• Other programs available in the community may be more attra-
ctive .
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Suggested Solutions:
• Improve the atmosphere, make it a more friendly place.
• Promote appropriate attitudes in group interactions that are
inclusive.
• Determine how members' needs can be better met through the
program.
• Publicize the program through local media.
Note to Facilitator(s): Once the program is underway, the group has
already formed, relationships have been established, and plans have
been made. If new people are included, take time to incorporate
them into the group and help them catch-up with what has happened.
Lack of Communication
Examples:
• Personal conflicts arise between members.
• Jealousy and turf wars develop in project development.
Causes: Individual may not-
• Understand their own motivation or the group's motivation.
• Understand that they have an important part in the group.
• Feel secure and therefore are excessively shy or aggressive.
Suggested Solutions:
• Encourage members to help each other strengthen the commu-
nication skills.
• Promote trust and respect in the group.
• Follow the six steps listed below in handling conflicts to work
through the problem.
If conflict develops within a group, the following can guide
facilitator(s) in responding to the situation. However, different
circumstances require different responses, and the facilitator(s)
should use his/her best judgement (Dunn 1972).
Step I: Listen
Step back and listen objectively to all sides. Is it worth interven-
ing to resolve the conflict? If not, let it pass. Accept the fact that
people have differences. If it is too important to ignore, then
proceed to step 2.
Step 2: Feedback
After listening to both groups, restate what was said. By
restating, ("What I heard you say was...Was that correct?"), misun-
derstandings can sometimes be clarified. If emotions seem to be a
problem, move on to step 3.
PARTNERS, 1993 - 76
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Step 3: Vent Emotions
Tune in to the feelings of each person involved (e.g., "You seem
upset, what's the matter?"). Then all sides listen. The purpose of this
step is to vent frustration, get it off your chest. Once emotions have
been expressed, rational discussion has a greater chance to prevail.
If the conflict is still unresolved, move to step 4.
Step 4: Compromise
Improved communication and vented emotions may not change
the conflict. Try a compromise where both parties win (e.g. "I can
understand your feelings. I will...if you will..."). Compromise
recognizes that conflict is not all one-sided. If this doesn't seem to
help, move to step 5.
Step 5: Confront with Facts
Present each side with facts. For example, "During the last three
months, membership has dropped 70 percent. Something must be
done." If the other side argues the facts, ask for a repeat of the facts
and what is wanted. This approach minimizes arguments and the
exchange of angry feelings. If it still is not settled continue to Step
6, but only if everything else fails!
Step 6: Directly Confront-Productively
Let everyone involved know how each side feels. Use "I"
statements (e.g. "I didn't like it when...;' "I was hurt when ")
instead of judgmental "you" statements (e.g. "You aren't listening ,"
"You are hard to work with..."). Avoid the labels good and bad,
right and wrong, or should and shouldn't. Identify what you want
to happen (e.g. "I would like an apology for hurting my feelings").
If the confrontation continues, think through the previous steps,
(e.g. "What can I live with?" "What compromise can I make?" "Am
I understanding their point of view?"). At some point, one of the
first six steps may be helpful or provide a breakthrough. Try to
build on that.
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THE TUM EFFECTIVENESS CRITIQUE
Mark Alexander
Most groups exist and persist because (a) the purpose of the group cannot be accomplished
by individuals working on their own, and (b) certain needs of individual members can be
satisfied by belonging to the group. Ofcourse, the mere existence of a group does not ensure
that it will operate effectively; a group is effective only to the degree to which it is able to
use its individual and collective resources. The measure of the group's effectiveness is its
ability to achieve its objectives and satisfy the needs of the individuals in the group.
An organization is a collection of groups. The success of an organization depends on
the ability of the groups within it to work together to attain commonly held objectives. Because
organizations are becoming increasingly more complex, their leaders must be concerned with
developing more cohesive and cooperative relationships between individuals and groups.
Similarly, the development of effective groups or teams within the organization will deter-
mine, to a large extent, the ability of the organization to attain its goals.
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO TEAM DEVELOPMENT AND EFFECTIVENESS
Team development is based on the assumption that any group is able to work more effec-
tively if its members are prepared to confront questions such as: How can this collection
of individuals work together more effectively as a team? How can we better, use the resources
we represent? How can we communicate with one another more effectively to make better
decisions? What is impeding our performance?
The answers to these questions may be found by examining the factors that lead to
team development and effectiveness. These factors can be measured, or inventoried. by team
members with the use of the Team Effectiveness Critique. Before the critique form is admin-
istered, however, all team members should understand the terminology used to describe the
nine factors. The following descriptions can be presented in a lecturette format to the team
members prior to completion of the critique.
1. Shared Goals and ObjectiVes
In order for a team to operate effectively, it must have stated goals and objectives. These
goals are,'not a simple understanding of the immediate task, but an overall understanding
of the role of the group in the total organization, its responsibilities, and the things the team
wants to accomplish. In addition, the members of the team must be committed to the goals.
Such commitment comes from involving ail team members in defining the goals and relat-
ing the goals to specific problems that are relevant to team members. The time spent on
goal definition in the initial stages of a team's life results in less time needed later to resolve
problems and misunderstandings.
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2. Utilization of RItsources
The ultimate purpose of a team is to do things effectively. In order to accomplish this, the'
team must use effectively all the resources at its disposal. This means establishing an environ-
ment that allows individual resources to be used. Team effectiveness is enhanced when every
member has the Opportunity to contribute and when all opinions are heard and considered.
It is the team's responsibility to create an atmosphere in which individuals can state their
opinions without fear of ridicule or reprisal. It is each individual's responsibility to contribute
information and ideas and to be prepared to support them with rational arguments. Maxi-
mum utilization of team members requires full participation and self-regulation.
3. Trust and Conflict Resolution
In any team situation, disagreement is likely to occur. The ability to openly recognize conflict
and seek to resolve it through discussion is critical to the team's success. People do not auto-
matically work well together just because they happen to belong to the same work group
or share the same job function. For a team to become effective, it must deal with the emo-
tional problems and needs of its members and the interpersonal problems that arise in order
to build working relationships that are characterized by openness and trust. The creation
of a feeling of mutual trust, respect, and understanding and the ability of the team to deal
with the inevitable conflicts that occur in any group situation are key factors in team
development.
4. Shared Leadership
Individuals will not function as a team if they are brought together simply to "rubber samp"
decisions made by their leader or others not in the group. The development and cohesion
of a team occurs only when there is a feeling of shared leadership among all team members.
This means that all members accept some responsibility for task functions-those things
necessary to do the job-and maintenance functions-those things necessary to keep the group
together and interacting effectively. Task functions include: initiating discussions or actions,
clarifying issues and goals, summarizing points, testing for consensus or agreement, and
seeking or giving information. Task leadership helps the group to establish its direction and
assists the group in moving toward its goals. Mamtenanc« functions include encouraging in-
volvement and participation, sensing and expressing group feelings, harmonizing and facili-
tating reconciliation of disagreements, setting standards for the group, and "gatekeeping"
or bringing people into discussions. No one person can be expected to perform all these re-
quired leadership functions effectively all the time. Groups perform better when all mem-
bers perform both task and,:,,,,aintenance functions.
0,,::;;.
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!5. ContlOl and ~OC8dures
A group needs ~i\ii:lltablish procedures that can be used to guide or regulate its activities.
For example, a meeting agenda serves to guide group activities during a meeting. Schedules
of when specific actions will be taken also regulate team activities. Team development and
team-member commitment is facilitated through maximum involvement in the establish-
ment of agendas, schedules. and other procedures. Of course, the team should determine
how it wishes to maintain control. In meeting situations, control most often is achieved through
the appointment of a chairperson whose responsibility is to facilitate the procedure estab-
lished by the team. Some teams find that they do not need a formal leader; each member
regulates his or her own contributions and behavior as well as those of others.
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8. Effective Interpersonal Communications
Effective team development depends on the ability of team members to communicate with
one anot~.in an open and honest manner. Effective interpersonal communications are ap-
parent wbiih' team members listen to one another and attempt to build on one another's
contribution.. Effective interpersonal communications are achieved through self-regulation
by team members, so that everyone in the group has an equal opportunity to participate
in discussions.
7. Approach to Problem Solving and Decision Making
Solving problems and making decisions are two critical team functions. If a group is going
to improve its ability to function as a team, recognized methods for solving problems and
making decisions should be studied and adopted. The lack of agreed-on approaches to prob-
lem solving and decision making can result in wasted time, misunderstandings, frustration,
and-more importantly-e-'bad" decisions.
A generally accepted, step-by-step procedure for problem solving and decision making
is as follows:
1. Identify the problem (being careful to differentiate between the real problem and
symptoms of the problem).
2. Develop criteria (or goals).
3. Gather relevant data.
4. Identify all feasible, alternative solutions or courses of action.
5. Evaluate the alternatives in light of the data and the objectives of the team.
6. Reach a decision.
7. Implement the decision.
Needless to say, there are variations of this procedure. However, whatever method is used,
an effective team will have an agreed-on approach to problem solving and decision making
that is shared and supported by all members.
8. experimentation/Creativity
Just as it is important for a team to have certain structured procedures, it also is important
that the team be prepared occasionally to move beyond the boundaries of established pro-
cedures and processes in order to experiment with new ways of doing things. Techniques
such as "brainstorming" as a means of increasing creativity should be tried periodically to
generate new ways to increase the team's effectiveness. An experimental attitude should be
adopted in order to allow the team greater flexibility in dealing with problems and decision-
making situations.
9. Evaluation
The team periodically should examine its group processes from both task and maintenance
aspects. This examination or "critique" requires the team to stop and look at how well it
is doing and what, if anything, may be hindering its operation. Problems may result from
procedures or methods, or may be caused by individual team members. Such problems
should be resolved through discussion before the team attempts further cask accomplish-
ment. Effective self-evaluation is probably one of the most critical factors leading to team .
development.
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Ultimately, the strength and degree of a team's development will be measured in two
ways: lirst, in its ability to get things done-its effectiveness-and second, in terms of its
cohesiveness-the sense of belonging that individual members have and the degree of their
commitment to"one another and the goals of the team.
USE OF THE TEAM EFFECTIVENESS CRITIQUE
The periodic review of a team's operating practices in light of the factors leading to team
development is a simple and useful method for improving a team's effectiveness. The Team
Effecnveness Critique can be used as an observational tool by an independent observer or
as an intervention device for the entire team. In this case, the critique should be completed
bv each individual team member, who will then share his or her assessment with the entire
team, This sharing can be expanded to a consensus activity by asking team members to reach
a common assessment for each of the nine factors. (This use of the critique would be most
appropriate with ongoing organizational teams.) Agreement about areas in which improve-
ments could be made would then lead to team action planning.
The critique also can be used as an experiential training device. Participants would be
asked to complete a group task on a simulation basis and would then assess their teamwork
using the critique form. Again, the group members would discuss their assessments with one
another, focusing on generally recognized weaknesses.
The Team Effectiveness Critique is intended to be used as a training and team-development
tool; it is not intended to be used for statistical or research purposes. Therefore, the face validi-
ty of the form and its usefulness in team work speak for themselves. No statistical validity has
been established.
Mark Alexander is the manager of managtmml and organization deoelopmen: for Air
Canada; MontTl!al. QJJtbec, Canada. His specialty is the design and implementation of
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team developT7U!n1. Mr. Alexanderformerly was an assistant professor of business adminis-
tration at St. Francis Xavier University, Antigonish, Nova Scotia. He has contributed
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THE TEAM EFFECTIVENESS CRITIQUE
Mark Alexander
Instructions: Indicate on the scales that follow your assessment of your team and the way it
functions by circling the number on each scale that you feel is most descriptive of your team.
I. Goals and Objectives
There is a lack of commonly Team members understand and
understood goals and objectives. agree on goals and objectives.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Utilization of Resources
All member resources are not Member resources are fully
recognized and/or utilized. recognized and utilized.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Trust and Conflict
There is a high degree of trust
There is little trust among among members, and conflict
members, and contlict is dealt with openly and
is evident. worked through.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Leadership
One person dominates, and There is full participation in
leadership roles are not carried leadership; leadership roles
out or shared. are shared by members.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Control and Procedures
There are effective procedures
There is little control, and to guide team functioning; team
there is a lack of procedures members support these proce-
to guide team functioning. dures and regulate themselves.
2 3 4 5 6 7
TIt. J985 Ann..u.' DfiniDping HlmllJn &SOu"'..
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6. Interpenonal
Communications
Communication, between Communications between
members are,;~ members are open and
and guarded. participative.
2 3 4- 5 6 7
7. Problem Solving/Decision
Making
The team has well-established
The team has no agreed-on and agreed-on approaches
...• approaches to problem solving to problem solving and
and decision making. decision making.
2 3 4- 5 6 7
8. Experimentation/Creativity
The team is rigid and does The team experiments with
not experiment with how different ways of doing things
things are done. and is creative in its approach.
2 3 4- 5 6 7
9. Evaluation
The group never evaluates its The group often evaluates its
functioning or process. functioning and process.
1 2 3 4- 5 6 7
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TEAMS
Well-Functioning Teams
Envlronmentallnf!uences
1.Team members are in close
physical proximity and able to
meet regularly.
2. Theappropriate skills are rep-
resented on the team.
3. Theappropriate levels of or-
ganizational authority are
present within theteam.
Goals
1.Team members are involved
in the setting of objectives.
2. Objectives areunderstood by
all members.
3. All incflViduaJs agree with
objectives.
4. Objectives are setand met
within realistic time frames.
Poorly Functioning Teams
Environmental Influences
1. Physical separation prevents
members from meeting frequently.
2. Team is not given adequate
resources to do the job.
3. There is no recognition of team
effort.
4. There is lackof recognition by
the organization or its leaders
that a team exists.
Goals
1. Members do not participate in
setting goals.
2. Goals are unclear.
3. Goals are not communicated.
4. Everyone is doing theirown
thing without attention to team goals.
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Well-Functioning Teams
Roles
1. Roles are clearly defined and
do not overlap.
2. Team members andtheir
leader knowtheirassignments. '
3. Roles are understood by all
and are supported.
4. There is strong, effective lead·
ership with clearly defined
responsibilities.
5. Members and the leaders are
accessible to help each other.
Relationships
1. There is team identity or esprit
de corps and pride.
2. There is tolerance forconflict,
with an emphasis upon resolution.
3. Conflict is openly discussed,
often resulting in growth or
learning.
4. Members enjoy each other.
5. Team members support each
other.
Poorly Functioning Teams
Roles
1. Responsibilites are poorly
defined.
2. No clear leader is identified.
3. There is buck passing of
responsibility.
4. Members engage in power
playsfor authority and control.
5. Members refuse to recognize
their interdependence and act
as if theywere independent.
Relationships
1. Members are unwilling to be
identified with the team.
2. There is covert conflict between
members.
3. Therearesevere personality
conflicts.
4. Relationships are competitive.
5. Members are defensive.
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Well-Functioning Teams
ProcedUrN
1. Decisions are made by the
most appropriate method.
2. Meetings are efficient and
task·improvement oriented.
3. Emphasis is on solving prob-
lems, versus blaming the in-
dividual responsible for the
problem.
4. All members participate in
discussions and meetings.
5. Minutes of meetings are
promptly distributed.
6. Members listen well.
7. There is frequent feedback
to individuals regarding per-
formance.
8. All members are kept Informed.
9. DeadlInes -.cl milestones are
clearly estehllshed and agreed
to by team.
•
Poorly Functioning Teams
Procedures
1. Howto decide on issues and
decisions precipitate a crisis situation.
2. Decision making is dominated
by one person.
3. Communications are one way-
from top down-and channeled through
the leader.
4. Minor points aredebated end-
lessly.
5. Meetings are unproductive with
the issues unresolved.
6. Meetings cover trMa,
versus significant issues.
7. Actions are taken without
planning.
8. Members work individually and
ignore each other.
9. Members are late for meetings
or do notattend.
~G.~n ••• l;eg
UA Consulting & Trlllning Sorvicol
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Confronting
Dysrunetlonal
Partlelpant Behavior
~~rlhe In d~laillh~ dysfunctional heha"klr lhat you have obKrvtcI.
~ndicat~ why 1M behaYlor conccrns you.
~Ask for rnsoftS and IIslen openly to tM cxplanatloft.
~ndlc:aC thai lhe .lluallon must be chanaed and ask for Iclcu for
solvlna lhe problem.
~DiKuIs nch Idea and offcr your help.
~pcc on specific action to be taken a.nd SCI a follow-up dale.
AdapwcJ from ItE. Hullman. "The TraIneras 'Scapqoal~M III 7trIlnln, ,,-
o.~""""'frtlJou""". July I98Z. pp. 5005Z. Used wllh permission.
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FaeRltator Group Interventions
(Whea There Is a Problem)
STRUCTURAL INTERVENTIONS
• Having group members work privately - making notes to themselves, for
example - before they discuss the topic jointly as a total·group;
• Having members pair off to interview each other about the problem;
• Forming sub-groups to explore the different aspects of the problem and then
share their work with the remainder of the group;
• Forming a group-on-group design, to enable an inner group to work inde-
pendently of an outer group, which, in tum, gives process feedback to Inner
group members.
-
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Fae81tator Group Interventions
(WheD There "Is a Proble....
GROUP BUILDING
• Pointing out dysfunctional behaviors which keep the group from achieving a
cohesive climate;
• Encouraging group members to express feelings about decisions the group
makes,
• Encounging group members to respond to one another's ideas and opinions
verbally, whether in terms of agreement or disagreement;
• Confronting behaviors that lead to defensivencss and lack of trust among
group members, e.g., evaluative feedback and hidden agendas;
• Verbally reinforcing group-building behaviors such as gatekeeping, harmo-
nizing, etc.
• Have members panphrasc what other sald be/ore making their point.
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Paodltator Group Interventions
(When There Is a Problem)
PROCESS INTERVENTIONS
• Having the group translate an issue into a problem statement;
• Observing that the group is attending to several problems simultaneously
rather than sticking to one problem at a time;
• Observing that a decision was made out of a "hearing-no-objections" norm
and having the group deal with this posture;
• Inviting the group to develop action plans related to a problem solution;
• Suggesting that the group summarize what has been covered within a given
problem-solving period;
• Helping the group to monitor its own style, using its resources;
• Using instruments, questionnaires, and ratings to assess the group's position
on a partkular topic.
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Faellitatiou Skills
I. EMPATHY (PUT YOURSELF IN THEIR SHOES)
2. UNCONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE OF WHO THEY ARE
3. ACTIVELY LISTEN
4. BE AVAILABLE (AVAILABILITY) -I'M HERE FOR YOU!
S. SHOW YOU HUMANNESS
6. BE CLEAR ABOUT WHO YOU ARE - YOUR STJlENGTHSIFLAT
SIDES
7. BE CLEAR ON YOUR OBJECTIVES FOR THIS MEETING
8. BE SPECIFIC - PRECISE OBSERVATIONS OF BEHAVIOR
9. FLEXIBLY RESPOND TO PARTICIPANTS
10. BE CLEAR ON PARTICIPANT NEEDS
II. BE SELECTIVEJDESCRIPTIVE IN THE FEEDBACK
12. BE YOURSELF - BEGENUINE
13. ENCOURAGE - SELF EXPLORATION
- SHARING Of FEELINGS
14. BE AWAllE Of THEIR STYLE - CHOOSE LANGUAGE
ACCOIlDINGLY
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THE TEAM BUILDER'S CHARTER
ETB-24
I. Establish clear aims.
2. Start modestly.
3. Ensure agreement prior
to action.
4. Build realistic timetables.
5. Consult widely and genuinely.
6. Relate team building to
organizational worh.
7. Face up to "political"
problems.
8. Encourage openness
and fran/mess.
9. Do not raise false expectations.
10. Reorganize worh if necessary.
II. Remember that the unhnow!,
is often more threatening than
the hnown.
12. Remember that development
is basically self-regulated.
• Intelligenr groups can often get there themselves if
they know where to go.
• People often get bogged down with methods.
• "Big oaks from lillie acorns grow."
• Success builds both further success and confidence.
• People are more comfortable with concepts they
can grasp.
• Commitment grows from real understanding.
• Change without commitment is almost impossible.
• Gaining commitment is time consuming.
• "Rome was not built in a day,"
• "Unlearning" often needs to precede learning.
• Cultural changes come slowly.
• People do have valuable contributions to make.
• Consultation increases commitment.
• Consultation is not a chore; il is an essential.
• Manipulation undermines team building.
• Experimentation is more likely 10 be accepted if it
does not involve substantial extra work.
• Use regular meetings or projects as team-building
opportunities.
• Meaningful results will be more easily identified.
• Do not sweep issues under the carpet.
• Be realistic about what is attainable.
• Playing politics will discredit your efforts,
• Deep-rooted prejudices and beliefs are more easily
dealt with if discussed openly.
• Do not stifle discussion.
• Promises are easy.
• Broken promises discredit.
• Developmental activities take time.
• Team building can increase individual work loads.
• When problems are exposed. they become
less threatening.
• Age, capacity, and beliefs create limitations.
• Ultimately we are responsible for our
own development.
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THE TEAM BUILDER'S CHARTER (continued)
13. Remember that "You can lead a
horse to water, but you cannot
make it drink. "
14. Remember those who are not
part 0/ the action.
15. Remember that team building
can precipitate other problems.
16. Be open to other opportunities
when team building.
17. Delegate.
18. Accept external help
i/ necessary.
19. Learn from mistakes.
20. Practice what you preach.
• People cannot be forced into attitude changes.
• People cannot be forced into openness and honesty.
• People can be forced into pretending to change.
• Jealousy can emerge.
• People like to be part of the action.
• Other groups can feel insecure.
• Individuals and teams can grow beyond their
present roles.
• Individual development can occur.
• New ideas generate further creativity.
• Challenges to existing systems and methods may
present thernse Ives,
• People have different strengths and skills.
• Delegation usually. means development.
• Choose carefully.
• Take responsibility for your own actions.
• Outsiders offer different insights and skills.
• Outsiders do not have organizational histories.
• Outsiders are more likely to be impartial.
• Admit when you are wrong.
• Review progress regularly.
• Encourage feedback.
• Honest feedback is the most valuable thing your
colleagues can give you.
• ..Actions speak louder than words."
IlrpmdUl"f'd. £rom W.W. Burkt' and L.O. GcHJ(hut>in (Ed5.). T,,.,ltu lIr1dh,wI'.' in 0/): Cur,,,1t Tht'ory find Practice, San Die.,tO.C.A:
lInivft"lity Auociates. 1980.
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Leadership Is a Relationship
You think because
you understand
one you must
understand two,
because one and
one makes two.
Mark McCaslin
Leadership is a cooperative relationship thatprovides opportunities for identifying and
addressing a commonality of purpose. This defini-
tion of leadership belongs to the relationships
movement of leadership studies, which attempts to
understand the holistic nature of leadership through
three key components: relationships, opportunities,
and purpose.
The fact that leadership is cooperative is a critical
construct of the relationships movement, for it
distinguishes between leader and leadership. Coop-
erative relationship refers to the interactions be-
tween leader and follower. According to Rost (1991).
both followers and leaders do leadership and the
relationship between leader and follower constitutes
leadership. When leadership presents itself in such a
way it becomes cooperative. Building effective
relationships expands available resources. A coop-
erative relationship-leadership-is the energy leader
and follower generate for identifying and addressing
a commonality of purpose. To grasp the nature of
leadership. we must first appreciate this relationship.
Margaret Wheatley (1992)
quotes an ancient Sufi teaching
that reveals the significance of
this relationship: "You think
because you understand one you
must understand two, because one
and one makes two. But you must
also understand and." In leader-
ship studies we think that know-
ing what constitutes a leader
enables us to address the prob-
lems of the world effectively by
training more leaders. In the
process we tend to identify
followers as part of the problem.
although they are actually the
solution. Viewing leadership as a
relationship allows us to tap into the dynamic nature
and the awesome energy that lays dormant between
leader and follower.
If the relationship is the source of energy for
leadership. then opportunity provides the ability to
focus its power. Power takes many forms; in the
relationships movement, we seek that power that
comes from the self. Such power, when allowed to be
free, balances the drive for individual greatness and
the desire to serve through collective action. It is a
misunderstood phenomenon called "empowerment."
The roots of empowerment are grounded in two
critical, inseparable principles: freedom and service.
When freedom is lost, service is forgotten; when
service is forgotten, freedom is lost. The principles
•
•
are reciprocal-to strengthen one it is necessary to
become dedicated to the other. Empowerment is the
expression of leadership in the relationships move-
ment. It is a call to service through collective action
that accentuates individual freedom.
Seeing leadership as a relationship opens oppor-
tunities in which all, leaders and followers, can
participate. Being dynamic, the relationship wel-
comes growth and change. Being synergistic, this
growth and change becomes greater than anyone
person (leader or follower) could accomplish indi-
vidually. It bonds service and freedom, thus creating
the opportunity to address a commonality of pur-
pose.
If the relationship is energy and the opportunity to
focus it through the concept of empowerment, then
commonality of purpose is the glue that bonds it. It
requires openness in communicating, understanding
of conflict, and a vision for the possible. In commu-
nicating we must learn to listen and listen to learn.
Understanding and communicating will ultimately
cool the fear of conflict. Leadership embraces
conflict as an indicator of the change process.
Conflict is driven by change, and real change that
reflects our mutual purposes is
the nature of leadership. To
resolve conflict is to arrive at a
commonality of purpose.
Leadership does not look to
stop the cause of conflict, it looks
to change the effects of conflict,
which have traditionally been
negative and divisive. (Burns,
1978). These effects lead to the
concentration of power and to
choosing sides, further polarizing
the issues and limiting the ability
of those involved to find agreeable
solutions. Hence. some mediators
first look to deny or avoid the
cause of conflict and seek only to
manage its effects. in the end, no change is allowed
unless a concentration of power clearly overwhelms
the opposing view. In all likelihood the cause of the
conflict has not been removed, and it will again
begin to build in an unending cycle that drains the
resources of the organization.
The true nature of an effective relationship is
straightforward. Relationships are not powered
through coercion or intimidating forces, they are not
strengthened by manipulation, and they are certainly
not self-serving. Empowered relationships are
holistic, principled, compassionate, and just. A true
relationship is balanced by wisdom, integrity,
fairness, service, a belief in potential, and a commit-
mentto human dignity. Relationships are leadership
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among people who desire to
transform life into the best pos-
sible form that constantly rede-
fines itself as the questions of life,
family, and community evolve.
That is the true nature of leader-
ship.
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1 0 the Practical Farmer
ENHANCING GROUP PERFORMANCE
During January's networking meeting for
community groups, Mary Foley of ISU Extension
used an overhead about six phases of a project (at
right). Chuckles from participants likely came in
part from the recognition of an element of truth in
the overhead's message.
The following ideas may be useful if groups
want to avoid the last five of these phases. The first
list is from a presentation by Rick Foster of the
Kellogg Foundation at a networking conference of
groups involved in the Foundation's Integrated
Farming Systems Initiative. The others are from
the book, Working with Groups, Committees, &
Communities by Harleigh and Audrey Trecker.
SIX PHASES OF A PROJECT
1. Enthusiasm
2. Disillusionment
3. Panic
4. Search for the Guilty
5. Punishment of the Innocent
6. Praise and Honors for the
Non-Participants
Ingredients for a successful team:
• a "bone deep" respect for each individual on the
team
• a mutually accepted vision and mission
• clear, open communication
• established ground rules
• awareness of group process
Poor participation occurs when:
• not enough time and thought have been given
to the group's formation and composition
• the group's purpose or goal is not clear or is not
supported by some group members
• members may not be sure about their tasks
• members may be overloaded and overworked
• some members may lack knowledge and experi-
ence in the problem area being considered
• the group may have gotten stuck in its delibera-
tions
• the group may have become dependent on one
or two people to do most of the work
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• balanced participation
• constructive feedback to improve team
behavior
• well-defined decision procedures
• a sense of humor
Responsible participants:
• are clear about the purpose of the group
• make every effort to attend meetings, and if
unable to do so they make an effort to catch
up on what went on
• openly share ideas, experiences, and opinions
about matters of interest to the group
• cooperate by staying on the subject
• are fair, considerate, and reasonable in the
amount of time they use in group meetings
• are willingto blend their ideas with others in
the group
• learn how to use factual materials and ask for
clarification if needed
• accept the process in a positive
way and see the continuity be-
tween meetings
Spring 1995 1 1
Some groups are non-productive because: Some groups become productive from:
not all the right people in terms of skills and
talents are involved
its goals are unrealistic in terms of its resources
and the length of time it will take to achieve
these goals
its goals duplicate the goals of other groups, and
they don't work together
the group has ignored the planning process,
and it lurches from crisis to crisis without long-
term goals and reasonable, realistic plans
the work is not spread among members
•
•
•
•
•
o o
• agreement on procedures and methods _
members know the rules of the game and how
things are done
• clear goals and purposes systematically de-
fined in relation to resources
• a plan to achieve goals that is tied to a time
frame, and members work steadily to com-
plete the plan
• an inventory of talents of members and the
appropriate use of talents with a variety of
individual activities
• members understand their job and stick to the
assignment
• a schedule of regular meetings that the group
sticks to
• materials are available for review and discus-
sion prior to meetings, and members do their
homework between and before meetings
• good records of meetings to help to keep from
backtracking
• members devote time to checking up on each
other, looking for beller ways to do the job
• others in the community understand the
group, which is a result of devoting time to
encouraging this understanding
Ways to encourage attendance at meetings:
• choose the best time and place after soliciting
preferences from members
• stick to the time schedule - change only for
serious reasons
• prepare notices with care and send to members
well in advance
• send the agenda in advance and word it clearly
so that members will look forward to a planned
and interesting meeting
• make advance informational materials clear,
concise, and appealing to members
• call to remind members about the meeting
• welcome and introduce all members
• create opportunities for new members to offer
their ideas
• invite members to take on responsibilities
• organize a systematic follow-up with absentee
members
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Making every voice heard
Democratic change starts with the meetings
Truly democratic change begins when everyone participates.
EDITOR'S NOTE: We conttnue here 'our
lookaith. rationales behindtheLand Stew-
ardship'Project's methiJds of participatory
'soCial change. In the Nov/Dec Land Stew.
ardshlpLetter:DougNoparbegan discuss-
iilghow LSp'conduc/$ public meetings: He
cO'!linues'thdt:discussion here,'.explaining
howihlsmt'etingsfylectl~ helpdevelop truly
'iJ.in6cnztic grasiroots'organizatioils. j','.....
-!,.iI.•).;,'.'"·.···:~_n.,,'··J.,,,· ' •.~i', ',:-".' ,' ... '.". : .. ',"" T,··
By Doug Nopar
A fter experiencing public meetingsfilled with lots of big whitebutcher block paper on the walls
and numerous small group discussion ses-
sions. long-time LSP meeting go-ers occa-
sionally ask me friendly questions like, "Just
what is it that we're doing here'?"
I've often shrugged my shoulders and re-
sponded with: "Well, we're just giving people
a chance to talk."
It's time to dig a little deeper and explain
as dearly as J can why wc usc the meeting
facilitation methods that we do. ..... .
LSP's mceting styles. when done well,
allow us to:
• Validate rural voices. I believe the voices
and opinions of rural people have been sup-
pressed and necd to be heard and validated.
This meeting style gives everyone the chance
to share their yicws, not just those who are
comfortable speaking out in a large group.
• Build peer support. We need to provide
support to people who possess more humane,
spiritual values and beliefs. That can be dif-
ficult, because those values and beliefs often
run counter to those values of the dominant,
mainstream culture (like greed, competition,
exploitation, power and control). We must
provide that support by creating a setting
where people realize they are not alone.
• Encourage people to share ideas. We
must create a forum for people to share ideas
and end the domination of knowledge by
"experts." When given the opportunity to
share information and experiences with one
another, many of us find we have important
and well-grounded ideas about the future of
our farms and rural communities. We all need
the chance to talk with one another about the
things we care about. We should also be will-
ing 'to find answers within each other, rather
than ex.pecting all of the answers to come
from distant advisers who may not share our
values or be familiar with the pressures, con-
straints and opportunities of our daily lives.
• End isolation. Because we have become
increasingly isolated from one another we
need the opportunity to form friendships and
community networks based on the important
concerns of our lives. We also need to ex.-
pand the areas of discussion we deem as im-
portant, going beyond the traditional conver-
sations about weather, crops, livestock and
the health of our families.
• Encourage action. This setting gives us
the encouragement to not just talk about, but
to act upon our values (frugality, care of the
land, cooperation with others), and to stand
up to the inhumane values of the dominant
culture.
• Welcome criticism and feedback.This
style of participatory education places great
value on group evaluation. If we are com-
mitted to conducting the most satisfying pub-
lic events that we can, then we need to be
continually listening to and learning from
participants about what worked and what
didn't, and hearing their recommendations
for future meetings.
• Practice real democracy. Organizations
working for positive social change need to
practice a type of democracy that relies on
many diverse opinions. In that way, they can
present an alternative to the dominant politi-
cal and corporate structures that work to con-
trol us.
These mainstream structures control us by
maintaining power and decision-making in
the hands of very few people - that is what
we must always avoid. Unfortunately, these
controlling and non-democratic ways of'func-
tioning are often used not only in governmcn-
tal bodies and corporations, but in many farm,
civic, environmental and community orga-
nizations.
Writing in her hook Technology of Par-
ticipation, Laura Spencer says: "Real partici-
pation is perhaps the surest way to inspire
commitment. Participation and planning
leads to ownership."
Clearly, part of our
interest in using partici-
putury methods has
been to help build more
widespread commit-
mcnt and ownership in
LSP's efforts. And it's
clearly related to LSP's
vision for a sustainable
society.
Un fo rt u n a t cl y .
<.:hanging the' way we
farm is only pari or the
challenge wc ('nce in
creating a more sustain-
able agrieulturc.IfLSP,
the Sustainable Farm-
ingAssociation of Min-
nesota and other sus-
tainable agriculture ad-
vocates are to make the
new agriculture we en-
vision a reality, we must work to maximize
the genuine, deep participation of more
people in our efforts.
It must be recognized that if we allow
power, control and decision-making to be
kept in the hands of a very few, we are mim-
icking the old ways of business and govern-
ment that got us in trouble in the first place.
And these old, controlling ways do not build
widespread ownership or involvement in our
efforts. 0
• • •
Doug Nopar is a program organizer in
LSP's Lewiston, Minn., office.
The lAnd Stewardship Letter
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The roots of positive change
The many sources of community organizing run deep & wide
Editor'. Note: In previous Issues;"of the
Land Stewardship uner, organizer Doug
Nopar has written about the Land Steward-
ship Pmject's methods ofparticipatory so-
cial change,' In this issue, he discusses the
hlslory behind some ofLSP 's methods.
By Doug Nopar
There 's nothing that will organizea community faster than thefeeling that you and your neighbors
are facing a common threat. I've written
about the methods LSP uses to help
ordinary citizens learn from and empower
one another in our local communities. But
it's also vital in this global era to open
ourselves to learning from others around
the world who face similar struggles and
challenges,
In fact. many of LSP's ideas for
participatory education, on-farm research.
cultural programs and community organiz-
ing come from other places. We borrowed
most. if not all of these ideas, and adapted
them to our own unique setting here in the
Midwest. It's time that we credit some of
these sources and pay them our respect.
Participatory education
The kind of adult education that LSP
does is often labeled "participatory" or
"popular" education. It is a group process
of education where the teacher andstudents
learn together, and where the day-to-day
life experiences of the participants are used
as a basis for creating grassroots-led social
change, Although Brazilian educator Paulo
Freire is often noted as the founder of
popular education in the 19605, it is hard to
credit these methods to a single source.
They were used in Scandinavian folk
schools dating back to the 1920s, in the
citizenship schools which helped spawn the
Civil Rights Movement in the American
South in the 1950s and 19605, as well as in
the consciousness-raising groups organized
by the U.S. women's movement in the
1970s, Popular education was also used by
the British labor movement and as a tool to
promote literacy in Nicaragua during the
Sandinista revolution in the 19805, Today,
these methods are practiced by people
struggling for justice all over the world,
whether it be in Latin America, Africa,
Southeast Asia or North America, The two
most noted centers for popular education in
North America are the Highlander Center
in eastern Tennessee and the Doris
Marshall Institute in Toronto, Canada.
Participatory on-farm research
Initially, LSP got the idea for doing the
kind of on-farm research we do from the
Center for Rural Affairs in Nebraska. We
liked the Center's approach because it
combined an examination of farming
practices with an understanding of family,
social and economic conditions in rural
communities. We also learned a lot from
Boone, Iowa, farmers Dick and Sharon
Thompson and the Practical Farmers of
For further reading
• Participatory education: Educating for a
Change," by Rick Arnold et al., published
by the Doris Marshall Institute; Training for
Transformation by Anne Hope and Sally
Timmel; and Deborah Brandt's To Change
This Houses
• Participatory on-farm research: Farmer
First: Farmer Innovation and Agricultural
Research by Robert Chambers, et al. There
is also a good video on participatory research,
called With People's Wisdom," put out by the
Society of Participatory Research in Asia.
• Community organizing: Si Kahn's Orga-
nizing: A Guide for Grassroots Leaders; Saul
Alinsky's Rules for Radicals; Cold Anger by
Mary Beth Rogers; and Community Organiz-
ing for Social Change *by Kim Bobo, Jackie
Kendall and Steve Max ofthe Midwest Acad-
emy, Gary Delgado recently published an
excellent summary and analysis of commu-
nity organizing called Beyond the Politics of
Place.
• Cultural activities: Si Kahn's Organizing;
and Jane Sapp's Culture: The Roots ofCom-
munity Spirit and Power. "
• Available from 01. ;Iighlander Center, 1959
Highlander Way, New Market, TN 37820;
tele. - (615) 933-3443.
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Iowa, who pioneered an approach to on-
farm research that is fairly palatable to the
scientific community, Since that time,
many organizations have incorporated on-
farm research into their work.
But interestingly, as we began using the
Center's on-farm research approach here in
Minnesota, we also discovered participa-
tory on-farm research approaches being
used by farmers and scientists in a variety
of other rural areas around the globe, The
Philippines, India, Kenya, Botswana and
Peru are just a few of the places where
participatory on-farm research is being
practiced.
Community organizing
LSP has adapted a number of tools from
the community organizing field for our
work, These methods have been evident in
our public corporate campaigns against the
likes of John Hancock Life Insurance.
Travelers Insurance and numerous factory
farm backers. They are also evident in
much of LSP's day-to-day work of getting
rural citizens involved in public meetings.
identifying potential members and leaders
and recruiting people for committees and
task forces,
There are a number of community
organizing traditions that we've drawn
from, including that of local neighborhood
organizing developed hy Saul Alinsky in
Chicago in the 1940s, and the corporate
campaigns and boycotts developed by
Infact against Nestle Foods Corporation
and General Electric in the 1980s and early
part of this decade,
Cultural activities
While singing, poetry, drama and story-
telling have been a part of many LSP
meetings, it's important to realize that
cultural activity has long been tied to social
reform efforts, For example, street theater
played an important role in the u.s. labor
movement in the 1930s, and Theater of the
Oppressed was central to anti-fascist
struggles in Latin America in the 1970s and
19805, Singing, of course, was at the core
of both the Civil Rights Movement and the
anti-war movement in the 19605.
I view cultural work as crucial to
effective social change efforts, These
activities provide spiritual nourishment for
us so that we are able to continue our work
for change over a long period of time, They
allow us to tap our creative and spiritual
selves when seeking the solutions to the
complex problems we face, instead of
rr'ving solely on "hard" scientific evidence
or legal arguments, Ll
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Visions From The Heartland, Winter 1996
CD Tip: Characteristics of Effective Groups
1. Memben do not illlJOre seriously in·
tended contributions.
Each member needs to know the effect of
herlhis remarks if any improvement in
panicipation can be possible. When other
members don't respond, the speaker can-
not know whether:
~ no one understands
~ the remark was understood and others
agreed
~ others understoodbut disagreed
~ others understoodbut thought the reo
mark was irrelevant
When the principle of responding to con-
tributions is followed, discussion is cu-
mulative and the group moves together.
When it's not followed, discussion be-
comes scattered, the same points are
made over and over and members feel no
progress is occurring.
2. Members check to make sure
they know what a speaker means
before they agree or disagree with
a contribution.
The question, "What is meant?" should
precede the question, "How do we feel
about it?" in other words, understanding
should come before evaluation. in an ef-
fective group, members frequently use
paraphrasingand provisional summaries
to clarify assumptions about what others
are saying and feeling.
3. Each member speaks only for her-
selflblmself and lets oChen speak
for lhemseIves.
Each member states his/her own reac-
tions. Reactions aren't attributed to oth-
ers, nor is there an impression that one
person is speaking for others.
Each member reports personal reactions
and opinions honestly. Members recog-
nize that unless they are true to them-
selves, the group can't deal with
individual feelings.
4. AUcontributions are viewed as be-
longing to the group to be used or
not as the group decides.
A member who makes a suggestion does
not have to defend it against other ideas.
Instead, all accept responsibility for
evaluating it as the "joint property" of
the group.
S. AU memben participate but in dIf·
ferent and complementary ways.
When some membersfulfill task func-
tions, others carry out maintenancefunc-
tions. While some are providing
information,others are making sure it is
understoodand organizedor identifying
points of agreementor disagreement.
Each member doesn't always participate
in exactly the same way. Instead, neces-
sary functions are fulfilledas appropriate
to an individual's interest, information
and the behavior of other group members.
6. Whenever the group senses that
there's dIIl1cuJty in gelling work
done, the group tries to find out why.
Some symptomsof difficulty areexces-
sive analysis, points repeated over and
over, suggestionsthat are made but not
considered. private conversations in sub-
groups, two or three individualsdominat-
ing the discussion, ideas being attacked
before completelyexpressed and apa-
thetic participation.
Wheo such symptomsoccur, the group
shifts easily from workingon the task to
discussing interpersonal issues and pro-
cess. This transition prevents pluralistic
ignorance. For example, one member can
be confused and assume that no one else
shares that condition when. in fact, many
others, a' s6 confused.
•Adapted from the HeartlandCenter pub-
lication"Building Local Leadership."
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7. The group accepts responsibility for
what it does.
No group can avoid makingdecisions;
the group cannotchose whether or not to
decide, but only bow to decide. Thus, an
effective group makesdecisionsopenly
and not by default.
When an effective group faces an issue, it
must make a decision. The group may
agree to take action or not to take action.
Decidingby default not to act (for ex-
ample, by avoidingdiscussion or a deci-
sion) has the same impacton the problem
as openly deciding not to act, but it also
has a negativeimpacton the group itself.
Defaultdecisions makegroup members
feel failure and create tensionswithin the
group. Witheach open decision, the
group growsand becomesstrongerand
more effective.
The effective group makes decisions in
different ways depending on the issue and
factors such as the imponanceof the out-
come and time available. The crucial fac-
tor is that the group has an agreement on
the way decisionsare made.
8. The group brings conmct into the
open and deals with It.
The members recognize conflict as inevi-
table. They know that the choice is theirs
as to whether the conflict win be open
and subject to group control or hidden
and out of control.
Problem behaviors in an effective group
are also dealt with openly. For ex-
ample, the member who continually in-
troduces irrelevancies can get the group
off task only if other members allow it
to happen.
The groupgives helpful information 10 in-
dividuals about the impactof theiractions
on the group. It does not. however, ana- .
lyze, dissect or overwhelm any member.•
Heartland Center for Leadership Development
Visions From The Heartland
Summer 1995 Page 3
Communities Find Benefits in Networking
Some Guidelines for Networking
Networks are SolidiOed by Shared Values
Having a similar experience or training is the type of bond that keeps people active in a
network. Sharing the conviction of community developers who work for small town
survival is an example of the type of shared value that makes a network effective.
Networks Have to Provide Benefits
There has to be a tangible, practical benefit to keep people in a network. The exchange
of useful information, the rejuvenation of professional contact, the sharing of resources
are the types of benefits one might expect from a network.
Networks Don't Just Happen
Even those individuals who seem to build networks and professional relationships en-
tirely by instinct have a systematic way of dealing with resources. Behaviors that foster
networking are based on an attitude very different from self-importance or the protection
of turf. Instead of asking "How can I get this done?"the question should be. "Who
might do this task?" or even better, "Who might profit from doing this?"
activities and to evaluate their efforts. If
your community networking is success-
ful, far more people will be engaged in
local economic development than have
been in the past.
Following are some guidelines that
should be reviewed as you begin to
review or establish networks in your
community.•
Networks Require Maintenance
Networks differ from other types of associations. For example. an association such as
an information channel can be activated only occasionally: a legislation-focused tele-
phone tree is an example of such a channel that can beunused until a crisis occurs and
the members spring to life.
However, a real network requires more regular participation in order for members to get
any benefit from it. With today's technology. participation may beby fax or electronic
bulletin board so time and distance problems can be overcome.
Networks Shouldn't be Overanalyzed
There is a substantial amount of research and literature that has developed around the
idea of networks. Social scientists have long been interested in how people work. It's
important. however, to go ahead and act out the sharing rather than getting the balance
too heavy on the talk and analysis side. Remember that networks often represent the
collective actions of individuals working around institutions in order to collaborate.
That means the network. itself probably should be organized but not become an institu-
tion in its own right
(c) 1995 Heartland Center for Leadership Development
contact can also be by telephone or electronic
bulletin board. Telephone tree arrangements
work efficiently to pass information in an
orderly way. Mentor or buddy programs that
create partners who have regular contact with
one another over time also work well.
It is helpful if community networks have
structure and a defined task or agenda. It
allows members to see a purpose in their
Tn recent years networking has
!become a popular term in busi-
nesses and organizations. It is used
to describe a range of activities
anywhere from a concerted effort
focused on a specific goal to the
typical daily comic strip scene of .
workers gathered at the water cooler
exchanging ideas. But no matter .
how you define it, networking is not
something new.
Networking as an informal sys-
tem has long provided individuals,
small groups and organizations with
a sense of "connectedness," Every
person is connected in networks of
many kinds: family, friendship.
interest groups and organizations.
Networks can provide support or
they can be a method by which
people get things done.
Today successful organizations
consciously work to develop net-
works so that they may be used
constructively. Communities can do
the same thing. Strong networks
can be vital to communities that
have limited financial and human
resources. They can have a major
impact on the way problems are
solved and goals are accomplished.
Networks can provide infonna-
tion about programs that have
worked well for other communities,
about possible funding sources, and
about pitfalls to avoid. They can
create opportunities to include more
community residents in revitaliza-
tion projects and development ac-
tivities and allow for an influx of
new or different ideas into these
activities.. Networks can offer much
needed support, reinforcement and
encouragement and act as a source
of continuing motivation for those
active in seeking positive change
for their communities. Networks
can also provide the access to many
resources that are valuable as lead-
ers work through their community
action plans.
But remember, networks don't
exist on paper. Networking means
contact. This contact can be in
person through an annual meeting,
social gathering or workshop. The
88
The art of being a good follower
Leadership skills are studied in schools, stressed in seminars and dissected in bestsellers.
But, if you lack the skills to be a follower-and many ofus do-your worklife can be sapped by
needless friction and frustration. "Ninety percent ofus spend 90 percent ofour time as followers,"
according to Robert Kelley, professor ofmanagement at the Carnegie-Mellon Graduate School of
Industrial Administration. "Even chief executive officers have a board and shareholders to boss
them around." Clearly, the need for skilled followers is great. A typical manager may be on three
or four project teams, as a leader in one and a follower in the rest. "If someone's leadership switch
is always on, that person will run into problems," Kelley warns.
Kelley identifies four essential qualities in good followers:
1. They manage themselves well.
2. They are committed to the organization and to a purpose, principle or person outside
themselves.
3. They build their competence and focus their efforts for greatest impact.
4. They are courageous, honest and credible.
Kelley elaborated on these four qualities as follows:
-Seff-management and self control. Good followers think independently and critically
and are neither slaves nor manipulators of their bosses. They acknowledge that both parties have
needs. They view the leader/follower relationship as horizontal rather than vertical-as two equally
important people with different jobs.
-Competenee and focus. Good followers master skills that are useful. They hold high
standards of performance-higher in many cases than the work environment requires. They may
take on extra work gladly, but first they do a good job with their core responsibilities. They're
good judges of their own strengths and weaknesses and contribute well to teams. Good followers
see co-workers as colleagues rather than competitors. They also keep their contributions tied to
what they care about and don't allow themselves to be sidetracked. If an assignment seems off-
target or impossible, a good follower informs the leader at the start.
-Courage. Good followers stand up for what they believe in. They give credit where
credit is due. They admit mistakes and they share successes. They form their own views and
standards. Good followers also keep their leaders and colleagues honest and informed. It's
important to remember that leaders and followers are roles, not people. Try to shape your role to
the situation.
Source: Work andFamily
(LJ)
Nebline, October 1995, p. 60 submitted by LaDeane Jha, Nebraska Extension Educator,
402-441-7180
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NCREMP MISSON http://ncremp.ag.iasta ... O/Querri/aboutncr.html
MISSION
The North Central Region Educational Materials Project (NCREMP)
o provides a system for planning, promoting, facilitating and coordinating the production and review ofextension
educational materials, primarily among the twelve north central land-grant universities, as well as outside the region;
and
o maintains, develops, and promotes the use ofan on line computerized database, accessible through Extension
computer networks, Internet, WWW, modem, and NCREMP office personnel, containing bibliographic information
about north central state and regional Extension and Agricultural Experiment Station (AES) educational materials.
BACKGROUND
The North Central Region Educational Materials Project was created in 1976 by the Extension Directors of thirteen north
central land-grant universities in the Midwest.
Member Institutions
University of Illinois (Urbana, IL)
Purdue University (W. Lafayette, IN)
Iowa State University (Ames, IA)
Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS)
Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI)
University of Minnesota (St. Paul, MN)
University of Missouri (Columbia, MO)
Lincoln University (Jefferson City, MO)
University of Nebraska (Lincoln, ME)
North Dakota State University (Fargo, NO)
The Ohio State University (ColumbUS, OR)
South Dakota State University (Brookings, SO)
University of Wisconsin (Madison, WI)
OBJECTIVES
o To facilitate a systematic approach to development, review, and production of Extension educational materials
produced by Extension Services in north central states.
o To evaluate content, format, and application ofeducational materials before large-scale printing is undertaken.
o To improve overall qnality of Extension educational materials.
o To promote and improve communication among Extension state program directors, state specialists and other staII
concerning awareness and availability ofeducational materials produced by NC states.
o To increase awareness of educational materials originating within, but not limited to, NC states more readily
available to other NC states, ESIUSDA, and/or states outside NC region.
o To increase overall production efficiencies for participating universities by reducing duplications in staII time and
resources spent for development, production, and/or printing of educational materials.
o To reduce unit cost of publications and other educational materials through quantity orders.
NCREMP does not produce or distribute materials. Actnal production and printing is carried out by the authoring
university. Copies are ordered directly from the producing university.
For questions regarding QUERRI or NCREMP, call Sorrel Brown, Coordinator, at (515) 294-8802 or send e-mail to
xlquerri@exnet.iastate.edu.
Return to homepage
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Questions on University Extension Resource Information
QUERRI is an online database with bibliographic information on more than 15,000 educational resources produced by
Extension specialists from 13 north central land-grant universities.
You will find references in QUERRI ranging from "Agriculture" to "Community Resource Development," "4-H & Youth,"
"Family Living" and "Consumers." The system is set up for keyword searching. It provides several methods ofaccess, and it
provides browsing of the keywords in the database. Choosing a keyword returns search results containing titles and other
infonnation.
Bibliographic details of each reference consist of title, author, a short abstract describing the resource, format, year,
producing institution, university identification number, and ordering procedures. Both written and audio-visnal materials are
included, software is not.
Many of the participating universities can process orders by electronic mail. QUERRI provides an easy means for a user to
fill out an inquiry form, which is then automatically e-mailed to the correct distribution office. That office then responds
with availability and pricing information.
QUERRI requires no registration, user fee or password. The only cost may be your long-distance charge ifusing a modem.
QUERRI is sponsored and maintained by the North Central Region Educational Materials Project (NCREMP). Organized
in 1976, NCREMP is comprised of 13 land-grant universities -- Uuiv. ofIllinois, Purdue, Iowa State, Kansas State,
Michigan State, Univ. of Minnesota, Univ. of Missouri, Lincoln Uuiv-MO, Univ. of Nebraska, North Dakota State, The Ohio
State, South Dakota State, and Univ. ofWisconsin. QUERRI is maintained at NCREMP headquarters located at Iowa State
Uuiversity.
NCREMP does NOT produce or distribute materials. Actual publication or production is carried out by the producing
uuiversity. Copies are ordered directly from distribution offices. Addresses and phone numbers of the producing institutions
are provided in QUERRI.
For questions regarding QUERRI, call Sorrel Brown, Coordinator, NCREMP, at (515) 294-8802 or send e-mail to
xlquerri@exnet.iastate.edu.
Return to hornepage
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IIAccessing QUERRI:
QUERRI is accessible online 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and is updated weekly.
o World Wide Web
!fyou're here you've already accessed it! Click here or on the large LOGOon the homepage to star! .. The URLfor
going directly to QUERRI is http://ncremp.ag.iastate.edulQuerril.
o Telnet
At your UNIX command prompt type
telnet ncremp.ag.iastate.edu and login as "querri", or click here ifyour browser is conligured correctly.
o Dial-in with a modem
Two options:
o Type atdt + your long distance access code + 515-294[baud speed), then at the DIAL: prompt type emet aud
login as querri.
Example: if using a 2400 baud modem,
type what is emphasized:
atdtl-515-294-2400
CONNECTED
DAIL: exnet
Iowa State University Extension
ULTRIX V4.3A (Rev. 146)
[Enter "guest" for public accessJ
login: querri
o Typeatdt + your long distance access code + 515-294-8354 and login as querri.
Back to homepage
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Keyword= 'LEADERSHIP , http://ncremp.ag.iasta ••• ist?Keyword=leadership
There are 123 titles matching the keyword 'LEADERSHIP' in the datahase.
Click on a title to get more detailed information on that resource.
Return to homepage
Return to keyword options page
• 4-H Leader Enrollment
• I'm OK, You're OK: Bringing Out the Best in 4-H
• How to Win Volunteers and Involve People
• Begin building effectiveleadership, level II certificateof completion
• Begin building effectiveleadership, level III certificateof completion
• 4-H member achievement report
• Pathways to Adventure -- Leader's Guide
• "Discovering the Future," DiscussionLeader's Guide
• Getting started in 4-H leadership -- 4-H project leader guidebook
• Communities Creating Their Futures
• Vice President's Manual _.Ohio 4-H Club Officer'sGuide
.4-HExpos
• Skills for a Lifetime
• Sheep andEwe: Learning Cooperatively
• The Many Faces of Leadership
• A Model for Human Action
• Citizens AdvisoryCommittees: How to Make Them Work
• Help Mel I'm New
• Take Charge: Economic Development in Small Communities
• Research-PracticeLinkages in Extension Leadership Development Programs
• Sharpen Your ludgement
• Helps For Leaders
• Recreation Leader's Handbook
• Building Human Capital -- Four Model Programs
• Building Human Capital
• DiscoveryLearning
• Youth and 4-H -- Child Development(LeadersGuide)
• Understanding My Traits -- Workbook I: Youth Leadership
• Reading The Situation -- Workbook2: Leadership
• Mastering The Organization -- Workbook 3: Youth Leadership
• Appreciating Power -- Workbook4: Youth Leadership
• Seeing The Vision -- Workbook5: Youth Leadership
• Acting With Ethics -- Workbook6: Youth Leadership
• Reflecting Ou Action -- Workbook 7: Youth Leadership
• Mentor's Guide: Youth Leadership
• Youth's Guide: Youth Leadership
• Organizer's Guide: Youth Leadership
• Project Record, Youth Leadership
• Youth Leadership (Curriculum)
• Leadership, Acting With Ethics
• Lawn and Garden Equipment -- Member'sProject Guide
• Using the MBTI for Personal and ProfessioualDevelopment
• FCI: Making a Difference in Family and Community
• I'll Take Charge Leader Training
• Turn it Around with Tourism Teleconference
• A Vision for Strengthening Local Leadership -- How to Create an Effective VolunteerCoordinator System
• Developing Community Leadership -- The EXCEL Approach
• A Guide for Understanding Attitudes and Attitude Change
• Cat 3 -- Cat Connections: Youth Leadership Guide
• Dog 3 -- Pointing the Way:Youth Leadership Guide
• Dairy 3 -- Leading the Way:Youth Leadership Guide
• Blast! Building Leadership and Skills Together
• Purdue CooperativeExtension Service
• Leadership: Sustaining Action on Communityand Organizational Issues
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• 4-H Clubs -- 4-H Leader Handbook
• A Reference Guide -- 4-H Leader Handbook
• Youth and 4-H -- Dog and Puppy Care
• Youth and 4-H -- Consumer and Management Leader Guide
• Youth and 4-H -- Consumer and Management Project Guide
• 4-H Home Improvement Leader Guide Survival Skills
• Water Riches for YOUth -- Team Leader Workbook
• For The Common Good: A Strategic Plan For Leadership And Volunteer Development
• Strengthening Communities: A Strategic Plan For Commuuity Resources And Economic Development
• Extension Home Economics -- Enriching Michigan's Families
• A Guide To Starting, Operating, And Selling In Farmers Markets
• I'm the Boss: Youth Entrepreneur
• Leaders Helping Leaders: A Guide For Theatre Arts Key Leaders
• 4-H Horse Educational Events - Leader Supplement
• 4-H Leaders' Guide - Wood Science
• Mentoring in the '90s and Beyond
• Model Airplanes - Leader Guide
• Exploring Guidebook For Leaders
• Let's Demonstrate The 4-H Way - Leader Guide
• Imagine Together -- The 4-H Campaign
• Adventures In Dairyland - For The Leader
• Wetlands Affect You And Me - Leader's Guide
• Group Dynamite Notebook
• Looking Great -- Your Fashion Formula -- Leader's Guide
• Leadership
• Leadership Extension to Communities
• Leadership for Healthy Communities -- Characteristics of Healthy Communities
• Leadership Skills You'll Never Outgrow
• Leadership: Skills You'll Never Outgrow: Helper's Guide
• CELEBRATrON! A Recognition Packet
• Team Building: Developing a Productive Team
• Leadership Curriculum
• Empowering Youth Through Leadership Development: Volunteers for the Future. A Video Viewing Guide.
• PPEP (Iowa Public Policy Education Project)
• Understanding Ourselves and Others
• Designing Youth Leadership Traiuing Programs
• GROWing in My World
• Leadership for Youth: Designing Youth Leadership Traiuing Programs
• Assessing leadership potential
• I move that ... A booklet of Parliamentary procedure
• Basics ofModeling
• 4-H leader handbook
• For the new leader Questions and answers
• Congratulations! You are elected!
• Indiana 4-H Leader Home Study Course -- What Is 4-H?
• 4-H Common Ground Program, Home Care and Repair, Leader's Guide
• Life Force: Learn To Earn
• Common Leaders in Profile
• Capacity Building Skills For Public Officials -- Express Yourself (Without Turning Others Off)
• Capacity Building Skills For Public Officials -- Influencing Others
• Teaching as a Volunteer Leader
• Visions for the '90's -- community initiatives for local revitalization
• Vision for volunteers, Indiana new leader orientation
• Motivating Yourself... And Your Volunteers
• The job of the board member
• Leadership: skills you never outgrow -- book I
• Leadership: skills you never outgrow -- book II
• Leadership: skills you never outgrow -- book III
• Leadership: Skills You Never Outgrow - Leader's Guide
• Leadership: skills you never outgrow -- helper's guide
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Keyword= 'LEADERSHIP , http://ncremp.ag.iasta ••• ist?Keyword=leadership
• Cavy fitting and showmanship •• leader's supplement
• Leader Expectations
• MES Focns VIII: Leadership
• Nebguide -- Leadership Roles Group Members Play
• Another Story -- Volunteers in 4-H Program Management Roles
• Up Front with the 4-H Mission
• Capacity Building Skills For Public Officials .- Local Boards Working Together
• Improving leadership for better groups and communities
• Building effective leadership, level I certificate ofcompletion
Back to homepage
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Brainstorming
Bl'IIiD8torminc is designed to help you come up with many ideas and suggestions
in a short time. It can be U8ed to generate ideas for projects, help you visualize
possible problems, and suggest solutions.
To brainstorm•••
1. Relax - Brainstorming is anything but a rigid and formal exercise. Ifyou are comfortable you
will brainstorm much easier, and it will be more enjayable.
2. Select someone to write down the ideas as they develop (two people if the ideas start
pouring in).
3. Select what you want to brainstorm (new projects, problems and solutions publicity, etc.).
4. Have everyone in the group blurt out as many ideas pertaining to the subject as they can.
Don't discuss the ideas; that will come later. Don't worry ifany of your ideas might be
considered silly. Often such suggestions turn out to be extremely useful.
5. After you have exhausted your great mental reservoir, review your ideas. Throw out the
impractical and unworkable ideas and discuss the good ones.
Helpful Hints
Using brainstorming in a group that is unfamUiar with the concept can be difficult. 'lb help
break the ice, form a circle and have each person very quickly name something in a category like
"the world's worst food," This should get people in the mood to brainstorm.
Specify the rules ofbrainstorming before you begin.
1. Evaluation and criticism is forbidden.
2. All contributions are to be encouraged. Every idea counts, no matter how silly.or
impossible it may sound to you.
3. Quantity is the iQ81. Generate as many ideas as possible. Remember - the more ideas
generated, the more likely it becomes that you'll get good ones.
4. Combining and improving ideas is sought. Combining two or more ideas can generate a
better idea.
Other S.O.U.R.C.E. to colmllt: "Icebreaken."
For more information on organization and peraonal development skills in the
S.O.U.R.C.E. series, stop by or call the UNL Office for Student Involvement,
200 Nebruka Uman, 472-2464; or 300 Nebraska East Umon, 472-1780. Steff
members will be happy to UIist you and answer your questions.
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Probkm Solving
listening S/dlls
Habits that Irritate
The foUowing stotements describe behavior people oftenfind irritoting. Check the ten which
are most irritoting to you.
Be prepared to discuss and react to not only your selections, but those ofothers as well
1. The otherperson doesn't give me a chance to talk
2. The otherperson interrupts me when1 talk
3. The otherperson never looks at me when1 talk
4. The other person continually fidgets with something else rather than listen to me.
-
5. The otherperson treats me as an irferior.
6. The otherperson never smiles - I'm cfraid to talk
7. The otherperson asks questions as ifdoubting everything 1 s~.
8. The otherperson alw~s "throws cold water"on "!y suggestions.
9. The otherperson is~ trying to get ahead cfmystory and guess what "!Y point
is, sometimes evenfinishing "!Y sentences for me.
10. The otherperson argues with everything 1s~ even before I'vefinished talking.
11. The otherperson.frequently answers a question with another question, and usually
it's one 1 can't answer. It embarrasses me.
12. Everything 1s~ reminds the otherperson ofa personal experience or recent
happening.
13. The otherpersonjust seems to be waitingfor me to finish talking.
14. When 1 have good ideas, the otherpersons~s something like, "ohyes, I've been
thinking about that. too."
15. The otherperson overdoes beingattentive - too many nods of the head, etc.
16. The otherperson passes the buckabout the problems I raise.
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Approaches to Whole Farm Planning
Presented by:
James Enlow, NRCS, Wisconsin (Williams Bay, WI)
Steve Bonney, Indiana Sustainable Agriculture Association (Williams Bay, WI)
Jim Gonsior, NRCS, Nebraska (Carrington, ND)
Steve Bonney, Indiana Sustainable Agriculture Association (Carrington, ND)
Summary by:
Jim Gonsior, NRCS, Nebraska
Nebraska's conservation planning pilot project started in October 1995. Producers had asked for
a voluntary, friendly, and economical plan that meets their goals and multi-agency objectives.
Conservation planning in Nebraska required a strong partnership with organizations, producers,
communities, congressional representatives, and local, state, and federal agencies. The State
Technical Committee was asked to help establish the partnerships and build the planning
process. More than 100 members of the group participated. They developed a mission, vision,
guiding principles, education and marketing data, and site selection criteria.
After numerous sessions, three pilot areas were chosen. Producers in these local areas and
communities are now setting goals, generating ideas, and preparing conservation plans. Farmers
and ranchers feel that the strong partnership at the state level will help them implement
innovative methods for total resource management.
Contents:
Whole Farm or Whole-Ranch Conservation Planning, P.W. Johnson, p. 105
Try Whole Farm and Ranch Planning, NRCS, Nebraska, brochure, p. 107
Whole Farm Planning: A Discussion Paper, S. Bonney, p. 109
Great Lakes Basin Comprehensive Farm Planning Network
• brochure, p. 113
• Whole Farm Planning: A Comparison of Alternative Programs, p. liS
The Minnesota Project
• The Whole Farm Planner, cover and first page, p. 119
• Successful Whole Farm Planning, table of contents and ordering information, p. 121
PLANETOR flier, p. 123
Henry A. Wallace Institute For Alternative Agriculture news releases
• What it Takes to "Get to Yes" for Whole Farm Planning Survey, p. 125
• The Industrialization Reorganization ofU.S. Agriculture: an overview and background
report, p. 126
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James Enlow
USDA-NRCS
6515 Watts Rd, Suite 200
Madison, Wl 53719-2726
Phone: 608-264-5341 ext. 144
Fax: 608-264-5483
E-mail: N/A
Steve Bonney
Indiana Sustainable Agriculture Association
100 Georgton Ct
W Lafayette, IN 47906-4815
Phone: 317-463-9366
Fax: 317-497-0164
E-mail: sbonney@holli.com
Jim Gonsior
USDA-NRCS
PO Box 112
Schuyler, NE 68661
Phone: 402-352-5200
Fax: 402-352-3302
E-mail: N/A
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United States
Department of
Agriculture
Natural Resources
Conservation
Service
P.O. Box 2890
Washington, D.C.
20013
December IS, 1995
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
FROM: Paul W. Johnson \. \..-..... _
Chief ,? \. -' -> .
SUBJECT: Whole-Farm or Whole-Ranch Conservation Planning
There seems to be a great deal of uneasiness, both within the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) and among our partners and landowners, about just what is
meant by whole-farm or whole-ranch conservation planning.
Let me share with you how I think we should approach the subject.
Whole-farm or whole-ranch conservation planning is a tool for landowners to
protect and enhance the natural resources on which their agricultural operations depend.
In many ways, this form of planning marks a return to the services traditionally provided
by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS): Helping landowners set goals and make
decisions about the use of natural resources in a way that ensures a healthy and
productive land. Call it what you will -- conservation farm planning, comprehensive
farm planning, whole-farm planning -- but it's' all the same: A process by which NRCS
conservationists, agricultural consultants, or others help farmers and ranchers to' assess
the natural resources they have to work with and make decisions on how they will use
those resources in their operations.
The rationale for whole-farm and whole-ranch conservation assistance was best
stated by the conservationist Aldo Leopold in a 1947 lecture to a wildlife ecology class at
the University of Wisconsin. Leopold closed that lecture by referring to the alphabet of
natural objects (soils, rivers, birds, etc.) that spell out a story the landowner can read -- if
he knows how. "Once you learn to read the land," Leopold remarked, "I have no fear of
what you will do to it, or with it. And I know many pleasant things it will do to you."
Helping landowners "read the land" is fundamental to good conservation. Helping
landowners to "read the land" is also the heart and soul of what NRCS is all about.
The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS),
lormerly the Soil Conservation Service, is an agency 01 the
Departmenl of Agnculture 105 AnEquaJ Oppor1uniry Employer
Whole-farm and whole-ranch conservation planning is not a new concept for
many landowners or for NRCS. Instead, it is a recommitment to the agency's roots,
where the services NRCS provides are tailored to the needs of individual fanners and
ranchers -- and their natural resources. The experience of 60 years and the lessons NRCS
learns as it goes forward will be put to good use. NRCS assisted the Nation's fanners
and ranchers to develop and apply 1.7 million conservation compliance plans and reduced
soil erosion by 66 percent since 1985. Earlier proposals, such as the "one-farm-plan"
concept of the early 1990s and the 1993 National Performance Review, as well as
ongoing initiatives and pilot projects across the country, will provide guidance in
determining whether and how whole-farm and whole-ranch conservation planning can
help landowners understand the natural resources they have to work with and how to use
those resources.
If there is a difference in this form of resource assessment and management today
from those of earlier decades, it may be that there is greater sophistication in
understanding the relationships between and among natural resources and their use.
Using the best science to understand the individual elements of a farm or ranch unit, those
who work with fanners and ranchers can put ecological principles to work in the best
interest of the individual landowner -- for achieving his or her economic goals and for
sustaining the natural resources on which all life depends.
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WHOLE FARM PLANNING'
A Discussion Paper
WHAT IS IT?
A process that provides opportunities to make management decisions that integrate
economic, environmental and social factors affecting or affected by the farm operation.
WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIVES?
At the farm level:
Managing change of the farming operation through a decision-making process
which meets the quality of life goals of the farm family while achieving profitability and
sustaining the natural resource base that balances the multiple resource needs.
At the community level:
Local decision-making (community planning, watershed planning) builds identity
that reflects the community values while maintaining agriculture's significant contribution to the
economy and supports community growth in a healthy environment.
WHY?
It puts the farmer in control of making the pieces of the farm fit into the whole that the
farm family defines, It facilitates the making of decisions that serve multiple objectives such as
increasing profitability, meeting regulatory requirements, meeting conservation goals and
improving the quality of life on the farm and in the community.
In the new context of market oriented farm policies, farmers will need to consider
different, often complex, strategies to achieve their income goals and remain competitive in the
ever changing global economy.
It facilitates an on-going, coordinated management process that includes indicators for
monitoring progress and encourages frequent update of management decisions.
WHAT ARE THE EXPECTED OUTCOMES?
.Improved quality of life for the farm family
.; Increased farm profitability
• Improved nutrient management
• Improved management of pests and pesticides
• Increased biodiversity
• Improved soil quality
• Improved water quality
• Improved animal health
• Reduced soil erosion
.Keep farm numbers
• Transfer of farms to successive generations
• Farmland preservation
109
HOW?
The focus is on process. The only mandatory portion would. be compliance with
government regulations. Every other portion would be voluntary and confidential.
The process should enable the farmer/manager to understand the complexities of
interaction and the multitude of options in decision-making.
This process would encourage more consulting of and collaboration by private
consultants, agency specialists, extension specialists and educators and other resource
specialists.
EXISTING MODELS
• Farm*A*Syst
• Ontario Environmental Farm Plan
• Environmental Assurance Program (National Pork Producers Council)
• Holistic Resource Management
WHAT OTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE?
There is probably no need to develop any specific resource information. Only a process
(plan) which integrates and facilitates the flow of information will need development.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONTENT
Land
acreage
fields or tracts
• soil characteristics (types, drainage, topography)
.location within the watershed
.land use and capability
Crops
selection of appropriate species and varieties
production goals
production levels
population and spacing
rotations .
Tillage
no till
mulch tillage (disc and chisel)
ridge tillage
zone tillage
moldboard plowing
110
((
'.
Water management
wells
streams
ditches
ponds
wetlands
irrigation
runoff
water table
seeps
drainage
Soil conservation strategies
filter strips
grass waterways
tillage
stream bank protection
cover crops
residue management
Crop protection
storage and handling
pesticide use strategies
rates
timing
field monitoring
economic thresholds
effectiveness within label
biological controls
mechanical weed control
Nutrient management
storage and handling
commercial fertilizers
manures
plant residues
sludges
placement
soil testing
composting
111
Soil quality (health)
aggregate stability
fertility
acidity
organic matter
infiltration rates
credits from crops
Livestock
species
breed
stocking rates
pasture
grazing systems
fencing
water systems
lanes
feed and forage
Special land uses
wildlife habitat
beneficial insect habitat
woodlands and woodlots
recreation
wetlands
border areas
Agroforestry
alley cropping
windbreaks
riparian buffers
streambank bioengineering
tree/pasture systems
living terraces
living snowfences
tree/specialty crop systems
wildlife habitat
Enterprises
specialty crops
oil seed crops
fruits and vegetables
on-farm processing
direct marketing
((
(
Business analysis
net worth
land costs
rents
labor
utilities
buildings
equipment
livestock
insurance
health care
interest
taxes
educational costs
yields
marketing
crop storage
fuel
seed
fertilizers
pesticides
feed purchases
feed production
feed storage
HOW DOES THIS FIT TOGETHER?
Farm family goals
Resource base
Business analysis~ Forms of production _ Enterprise planning
!-'OIi,...---- Conservation strategies
Environmental impacts~
Prepared 6/23/96 for the Indiana Whole Farm Planning Working Group by Steve Bonney. Comments, additions and
corrections welcome and encouraged. Send to Steve Bonney, 100 Georgton Ct., W. Lafayette IN 47906.
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Purpose
Process
Strengths
Comments
Great Lakes Basin Comprehensive Farm Planning Network
Whole Farm Planning: A Comparison of Alternative Progran
Identifies and assesses pollution risks of the farm's water supply from farmstead sources or practices.
Provides suggestions and information sources to modify farmstead practices and structures to reduce risk
of groundwater contamination.
• Farmer completes worksheets to evaluate farmstead'spotential to contaminate water supply.
Bulletins are made available that provide technical information to improve management practices.
Specifies environmental regulations applicable to farmsteads to protect groundwater quality. Scores
management's ability to meet those environmental laws.
Assesses a farmstead's environmental liability by identifyingspecific high-risk activities.
Plan is voluntary, confidential, and clearly identifies farmsteadproblems.
Technical information is available.
• Cropland management practices are not assessed.
There is no peer review of plans or an examinationof managementalternatives.
Quality-of-life, socio-economic, and stewardshipissues are not engaged.
All stakeholders did not participate in its development.
It is a one-time inventory without a monitoring component to measure implementation of corrective
action or progress toward goals.
Ontario Environmental Farm Planning
The Grea1; Lalces Basin Comprehensive Farm
PlannIng Ne1;worlc brings together farmers,
farm service providers. sustainable agriculture
groups, and farm organizations to develop
and disseminate information about
comprehensive farm planning.
Purpose
Process
Strengths
Identifies management activities that are detrimental to the environment and finds solutions to reduce risk.
Develops a practical plan for operating a farm in a way lhat is environmentally responsible.
Introductory workshop helps farmer evaluate site and prepare for Farm Review (23 worksheets).
Second workshop helps farmer develop an Action Plan to address problems discovered in Farm Review.
Action Plan can be peer reviewed.
Technical support and information are identifiedand readily available.
Entire farm is included in the plan.
Specifies environmental regulations applicable to a farm to protect surface and groundwater quality.
Scores management's ability to meet those environmentallaws.
Process is voluntary, confidential, educational,clearly identifies problems, and is peer reviewed.
Promotes stewardship and the application of ecologicalprinciples to farm management.
• Helps farmer prioritize problems, identify
barriers to action, and develops a timeline
to remediate problems.
Examines management options that are
sensitive to the environment for
effectiveness and cost.
Farmer organizations administer the
process with governmental support.
Comments Does not engage quality-of-lifeand socio-
economic issues explicitly.
All stakeholders did not participate in its
development.
It is a one-time assessment without a
monitoring component to measure progress
toward goals.
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For more information contact:
John Lamb
Project Coordinator
The Minnesota Project
1885 University Ave. W. Suite 315
St. Paul. MN 55104-3403
(612) 646-61S9
. Organic Farm Planning
Purpose
Process
Strengths
Comments
Assistsproduceras a flexible, useful. andaffordable tool to I) developan ecologicallysound farm
management system, 2) evaluatemanagement practices. and 3) make tangible improvements.
Providescertifyingagent withessential information to assess a producer's compliancewith organic
standards.
A planningdocument is writtenby producer and agreedto by certifyingagent describinghow the entire
organic farm is managed.
Farm is inspectedannually by an independent inspector whosubmitsa narrativereport to certifyingagent.
Entire farm is usually includedin theplan.
Producercan enter the organic marketand may havea higherreturn withcertified organic products.
Promotesstewardshipand demands an integrative approach to farm managementgrounded in ecological
principles. especiallyfor nutrientand pestproblems.
Regulatedand prohibitedmaterials are made explicit, thereby preventing chemical contamination of food.
water.soil, and air.
Processis peer-reviewed and administered by independent certifying organizations.
Promotes yearlyevaluationof management practices.
Socio-economic issues and farmer-defmed goals are not directly engagedby plan.
Availability of educationalmaterials and levelof technical assistancevaries regionally.
Environmental laws and regulations are not articulated in planning documentsand possible risks to
surfaceand drinking watermay be missed in inspection process.
Holiatlc Reaource Management™
Purpose
Process
Strengths
Comments
Comprehensive decision-making processfor farm planning placed within an ecologicalframework.
Land. people. and moneyare considered inseparable and togetherthey are managedand directed toward a
holistic goal which developed by the farm family.
An inseparable "whole" in definedas the farm family. theland they work. and the wealth the land can
generate.
The farm family identifiesanddescribes a holistic goalor a vision beyondproblems. The goal has three
parts: I) a statementof values,2) a list of things are necessary to sustain those values.and 3) a futuristic
description of the resourcebase of the farm.
Management alternatives are testedfor their social,environmental, and economic soundness in
relationship towardachieving the holistic goal.
All decisions are monitored for the earliestsignsof movement away from the holistic goal.
Entire farm is included in the plan.
Honors the multipledimensions of problems and focuses attention on their sources rather than symptoms.
Directly engages socio-economic, profitability, andquality-of-life issues.
Grounded in ecosystemprocesses: energyflow, the water cycle. the mineral cycle, and succession.
Inherentlyflexibleand adaptivedecision-making process for any farming system.
All managementdecisionsare testedwhether theybring farm closer to the holistic goal and are assessed
for social, environmental, and economic soundness.
The decision process is neutralwithrespectto any particular tool or practice.
Monitoring is essential to planning process, from implementation and to the achievementof goals.
Environmental laws and regulations are not articulated norare risks for surface and drinking water
contamination clearly identified.
Planningprocess is not immediately easy to understand.
The Great Lakee Ba,;in Comprehen,;ive Farm Planning Network I,; funded in part by the Great Lake,;,Protection Fund.
Prepared by Dougla,; Romig. World Wildlife Fund',; Agricuiturai Pollution Prevention ProJect.
April lB. 1996
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The Whole Farm Planner
VOLUME I, NUMBER 2
Farm Profile-
Profit and Preservation
Through PAOne Plan
Craig Wilson had been renting some land from an
elderly neighbor, farming it in addition to his own
200 acres, when he got the chance to buy the neigh-
bor's entire 135-acre farm. Many of the farms in
their part of northeastern Pennsylvania had been
bought by housing developers, and both Craig and
his neighbor wanted to keep the property as farm-
land. The land, although fertile and fairly level, had
not been cropped very intensively. In fact, Craig
says, his neighbor farmed "like it was the 1940s." So
he could only guess at its potential, and at his own
ability to manage this land in addition to his two
other parcels and his small dairy herd. Would he be
able to make enough profit to stay in the black?
Although Craig had some off-farm income to help
him during the transition, the new land needed to
start paying for itself as soon as possible. He took
the plunge and purchased the farm.
After a year of running his larger operation, Craig
realized he needed some help organizing his enter-
prises and evaluating his natural resources poten-
tial. He had land in hay, land in a com-small
grain-hay rotation, and the new farm, which would
have to be cropped for maximum production of
com if he wanted to keep up payments on it. His
father had been a cooperator with the Conservation
District in the 1950s, and had come up with a
Resource Conservation Plan for one of the parcels of
land, but it had never been updated. Craig wanted
not only to maximize his income from this land, but
also to take the best care of it he could.
The new property had hedgerows in some fields,
extensive woodland and the potential for high-
quality wildlife habitat. Hunters used the property
for recreation, and Craig wanted to protect and
enhance wildlife habitat if he could. He also hoped
to make some money from the timber. For the crop-
land, he had different concerns. While the previous
owner had not used pesticides on his cropland, he
had not made any efforts to control erosion, either.
Craig wanted to find a way of integrating conserva-
tion practices with more intensive farming.
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THE ONE PLAN PROCESS
His Soil and Water District Conservationist invited
him to participate in Pennsylvania One Plan, a
comprehensive farm planning process that relies on
the cooperation of public and private advisors to
help each farmer reach production, profit, and
natural resource protection goals. (For more infor-
mation about Pennsylvania One Plan, see page 5.)
Craig agreed, seeing a possibility that through One
Plan, he would be able to create a management
system that would address all his enterprises and all
his natural resource concerns.
WORKING WITH STATE AGENCIES
The first step in the planning process was having
the conservationist come out to help with erosion
control plans. He worked out guidelines for crop
rotations, and then he and Craig designed a system
of strip-cropping, waterways and diversions that
would adequately control erosion.
Craig knew some land clearing would be neces-
sary to accomodate fields and strip cropping.
During the One Plan process, Craig learned that the
edge of wooded areas and hedgerows had signifi-
cant wildlife impact. Since there was some ideal
wildlife habitat on the farm, he decided to minimize
the disturbance of this area, balancing additional
cropland needs, strip cropping requirements and
wildlife habitat.
A wildlife biologist from the Pennsylvania State
Game Commission came out to the property and
identified the hedgerows and wooded areas that
were prime wildlife habitat and those that were less
valuable. Craig would keep the best ones, including
the areas that contained an animal travel lane, and
remove the others to establish the fields and strips.
They worked out a plan for managing the wooded
areas, under which Craig would brush-hog the
growth at the edges of the fields every other year, to
provide edge effect while keeping the woody
growth from shading his crops.
Craig was glad to hear that he wouldn't need to
cut the hedgerows back every year-the plan would
save him work. The piles of brush and prunings
would no longer be burned, but instead left to
provide habitat for birds and small game. Mature
trees in the hedgerow interiors would be cut for
firewood. The hunters who use the land even
agreed to manage the hedgerows by making the
brush piles and cutting the firewood.
While Craig and the conservationist were design-
ing the erosion-control system, they identified fields
where it would not be safe to use Atrazine. Craig
considers his use of pesticides "conservative," but
he didn't want to risk contaminating the ground-
water, especially now that there are so many
families in the new housing developments drinking
it. His One Plan paperwork could come in handy if
his neighbors become concerned about his chemical
use, since part of the program is helping farmers
comply with all environmental regulations, and
docu-menting their compliance.
Craig had thought that he could start bringing in
some income from his new woodlots right away by
clear-cutting some of the timber, and had a state
forester visit as part of his One Plan process. The
forester surprised him by recommending that he
hold off on cutting down the trees. Their value
could increases significantly over the next few
years, and he gave Craig guidelines and a schedule
for improving the stands and cutting selectively as
trees reached optimum size, maximizing his finan-
cial return.
PLANNING WITH A CROP CONSULTANT
One of Craig's initial goals was to maximize profit
on the new land, and for this part of the plan he
turned to his crop consultant. He has been a
member of a crop management association for a few
years, and his crop rotation history for each of his
fields is stored on the association's computer. Based
on these previous years, and on Craig's production
and profit goals, the consultant laid out the year's
crops. These recommendations were checked
against crop rotation recommendations made by
the soil and water conservationist. The proposed
cropping plans were not all in keeping with the
initial soil conservation plan, but fortunately the
conservationist's crop rotation recommendations
had flexibility built into them.
This built-in flexibility is called a "matrix." It's an
array of conservation of practices, specific to each
area on a farm, that have been approved as ways to
provide acceptable erosion contro!. For instance, if
the crop consultant's recommendation for a given
field is a third year of com rather than a switch to
small grains or hay, and the conservationist's rec-
ommendation is to grow com no more than two
years in a row, the matrix suggests a practice that
will allow for a third year of com. In Craig's case,
the matrix prescribed a change to no-till for the
third year of com followed by a winter cover crop.
Both Craig and his crop consultant appreciate this
flexibility to make choices based on the weather or
market prices while still protecting the soil and
water quality.
Craig is glad he decided to take a chance and buy
the new land. His different sources of income are all
integrated into the new plan, and he has been able
to keep up with the workload of managing the new
farm by following the systematic approach that he
and his advisors worked out. He has been able to
preserve the land's old-fashioned quality-the
hedgerows, woods and wildlife-while farming it
more intensively and making a healthy profit. This
year, he has seen a wide variety of wild animals
living in his wooded areas---<!eer, rabbits, game
birds, even bears. "They take their share," he notes,
but the hunters bring him meat for his freezer, and
his Thanksgiving turkey comes from his own land.
For Craig, his whole farm plan works well as the
basis for organizing all his natural resource con-
cerns and management information. The plan is
structured around his goals and ideas; he thinks of
it as his plan, not just an accumulation of agency
recommendations. It feels good, Craig says, "to
protect and conserve the land, the water quality and
the wildlife for future generations"-while using
them to provide a living for himself.
-Jill MacKenzie
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The Whole Farm Planner is published by the Minnesota
Project, coordinating organization of the Great Lakes
Basin Comprehensive Farm Planning Network. The
Network brings together farmers, farm service provid-
ers, sustainable agriculture groups, and farm organiza-
tions to develop and disseminate information about
comprehensive farm planning. The project, begun in
January, 1995 involves working groups in Ontario and
the Great Lakes states. The Great Lakes Basin
Comprehensive Farm Planning Network is funded by
the Great Lakes Protection Fund, the Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation, and the Joyce Foundation.
The Minnesota Project is a nonprofit organization
working with leaders in rural areas as they build their
capacity to resolve their own issues of sustainability
and natural resource management.
For more information about The Whole Farm Planner,
the Great Lakes Basin Comprehensive Farm Planning
Network or the Minnesota Project, contact John Lamb
or Jill MacKenzie, editor,at the Minnesota Project: 1885
University Avenue W., Suite315, St. Paul, MN 55104;
email;waterOO7@gold.tc.umn.edu; (612) 645-6159.
Permission to reprint articles is granted in advance;
please acknowledge this source. Readers are encour-
aged to submitarticles about local farm planning pro-
jects, technical information, comments on policy issues,
and stories about individual farmers and their plan-
ning experiences. If you have a story to tell but don't
have time to write it, let us interview you!
TheWhole Farm Planner-May 1996
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The Minnesota Project is a nonprofit organization working since
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We hope to reach the widest possible audience with this report;
please copy or otherwise distribute it, in whole or in part, with a
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to purchase further copies of Successful Whole Farm Planning, send
$5 to:
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PLANETOR is a comprehensive whole farm environmental andeconomic planning tool. It combines site-
specific environmental models with individual farm economic planning data to evaluate the impacts of
reducing or changing pesticide use. nitrogen applications. phosphorous applications. manure applications.
tillagesystems. andcroprotations. PLANETOR isintendedto be usedtoevaluateindividual fann operations.
It helpsyoulookatlongrangegoalsandstrategies fortheoperation andcompare thedifferent environmental
and economicimpactsin an average yearon the fann.
Why Use PLANETOR?
Manyfannersareconcerned abouttheenvironmental impacts oftheirfarming operations. However. theyare
equally concerned about the profitability of their fann business. The goal of PLANETOR. then. is to help
farmers answerquestions such as the following:
• Are my current farming practices having a potentially detrimental effecton the surrounding environ-
ment?
• If this is a potentialproblem. whichpractices are contributing to the problem?
• If I changeproduction practices. how will the environmental impacts change?
• How will implementing changes to my fann affect the financial status of the business?
What Does PLANETOR Do?
PLANETOR evaluates six environmental factors over the life of a fann plan. Each of these factors is a
substantial model by itself. But they alsohaveoverlapping areasof inputandtogetherthey provide a more
complete picture of the operation and the trade-offs associated with making changes to the operation.
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Soil Erosion: PLANETOR uses the methodology of the Revised Universal SoilLossEquation, (RUSLE),
to estimatesoil erosionby water. PLANETOR considers soil characteristics, theerosivityof rainfall, slope
length and steepness, tillage and plant growth impacts on crop cover, and specific field practices such as
terracing to estimate annual soil loss.
Pesticide Leaching and Runoff Hazard: PLANETOR uses a pesticide movement screening method
developed at the University of Florida. This methodology considers pesticide chemical properties, soil
interaction, application method, and timing to calculate a relative ranking of the pesticides used on a field.
This ranking is relative to other pesticides and their potential to leachor run off.
Pesticide Toxicity: Applicator hazardis usedto evaluate pesticide toxicity. This information comes from
the pesticide label and can be a caution, warning, danger,or danger/poison.
Nitrogen Leaching: PLANETOR includes a complete nitrogen budgetandwatermovement model using
methodology developedfor the Nitrate Leaching and Economic Analysis Package, (NLEAP). This model
wasdevelopedby Agriculture Research Service scientists atFortCollins, Colorado. PLANETOR evaluates
nitrogen application from fertilizer, manure, and other sources, together with nitrogen uses and losses, to
estimate nitrate leaching below the crop root zone.
Phosphorus Runoff: The potential phosphorus runoffratingis estimated usingan indexdeveloped bythe
Natural Resources Conservation Service's Phosphorus Index Core Team. This scoring index rates
phosphorus applications from fertilizer and manure, application methods, soilerosion,andsoil phosphorus
test results to rank the potential for runoff.
PLANETOR also evaluates three economic factors or objectives -- profitability, liquidity, and solvency.
These factors allow you to gauge the financial viability of yourcurrentor alternative farm plan.
Profitability: Profitability is theabilityof the farmto generate income. It is measured by netfarmincome,
which represents the returns to labor, management, and equitycapital invested in the business. Net farm
income is the amountthat rewards investing unpaidfamily labor,management, and the farmnet worth into
the farm business insteadof elsewhere.
Liquidity: Liquidity is the abilityto generatecash for the paymentof bills, family living, taxes, anddebts
in a timely manner. After all cash farm expenses are paid, the remaining net cash farm income shouldbe
sufficient to provide for familyliving, paytaxes and loan payments, and provide adequate capital to replace
machinery and equipment.
Solvency: Solvency dealswiththeoveralllevelof assetsandliabilities, thedebtstructure, andtheprojected
future net worthgrowth. PLANETOR measures future net worthgrowth by calculating the average annual
projected change in net worth.
For more information contact:
Centerfor Farm Financial Management
University ofMinnesota
1994 BufordAvenue
249 Classroom OfficeBldg
SI. Paul, MN 55108
(612)625-1964 or (800)234·1111
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Greenbelt, Maryland 20770-1551
Phone: (301) 441-8777
Fax: (301) 220-0164
E-Mail: hawiaa@access.digex.net February 23, 1996
Policy Studies Report No.5, 42 pp., $5.00 per copy
What it Takes to "Get to Yes" for Whole Farm Planning Policy
A New Release from the Wallace Institute
"Whole farm planning" evolved as a holistic management approach to the integration of farming
objectives with agroenvironmental goals, and it is practiced in various forms by a number of American farmers.
Recently, this environmental farm management concept has cropped up with increasing frequency in farm and
environmental policy contexts. A congressional bill for the Clean Water Act's reauthorization proposes to
excuse practitioners of whole farm planning from certain clean water regulations. In New York, farmers are
paid to implement whole farm planning in a unique, cooperative, and cost-savings effort to reduce agricultural
runoff into drinking water sources. The USDA's Natural Resources Conservation Service has launched pilot
programs with whole farm planning as a centerpiece for federal technical and financial assistance. Despite these
developments, many questions remain about just how, and with what consequences a farm management
approach can effectively be transformed into a policy tool through legislative or administrative actions.
What it Takes to "Get to Yes" for Whole Farm Planning Policy takes a comprehensive look at whole
farm planning (WFP) in a policy context. Authors David Ervin and Katherine Smith ask what goals should
guide WFP policy, who will lead WFP policy implementation, what incentives will stimulate WFP, and how
WFP policy performance will be monitored, reviewing the full range of options that emerge for each of these
key policy decisions.
The new report also contains the results of a round table exercise in which a diverse group of WFP
stakeholders were asked what features they believe are necessary to assure that WFP is an effective policy tool.
While stakeholder priorities depend somewhat on the goals of WFP policy, general differences in priorities
among farm and agricultural business, government representatives, and sustainable agriculture and
environmental interest groups were quite clear. From the industry's perspective, it is most important that WFP
be voluntary and producer driven. Government's priority emerged as the involvement of all stakeholders to
arrive at ecosystem-based management. As a group, sustainable agriculture and environmental interests
attributed relatively more importance to WFP policy's ability to account for off-farm environmental effects and
achieve measurable progress.
Ervin and Smith conclude that four things must happen before one can expect the development of a WFP
policy that satisfies varying perspectives: (1) Locally based stakeholders must be involved early in the policy
design process; (2) Close collaboration is essential among federal agencies and between federal and local
stakeholders, to set environmental performance targets for WFP policy; (3) The provision of some type of
incentive for WFP adoption is necessary; and (4) The private sector needs to be given an explicit role in WFP
policy implementation.
Recycled paper
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9200 Edmonston Road, Suite 117
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770-1551
Phone: (301) 441-8777
Fax: (301) 220-0164
E-Mail: hawiaa@aeeess.digex.net
Policy Studies Report No.6, 48 pp., $5.00 perccopy
News Release
April 29, 1996
Contact: Rick Welsh, 301-441-8777
Wallace Institute Releases New Report on the Industrialization of U.S. Agriculture
"Our town has a large-scale corporate hog production facility and it employs
250 people ... They are helping our main street stay alive and viable. On the other
hand there is a cost for having those jobs: a drop in farm numbers," concludes
the mayor of a small rural town in Iowa.
This statement, taken from the new report, The Industrial Reorganization of
U.S. Agriculture: an overview and background report, by Rick Welsh of the Henry
A. Wallace Institute for Alternative Agriculture, illustrates the far ranging impacts
of structural change in agriculture. Welsh discusses and outlines the causes of
farm concentration, the vertical integration of farms with food processing and
marketing firms, and the globalization of agriculture. He then explores, with the
input of people experiencing agricultural industrialization, what these trends mean
for farm households, consumers, agricultural labor, rural residents, the natural
environment and agricultural sustainability.
The report concludes that if current trends continue, a bimodal system of
agricultural production will dominate U.S. agriculture. An industrial mode of
production will be characterized by capital intensive technology development and
adoption, worldwide marketing and distribution, organizing efforts on the part of
growers, food processing workers and farm workers, command and control
environmental regulation and government regulation of production contracts. An
alternative mode will consist of small scale farms which employ market
development strategies based on locality of production, specific production
practices, consumer health concerns and diversity of crop and livestock products.
Research is called for which can drive policy reform to prevent agriculture
from losing its uniqueness relative to other sectors, "leaving in its wake
abandoned cultures, communities and relationships long valued by the American
people. "
Recycled paper
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Introduction to Holistic Resource Management
Presented by:
Audrey Amer, Land Stewardship Project, Montevideo, Minnesota (Williams Bay, WI)
Dan French, Dodge Center, Minnesota (Williams Bay, WI)
Wayne Berry, University ofNorth Dakota-Williston (Carrington, ND)
Gene Goven, Turtle Lake, North Dakota (Carrington, ND)
Summary by:
Audrey Amer, Land Stewardship Project, Montevideo, Minnesota
Holistic Resource Management (HRM) is a new management approach that is helping people -
individuals, families, businesses, whole communities, urban, and rural- improve the quality of
their lives and generate real wealth, while restoring the environment and enhancing biodiversity.
Since land and resources cannot be managed in isolation from humans, HRM only concentrates
on whole situations: whole farms, whole firms, whole communities. The whole includes the
people, resource base, and the wealth that can be generated from the resource base. Once the
whole has been defined, HRM begins developing a single holistic goal that includes three
components:
1. The quality of life you and your group desire, based on your values
2. What you need to produce to create this quality oflife
3. A description of the resource base as it must be in the future in order to sustain what you
produce
All decisions are then tested against this holistic goal, using seven specific testing guidelines:
• Cause and effect
• Whole ecosystem
• Weak links
• Marginal reaction
• Energy and wealth, source and use
• Gross margin analysis
• Society and culture
The guidelines ensure the quality of life you seek is attained and that all your decisions are
sustainable in the long term - humanly, economically, and ecologically.
Contents:
Introduction to Holistic Resource Management, A. Amer, p. 129
Center for Holistic Management
• Changing the Way We Make Decisions, Holistic Resource Management Quarterly, S.
Halpin, p. 141
• Ordering Information, p. 143
Putting Tools in Their Proper Place, Land Stewardship Letter, B. DeVore, p. 145
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Audrey Arner
Land Stewardship Project
103 W Nichols Ave
Montevideo, MN 56265
Phone: 320-269-2105
Fax: 320-269-2190
E-mail: aamer@northemnet.com
Dan French
RR 1 Box 152
Dodge Center, MN 55927
Phone: 507-635-5619
Fax: N/A
E-mail: N/A
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Wayne Berry
UND Williston
POBox 1326
Williston, ND 58802
Phone: 701-774-4269
Fax: 701-774-4275
E-mail: wberry@basin.und_w.nodak.edu
Gene Goven
RR 1 Box 139
Turtle Lake, ND 58575
Phone: 701-448-2405
Fax: N/A
E-mail: N/A
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Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
5 Steps to Practicing HRM
Painting a portrait of where we are today
~ Defining the whole that we are managing.
~ Defining reasons for change.
Our relationship to the ecosystem
~ Identifying the effectiveness of the ecosystem processes.
~ Identifying our dependence on these ecosystem processes.•
Painting a portrait of where we want to be
~ Defining a three part vision for the future.
Brainstorm and test actions
~ Brainstorming and selecting tools/actions.
~ Testing the ecological, financial, &social soundness of actions.
Plan - Monitor - Control - Replan
~ Biological Plan
~ Financial Plan
~ Personal Growth! Organizational Development Plan
~ Monitoring and controlling the changes within the whole.
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Defining the Whole
~
Who is responsible for day to day decision making? who 'owns or
rents land? Include family members, employees and families, neighbors,
friends.
The Resource Base
Identify all the land you're responsible for managing, including land use
and ownership details. Also include customer, clients, or anyone who
influences or are influenced by your management.
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Financial_
List assets such as livestock, crops, equipment:
List liabilities such as loans and other committed payments:
, .
Reasons for Chan~e;
Identify the concerns or problems that you are aware of In the
management of these three components of the whole.
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QUALITY OF liEf
The quality life portion of the goal should define the values and relationships.
Seek the active involvement of those people you've identified in the "whole to
. be managed." To assist you in defining this quality of life. you need to answer
the following questions.
A. What things do you appreciate most about your life today?
Identify those things that you don't want to see changed?
(List 3 - 5 items)
B. What things would you like to change in your life? (List 3 - 5
items)
C.List 3 - 5 items that society and community provide you to
live the life that you choose.
D. Identify those items that you contribute back to the well-being
of your community and society. (List 3-5 items)
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FORMS OF PRODUCTIQ.N
Here we list those items that we must produce to sustain our quality of life.
Invariably to support our quality of life requires rnonev.' To meet those
financial requirements we define how we expect to be profitable.
.Profit from:
In addition to profit many people also identify the quality of the product that
they are trying to produce. Describe here in short statements what you need
to produce to support your quality of life.
Quality of the products you produce:
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FUTURE RESOURCE BASE/LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION·
Here we describe how the resource base must function to sustain indefinitely .
the production, which will, in turn, sustain the quality of life. If you manage
land, vou:will need to complete a future landscape description. You should.
complete a description for each type of land you are managing (Rangeland;
Forest Land; Cropland; Hayland; Wetlands & Riparian Areas, etcl .
[t is normally best to describe how the four ecosystem processes must
function to support the production needed. As a classrQom exercise, describe
how you wouid like to see the ecosystem processes functioning on a unit of
land that you're familiar with:
• Water cycle
••• Mineral cycle•
i:> Succession
(} Energy flow
Note: Each unit of land that you mallage will need such a description. Once you
have a better understanding of the ecosystem processes, you will need to map out
the future landscape descriptions, area by area,
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RULES FOR THE FORMATION OF A HOLISTIC GOAL
Actively Involve all the people within the whole you're managing.
You may have to develop a temporary goal until you have the
commitment from the whole team.
... Spend time to build trust and acceptance
... Each statement should contain what you want, It must not
contain any statements on how you plan to get there.
Write down each part of the vision. This vision can comprise of
short statements or phrases. Fancy words, correct grammar, and
complete sentences are not necessary. (Map out the future
landscape description)
... Avoid using the word [NO] within any of the statements. Force
yourself to come up with a positive statement.
Begin by first defining the Quality of Life. This will provide you
with a common base to work from and give you tremendous goal
ownership.
You must review this three part vision often. Identify the
progress you're making and celebrate the Journey. Clarify the
statements as your knowledge Increases.
YOM.r gO'll Ct'1.t1. be cot1.si.clere0- ~crm'lt1.et1.t whet1. ~t me'lt1.S
more to 'lll oj !10M. Ut'lt1. 'lt1.!1thLt1.g Lt1. life. To relUh th'lt
~oLt1.t takes le'ldershL~, tLme, 'lt1.1t commLtmet1.t.
Af1M.~~
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SAMPLE HOLISTIC GOAL
QUALITY of LIFE
© To maintain our traditional way of life ami provide the opportunity for
our children to take over the management of this .land if they desire.
© To develop a healthy life-style with a balance of work, play and learning.
© To live in a beautiful, peaceful setting with clean water and air.
© To be a major stabilizing influencein the community and to contribute
greatly to community 'well being and regeneration,
© Commit to and support a loving relationship with family, and harmony
with friends and neighbors,
© To have financial security and good health (mental, physical, & spiritual).
, PRODUCTION
$ To support tile quality of life defined, we must be invulved in enterprises '
that are profitable, This profit may come Irom livestuck, crops
recreation, services, or any other enterprises that does not harm tile
quality of life we seek. . '
$ Products that we produce will be wholesome, natural and marketable.
$ Will produce an aesthetically pleasing environment that provides open
space, solitude, clean air and water. '
FUTURE LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION
• Riparian Areus, Springs: Riparian areas will have stable banks with
'healtilY stream side vegetation. Where possible, trees and brush will line
the banks. The stream will have clean water and be free of large silt
loads. Areas of pools and gravel bars will provide healthy habitat for fish,
, and other aquatic organisms, Springs will flow year round with clean
water,
-0 Rangeland Areus: Soil surfaces will bc covered with litter and growing
plants, soils filled with microorganisms and high in organic matter. Soil
, surface will be covered with many species of grass, forbs, and shrubs.
Small areas of heavy brush cover and a variety of successional stages will
be planned to support a diversity of wildlife. Energy flow will be excellent,
in relation to time, area of leaf, and the volume of leaves available to
capture sunlight.
i:>Cropland Areus: Here we will manage fOI' highly productive living soils of
'gl'eat complexity. These soils will be covered with living or dead plant
material. Soils will be well aerated WId very high in humus. Fields will be
small with a wide variety of crops and great diversity of plants and
animals will be planned. Optimum Icvels uf sunshine will be harvested
within the constraints of tile environment,
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continued On page two
on theecosystem asa whole.
Holistic Resource Management (Holistic
Management) istheonly decision-making
process we know of that ensures each
decision made is(simultaneously) ecologicaliy,
economically, and socially sound-essential to
long-term stability and sustainability, Even the
new "integrated resource management" or
"ecosystem management or "sustainable
development" approaches, although well
intentioned, still rely on conventional decision-
making which weknow will fail in the long
run, as it has throughout history.
What isHolistic Management?
Holistic Management isa whole new
management approach that ishelping people-
individuals, families, businesses andwhole
communities-urban andrural-improve the
quality of their lives and generate real wealth,
while simultanously restoring the
environment and enhancing biodiversity
While Holistic Management itself isa
relatively simple process, there areseveral
underlying concepts that must beunderstood
inorder to practice Holistic Management
AWhole New Perspective
Holistic Management is based on the
theory of Holism, a concept first recognized
andarticulated in 1926 bySouth African
philosopher and statesman JanSmuts in his
book Holism and Evolution Simply stated,
Holism is the idea that nature only functions
in wholes, rather than "interconnecting pans--
-An Introduction to Holistic Resource Management
BySandra Halpin
Changing the Way
We Make Decisions
Our decision.maki~ drives everythingwedo-from thesimplest decisionsmade almost unconsciously; to the
bigger decisions weponder sometimes fol
years before making. Every time you choose
(or choose not) to doanything, this affects the
world around you.
Most people don't spend a lotof time
thinking about how they make decisions-they
simply make their decisions the way humans
have since theStone Age: based on expert
opinion, past experience, research results, peer
pressure, intuition, common sense, cost·
effectiveness, profitability, laws andregulations
compromise, sustainability, etc. And it is this
process thatislargely responsible for thestate
of the world in which wenow live. Some 20-
oddpast civilizations have failed, and theonly
thing these civilizations had incommon was
tbeway humansmade decisions
Chaos or Complexity theorists are
beginning to discover a startling newscientific
truth: that extinction isnot necessarily the
result of natural disasters (meteors, ice ages,
droughts, etc.) lis weonce thought, but rather,
thatextinction isthe result of behaviors
Since ouractions (behaviors) are
determined largely by ourdecisions, only
through changing the way wemake decisions
will wetruly beable tochange the way we
affect the world in which welive-and ensure
that civilization issustainable in the long run.
Ourecosystem issocomplex that, with
conventional decision-making, wecannot
possibly comprehend or predict themyriad
affects each decision wemake will have
Holistic
=========== Resource=",=·::========:::;Ell) AAanagemern
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The Holistic Decision-Making Process
Since land and/orresources cannot be
managed in isolation from the humans tied to
(and dependent on) these resources, inHolistic
Management weoniy manage in 'whole"
situations (whole farms, whole firms, whole
communities, etc) which includes thepeople,
theresource base, and the wealth that can be
generated from this resource base.
Once this 'whole" has been defined, Holistic
Management then begins bydeveloping a single,
'holistic goal" thatincludes three component.
I) thequality of life you and your group
desire, based on your values;
2)what you need to produce to create this
quality of life;
3) a description of the resource base asit
has to befar into the future in order to sustain
what you produce.
All decisions arethen tested against this holistic
gnal-using seven specific testing guidelines-
toensure thequality of life you seek isatiained,
and that all your decisions aretruly sustamade-
humanly, economically and ecologically l~
Making HoUsm Practical
Holism isa perspective-a Way of looking at
theworld We can talk about Holism lil the
cows come home, but it wont help us learn to
actually manage our lives, our land (resources),
or our finances anymore holistically.
Holistic Management was developed
specifically to make Holism practical-to
provide humans with the practical means to
make decisions thatmore accurately mirror the
way nature functions, and thereby ensure that
ourcivilization istruly sustainable over time.
and thatnature will never beunderstood by
studying the"parts"
For example, ifyou were to learn everything
there is to know about oxygen aod hydrogen,
you would stlli have no idea of the properties
of water (which iscomprised of oxygen and
hydrogen). Likewise, werarely think ofa
person asa mass nf interconnecting parts (arms,
legs, organa, etc) but rather asa whole human
being This same human can exist within
another whole-afamily! and this whole exists
within another whoie-a community! and so
all Rarely would werefer to a community as
a group of"interconnecting parts."
This distinction, while perhaps sounding
a bit esoteric, isespecially pertinent when
trying to' comprehend the natural world-our .
ecosystem. Work done by biologist Robert
Paine demonstrates the importance of
understanding 'wholes within wholes."
Paine sectioned offan area of anocean bay
containing 15 different species of marine life.
Every day he removed onespecies-the
starfish. Within a year, the total number of
species in thearea had dropped to eight
Removing onespecies (starfish) resulted not
in a loss of onespecies, butinstead, it
interupted a whole, functioning community-
and a dramatic loss of biodiversity ensued
As humans, wecannot possibly
comprehend the myriad relationships
occurring within wholes. To begin practicing
Holistic Managemen~ however, weneed to
begin thinking holistically-recognizing that
the world only functions in wholes, and that
allourdecisions impact theecosystem upon
which our very existence depends
Changing the Way We Make DecisionsCenter forHolistic
Management"
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The Brian and Carol Schultz. [amii:v (see page 11) is using Holistic Management to balance their
quality of life with profitability and environmental sustainability (photo by T.L. Gettings).
family got rid of the setup and now hire
all of their livestock hauling done.
"Now the minute we have {hat trailer
gate closed, we turn to managing the
farm," says Tom.
They replaced the hauling rig with a
cart that's pulled behind a tractor. It's used
to transport livestock to parts of the farm
that provide good grazing but were too
out-of-the way before to be utilized. At
first glance, it may appear that the
Frantzens simply traded one tool for
another. But the way the family sees it,
they dumped a tool that was getting in the
way of sustainability for one that's
helping them reach that goal. The new
cart helps add value to the farm through
here's little doubt Mr. Thoreau
wasn't big on having a lot of
extra gadgets laying around his
modest home on Walden Pond. But what
would that cranky 19th century
minimalist have thought about an IS-foot
gooseneck livestock trailer being pulled
by a four-wheel-drive pickup truck?
When Tom and Irene Frantzen bought
such a rig in 19S2, they considered it a
necessity for getting livestock such as
hogs to market on a regular schedule. But
a couple years ago, the northeastern Iowa
farm family came to a harsh realization:
the truck and trailer were taking more
resources from the farm than they were
giving back. From an economic point of
view, operating the setup was costing
more than $1 a mile because of high
maintenance. It was also diminishing
another valuable resource on the farm: the
family's quality of life. Tom hated auto
maintenance chores about as much as the
three Frantzen children disliked cleaning
out the trailer. Finally, time spent working
on and driving the truck-trailer rig was
time away from managing the farm. The
Frantzcns raise crops and livestock on 336
highly diverse acres using management-
intensive, sustainable methods.
After considering all these factors, the
"But lo! Men have become the
tools of their tools."
- Henry David Thoreau. Walden
Holistic Resource Management
can help maintain the ultimate
agricultural balancing act:
people, land and capital.
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better utilization of grass (and thus solar
energy). Grazing also makes more
efficient use of the family's time.
Considered separately, all the factors
surrounding the way the Frantzens had
been handling livestock may not have led
them to make changes (sorry, but an
aversion to pitching manure out of a
trailer doesn't tip the scales by itself). But
the family did something that isn 't
cornmon on modern farms when a major
decision is being wrestled with: they put
quality oflife and ecological sustainabil-
ity on the same level as financial health.
As a result, when considered as a whole,
it became clear the use of the truck and
trailer weren't helping them reach the
goal of being economically, socially and
environmentally viable.
That conclusion came after the family
sat down and ran the usefulness of the
setup through a unique decision-making
process called Holistic Resource Manage-
ment (HRM). Tom says for the past four
years, HRM has proven to be an invalu-
able ally in helping the family take a look
at the farm from a big-picture perspective
and then determining which tools are
helpingthem make it sustainable, and
which are getting in the way.
Perhaps Thoreau wouldn't understand
a trailer with a goose's neck, but he'd
surely approve of a system that takes a
hard look at the necessity of such a tool.
No Lone Ranger ammo
In general terms, Holistic Resource
Management is a process of determining
what resources are available, establishing
a clear goal and then making decisions
based on seven "testing questions." A
user of HRM constantly monitors
progress being made toward the goal,
making adjustments along the way to
help reach it. HRM is no silver bullet for
failing farms. In a way, it is nothing more
than a tool for using tools.
"I look at HRM a lot like a computer,"
says Brian Schultz, who uses the manage-
ment tool on his southern Minnesota crop
and livestock farm. "It really doesn't do
anything new. It just puts it in a format
that more people can use."
A recent cartoon in one of those
glossy, urbane magazines captured the
essence of what happens when people
begin thinking holistically. It shows a
disheveled man explaining his situation to
a.woman: "No, I like my job. I like my
apartment. I like my friends. I like our
•
relationship," he says. "I'm just not sure I
like what it all adds up to."
Figuring out ways of paying attention
to "what it all adds up to" is the central
thesis of Holistic Management. In the
world of HRM, everything - from a
family member to a field to a watershed
- is part of a greater whole. Thus, any
decision that affects one aspect of this
whole, has some kind of impact on the
rest. "Holistic" is a philosophical term
with Greek origins, and is often mistak-
enly thought to have religious, "new age"
connections. Frankly, if it had been
spelled "whole-istic," there would
probably be a lot less confusion.
HRM has captured the attention of
proponents of a more sustainable food
and fiber production system in recent
years because of its ability to help
farmers through the tough decision
making required to step out of the
mainstream. Its creator, Allan Savory, did
that back in his native Zimbabwe while
trying to figure out a way to balance
economics and social needs with protec-
tion of southern Africa's wilderness.
Savory imported this philosophy to
America in the early 1980s, and until
HRM gathering in Aug.
The Land Stewardship Project will
be co-sponsoring the 1996 Center for
Holistic Management International
Annual Gathering, Aug. 16-17 in
southeast Minnesota. This event will
feature sessions at Rochester's Kahler
Hotel and bus tours of area farms prac-
ticing HRM. For more information,
contact Audrey Arner, LSP, 103 W.
Nichols, Montevideo, MN 56265;
tele. - (320) 269-2105.
relatively recently it has been used mostly
by western cattle producers looking for
ways of profitably grazing fragile range
lands. Savory is a proponent of using a
resource available to all farmers and
ranchers - solar energy - as efficiently
as possible. It's no surprise then that
many of the early HRM practitioners
used planned grazing, a method of
livestock production that rotates animals
among paddocks so they can harvest their
food and spread their manure in a more
natural, low-input way. As HRM spreads
in the Upper Midwest, it brings with it
that emphasis on elements of sustainable
grazing methods.
But HRM and grazing are not insepa-
rable. Grain farmers, fruit and vegetable
growers and even timber producers are
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using the decision-making model. People
concerned about stemming sprawling
growth and using land in a more sustain-
able manner find HRM to be a valuable
tool. In fact, enterprises such as colleges
and at least one ballet company have also
adopted this management philosophy.
On the same level
But one of the most exciting uses of
Holistic Management is in the realm of
sustainable agriculture. One significant
shortcoming of modern farming is the
tools of production often become barriers
to sustainability. An example of this is
when the extra profit a bigger tractor is
supposed to produce through increased
productivity gets eaten up by its high
initial cost and maintenance expenses.
This also happens when a new herbicide
increases yields but reduces the quality of
life of family members and their neigh-
bors by damaging the environment. In
one sense HRM can be an enforcer of one
of the golden rules of sustainable agricul-
ture: the solution to one problem should
not create new ones along the way.
But farms are complicated organisms,
and to realize how one decision can
impact everything from profitability to
time spent with children to water quality
miles downstream requires the ability to
look at the operation as a whole, rather
than as a series of independent enter-
prises.
When making decisions, HRM
practitioners do just that by taking into
account people, capital and their natural
resource base. That recognition of the
value of all resources on an operation is
crucial for families working to stay on the
land and pass it on to subsequent genera-
tions, says Barry Kurtz, a farm business
management instructor in southeast
Minnesota. He recently took an HRM
course because many of his clients were
using it.
Kurtz says too many times quality of
life issues such as family relationships are
overlooked in an attempt to keep a farm
financially viable. But to be truly
sustainable, an operation cannot separate
its cash flow and water quality from a
family's ability to communicate.
"I think farm families are going to
have to think about it that way if they are
going to survive," says Kurtz. "The large
farmers are going to be so competitive I
think that small farmers are going to have
to become efficient by laking everything;
the whole, into account." 0
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Entrepreneurship in agriculture is seen as one ofthe most accessible and immediate ways for
farmers, ranchers, and rural communities to reap a greater portion of the value from their
products. In the Midwest, our continuing focus on feed grain production locks us into a business
that depends on purchased inputs that increase in price each year while what we sell has a value
that is determined by world markets, international currency exchange rates, decisions made by
national and multinational corporations, and weather in many parts of the globe. All ofthese
factors are operative beyond the farm gate, and most beyond the community and region. One
approach to getting a larger portion of the food dollar back onto the farm and into the community
is to develop value-added products and improved marketing skills.
Marketing is a highly competitive arena, but the local farmer, rancher, and people in the nearby
community have obvious advantages in sales within the immediate area. Most urban and rural
dwellers are anxious to promote local business if given a chance and ifthe products meet
acceptable quality standards. Every dollar spent in the local community circulates several times.
This money distribution is another benefit of what could be called a bioregional food system.
The closer to home the value is added to a product, the more of this value accrues to families and
to the community.
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Traits of Successful Entrepreneurs
Fourteen traits will be discussed. Some are so self-evident that
little need be written about them, except to recognize them. Others
require more explanation. They are not all of equal importance and
there is some overlap among them. We'll try not to be too tedious about
this listing, for it does have overtones of a sermon.
• Desire
Unquestionably, you will not be a successful entrepreneur unless
you want to be one most fervently. If you don't want success rather
badly, you'll not likely do the things it takes to be successful. Desire is
the foundation that supports most of the other characteristics that follow.
Successful entrepreneurs almost universally report that they wanted to
be their own boss so badly that they could "taste it" Many of them
report that they just cannot stand working for other people. They rebel
at authority. They don't take orders easily. They just want "to do their
own thing."
Example: A group of physicians seeking to escape their problems with malpractice insurance
were considering a new venture that looked quite promising, according to the business plan
that had been prepared by one of the large accounting firms. The group met for a kickoff
meeting. The money was in place. No problem! The management team, experienced in the
industry, was in place. No problem!
Big problem...the doctors were not at all sure they wanted to be in that business. They all
walked out of the room at the end of four hours, firmly convinced they were doing the right
thing-fold the enterprise. They had no business going into the venture with their attitudes
toward it and their real lack of dedication and desire for the venture's success.
• Initiative/Aggressiveness
In the entrepreneurial world, nothing happens unless you make it
happen. You start everything. If you don't, your world just sits there
running up bills. You must have the initiative to begin operations. No
one will do it for you. It is not by mere coincidence that our favorite
retort to the person who relates to us some wonderful idea is, "DO IT!"
Entrepreneurial Characteristics
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Don't talk about it, do it. The world is full of talkers while doers are
scarce. Often we encounter some successful entrepreneur whose main
claim to fame is simply that he or she took action, plunged into
business and worried about it later. Truly, initiative has to be one of the
key characteristics of successful people.
Of course, unsuccessful people also had initiative; they went into
business, but did not do well. Yes, they did show initiative. But that is
not enough. Initiative is a daily, even an hourly, matter. There are all
sorts of things that require action. You must do something about them.
You must initiate action. Many unsuccessful business people
procrastinate about taking action on critical matters. "It will wait. No
need to hurry." Many things won't wait and there is often a need to
hurry. Customers don't favor firms that don't come after their business.
As Tom Horton, founder of the publishing finn of Thomas Horton and
Daughters, said, "Everything I have lowe to being ten minutes early."
Perhaps, the most single show of initiative an entrepreneur
makes each day is the simple act of rolling out of bed in the morning.
Successful ones hit the deck early and running, looking forward to the
challenges ahead. They "take care of business," all business, and know
that no one else will do it for them.
• Energy
Energy levels obviously vary tremendously among people.
Sometimes it is a matter of health; healthy people definitely have more
energy than those who suffer from some malady. Here is not the place
to extol the virtues of living a healthful life, but be advised that your
health is a vital factor in your success. Sometimes energy seems to be
more a matter of temperament. Some people are just "laid back." They
don't care to exert themselves any more than necessary. Such people
should avoid entrepreneurial endeavors. High energy levels seem to be
most common among successful entrepreneurs, They just can't sit still
for a minute. They must always be doing something. Often just having
one business going is not enough; they will have several going at the
same time. When a business becomes boring, they sell it to go look for
some new action.
• Low Support Needs
When you work for the typical large corporation, you are
surrounded with people ready to support your activities. You have
secretaries, researchers, accountants, and all sorts of staff lackeys to
assist you with whatever mission you have been charged. As an
Premier Entrepreneur Programs
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•entrepreneur, particularly a beginning one, you have little support.
You're it.
One new entrepreneur, when asked what skills were required to
start a business, replied, "You'd better know how to type. I've got to do
my own letters." Unfortunately, some people just cannot operate on their
own. They have been pampered too long in large organizations. One of
the commonly observed weaknesses in people who leave the corporate
world for entrepreneurial endeavors is that they just don't know how to
operate in their new environment. They don't understand that few
entrepreneurial enterprises can afford much in the way of staff support.
In trying to institute their habitual way of managing upon the
entrepreneurial organization, they can do much damage.
• Thrives on Ambiguity
Structure and certainty are seldom found in the entrepreneurial
world. You must exist and prosper in an environment that is confusing
and has few answers. There are so many alternatives from which to
choose and few people to tell you which to select and which to shun.
Ambiguity destroys many people. They just cannot work in an
unstructured environment that continually bombards them with so many
confusing clues about what to do. If you cannot accept the ambiguous
world as it is and thrive in it, then stay out of your own business. Bear
in mind that the true entrepreneur loves ambiguous situations for they
present great opportunities for exploitation. While others are frozen into
inaction by the confusion, entrepreneurs plunge into the maelstrom with
confidence that somehow they will find ways to cope with whatever
problems they encounter.
• Perseverance
Call it perseverance, mental toughness, determination or what
you will, successful entrepreneurs are determined to win. to be
successful.
This creates a sticky problem: when should good judgment
prevail over determination to fold a failing endeavor? Yes, there comes
a time when it is folly to continue to bang one's head into a stone wall.
But when is it'! And who's to say that the wall is of stone'? The
problem is really not so difficult if we put one's goals into proper
perspective. While one's determination to be successful may remain
unchanged, the route taken may be altered as road blocks appear. The
entrepreneur's basic determination is to achieve some fundamental
goals, and is not attached to any particular means for reaching them.
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But even in the matter of goals, some qualifications are
necessary. What about people who aim for goals they are incapable of
realizing? No problem. Who are we to pass judgment on what a person
can or cannot do. Let the market make that judgment. The business
world is full of successful people who never in their wildest dreams
foresaw the eventual success they enjoy.
Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more
common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a
proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and
determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan 'Press On' has solved and always will solve
the problems of the human race.
Calvin Coolidge
Determination is one of the key factors that lead to a winning
attitude. You must make up your mind that you will not be beaten. You
will not allow that to happen. Entrepreneurs report time and again the
only thing that forced them to make a success of their business, when it
looked hopeless, was that they just could not allow themselves to
become a loser. Success was the only alternative.
• Responsibility
Winners realize that if they are to be successful, they are the
only ones who can make it happen. No one else is going to do it for
them. Until you accept full and total responsibility for your future,
you'll not have much of one.
Successful entrepreneurs are so used to taking full responsibility
for their lives and everything around them that they think little about it.
It comes naturally. They are unlike the hordes of people in large
organizations who spend most of their days avoiding responsibility.
• Problem Solving
If you don't like solving problems, particularly ones about which
you may know little, then an entrepreneurial career might be difficult
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for you. Often the owner of a business spends most of his or her time
troubleshooting, trying to locate the problems that are plaguing the
business and then doing something about them.
Some people thrive on problem solving. Others seem to be worn
down by the constant strain of conflict and frictions that result from an
ongoing series of problems. The person who is not able to face
problems and solve them in stride, without allowing them to affect them
personally, will be unhappy in entrepreneurship.
• Persuasive
Successful entrepreneurs are usually persuasive people. They
must persuade other people to do all sorts of things for them: lend them
money, work hard for them, buy from them, and sell to them on
favorable terms. Persuasion is their main tool.. If you are not adept at
the art of persuation, then make certain that you have someone on your
team who is. You must have selling skills in the organization.
Note that negotiating skills are just one application of
persuasion. Certainly, you must be an able negotiator to be successful in
business. You cannot make bad deals and survive for long. The key to
negotiation is persuasion. You must persuade the other party to make
the deal you want, the deal you need. You must sell your thoughts to
the other person. If you feel that you haven't the necessary skills, cheer
up. They can be learned if you really want to do so.
• Self-Discipline
There are many things that must be done in business which you
will not want to do for one reason or another. Some things are just not
the type of work you enjoy; perhaps keeping control systems updated is
one of them. You must be able to force yourself to do what must be
done. The very act of rolling out of bed in the morning may take
considerable self-discipline. Just remember, if you can't control
yourself, who can?
• Value of Money
It is difficult to be successful in business if you pay too much
for the things you buy and fail to get enough for the things you sell.
You must know value; i.e., the value of money and the value of things.
Many successes are based on buying right. If you buy low enough, a
profit is insured.
Many failures result in startup ventures when the entrepreneur
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spends far too much money on things that have little bearing on suc-
cess: fancy cars, post offices, big plants, and high living. Successful
entrepreneurs, in their early years, are usually careful with their money.
They work hard for it and appreciate it.
• Self-Confidence
If you aren't confident of your abilities, you aren't apt to go into
your own business. It takes a great deal of self-confidence to break
away from the pack and go it alone. So it is not surprising to find that
most successful entrepreneurs reek of self-confidence. It can also lead to
disaster. They can be so confident of their abilities that they come to
believe they can be successful doing most anything. Few people are that
talented.
The problem arises that initially most people lack self-
confidence. The unknown, the future, is somewhat fearful to most
rational people. However, the big difference between entrepreneurs and
others is that the entrepreneur is able to control these fears and go.
ahead with the venture. They believe in themselves and have confidence
that somehow they will solve whatever problems arise. They don't
become paralyzed with fears.
• Ego Development
Closely akin to the previous trait of self-confidence, ego
development relates to what successful entrepreneurs think of
themselves. They like themselves very well, thank you. They are proud
of what they have done. They often have well developed egos which
can be a problem. Some become difficult to work for. Others come to
think that they are always right. While a healthy ego is a good thing,.
too much of a good thing may not be. A little humility will maintain the
balance.
• Market Awareness
Entrepreneurs are aware of what is going on in the market. They
are attuned to it. They take their directions from the market. The
"Marketing" chapters will make much of this critical aspect of business.
Some people claim that perhaps entrepreneurs' most significant
discriminating characteristic is their sensitivity to market opportunities.
It is true that many people can be surrounded with tremendous market
opportunities, yet fail to perceive their existence. One mark of entrepre-
neurs is that at every turn they see an opportunity to make some money.
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•Unfortunate Entrepreneurial Traits
Obviously, characteristics opposite to those previously discussed
as being conducive to success in business would be unfortunate. There
is no need to cover them here for they are implied in the previous
discussion.
• Greed
Entrepreneurial greed can take several forms. Some people are
so greedy that they will not share their success with their employees,
the ones who helped them be successful. By refusing to pay their
employees what they are worth, they lose them, or worse, they are
"ripped off" by them. Stories abound of successful entrepreneurs whose
key people left to form competitive enterprises when the boss refused to
"cut the me/oil."
Another form of greed manifests itself in the 'person who is so
eager for profit that he or she won't provide the potential customers
with sufficient value. Perhaps product quality has been sacrificed for a
few cents more margin. Perhaps the level of service has been lowered to
save a few dollars. Whatever the case, the greedy entrepreneur often
fails to give the customer sufficient value for the money, thus doesn't
do much business.
And then there are the people who are so greedy they never are
content with the success they have. While these people may successfully
widen the scope of their activities, more often than not such greed
pushes them into all SOltS of endeavors in which failure awaits.
• Dishonesty
Throughout this book we stress the importance of credibility to
your success. In our business system, all sorts of wonderful things can
happen to you if other people trust and believe in you. If they don't,
you'll have a difficult time. The annals of business are overcrowded
with examples of successful people whose careers were ruined by one
act of dishonesty. The cynic might hasten to add," ...that was
discovered." However, it has been our observation that dishonesty has a
way of becoming habitual, thus eventually discovered. The banker
"borrows" some money from an inactive account and gets it back
undetected. No one ever knew. So the next time the banker needs
money, what is apt to happen? Each time it gets easier, and perhaps
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greed moves in to join dishonesty and he takes more. Sooner or later,
the banker is discovered.
Example: One distributor, who sold beer to the PXs on military bases, found out one day that
he could easily bill them for beer he did not deliver. He got away with it for several years
and made a lot of money doing so. Now he is spending some years as guest of the
government. He had to get caught sooner or later.
• Paranoia
Repeatedly, would-be entrepreneurs walk into my office with
some statement such as, "[ need your advice. [ have a product which is
a real winner. [ can't tell you anything about it because it can be stolen
too easily. However...." The guy really can't talk to anyone for fear his
idea will be stolen. My only reply can be, "Good-bye. [ can't help you
if [ don't know what you are talking about."
A variation of this ploy is the person who walks in with a batch
of legal papers to sign before he discloses the concept. They are always
shocked when I shake my head and return them unsigned saying, "Why
should [ sign anything like this! [ didn't ask you here." They always
mumble something about their lawyer saying it was the way to do it.
The lawyer was right if they were dealing with someone who was
motivated to sign the agreement, which is a valid way to protect your
concepts when dealing with others who want to learn of your concept.
However, some people are so fearful of being cheated that they
cannot deal with other people. Their attitudes are so antagonistic that
they get little cooperation from them. And one needs cooperation, lots
of it.
But let's not be naive about this matter of protecting your
concepts. There are situations in which you would be a fool to disclose
your materials without some sort of signed legal agreement.
• Poor People Judgments
It is difficult to be successful in business without help. We use
other people-associates, employees, investors, suppliers, and
customers. Yet, many failures have resulted from misjudging them.
Perhaps they were not as talented as first thought. Perhaps they did not
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have the talents required for the job. Perhaps they were dishonest or
lazy. Whatever, people often just do not live up to one's expectations. If
you have somehow associated yourself with the wrong people, you'll
have some sleepless nights. Rare is the person who cannot recall some
painful experiences dealing with unfortunate selections of associates.
On the other hand, an ability to pick the light people is a most
valuable skill. Work on it! Try to ignore characteristics in people that
are really irrelevant to the tasks they are supposed to do for you. Focus
on the person's accomplishments in life, not on appearances. Try to
ignore words and evaluate deeds. Above all, prize integrity. No matter
the skills an associate possesses, if integrity is lacking, little good will
come from the association.
• Impatience
Often it simply takes time, a great deal of time to develop a new
enterprise. Some things simply cannot be rushed. It may take you a year
to perfect your product, and that delay absolutely drives you up the
wall. Often we have heard people say, "Well, [' II give it a year and if
it's not successful, [' II go back to myoid job." Our advice is, "Stay put.
You'll simply waste your time and money, as well as others, with that
attitude."
On the other hand, this is not to say that the entrepreneur should
not do everything possible to expedite the development of a new
enterprise. Patience should never be used as a cop out to advance the
venture. The successful entrepreneur pushes, pushes and pushes some
more. The thoughts that must be understood here are that despite all the
pushing, it still takes time for the results to manifest themselves. Just
because you're working yourself to death and pushing, does not mean
results will automatically land at your feet. You may work hard on a
large account for six months before seeing results from your efforts.
Moreover, impatience often causes one to do things, take actions,
that later prove unfortunate. In your impatience to get an order from a
customer, you may grant a price concession that you cannot live with.
Your impatience may cause you to hire the wrong people. In your
impatience to get your store open, you may sign a disastrous lease. The
wise entrepreneur simply cannot allow eagerness to overrule good
business judgment.
Patience can be learned. Once you accept that certain things
and/or people take longer than you expected, you'll reduce your anxiety
and increase your sleep at night. And, too, you'll learn the merits of the
old saying, "Anything worthwhile is worth waiting for."
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Conclusion
~ Lack of Business Know How
A great many entrepreneurial disasters can be traced solely to
the lack of business knowledge. The entrepreneur simply did not know
enough about the business venture to be successful. There is a
tremendous body of knowledge to be acquired in any line of endeavor.
If you don't know how to grant credit wisely, you're apt to lose your
enterprise quickly to bad debts. If you do not know how to establish
needed control systems, surely disaster is likely around the corner.
~ Lack of Control Systems
Studies of business failures clearly indicate that one of the
biggest causes of bankruptcy is the lack of control systems in the
business. The entrepreneur simply did not know how to control costs,
control inventories, control cash and control people. Often the
accounting systems are either non-existent or a bad joke.
The root of the problem is that the so-called entrepreneurial
personality hates control systems. Many entrepreneurs hate to be
controlled. They want their freedom. They want to do as they please.
Well, that sounds like fun and a most delightful existence, but it doesn't
work in the business world. Good businesses are controlled economic
activities. You must have control over your costs and your monies and
the things you own. If you do not understand control systems and the
need for controls, you'll have some unfortunate experiences in the
entrepreneurial world.
Much can be learned by studying the characteristics of
successful entrepreneurs. While we are often criticized for giving so
much attention to the topic, our defense is simple. We believe that the
real basis for your future success lies within you, not with the business
techniques with which you will be supplied.
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_____________~EntrepreneurialInternet Resources
WEB Pae:e Title Site Description IURL Address
Solution Site Microsoft provides solutions and www.microsoft.com/smallbiz
possibilities foryour business
Entrepreneurs on the Business information with links to www.eotw.com/
Web magazines andjournals, government and
laws, financial help, service and
opportunities, andregional and
entrepreneurial organizations
Business Resource Resource for those who arestarting or www.kcilink.comlbrc
Center wantto better market their business
Idea Cafe A fun sitefor planning and ways to www.ideacafe.com
improve yourexisting business
Small Business and Links to articles about Internet marketing www.garlic.com/rfwilsonl
Effective Web andtheuseofyour business' homepage webmarketlintroart.htm
Marketing Center
SBA Learn to startyour own business, finance www.sbaonline.sba.gov
it, andexpand
Entrepreneurial Online magazine with information about www.edgeonline.com
Edge Online advertising, companies on themove, and
legal advice
Nebraska Business Nebraska information onbusiness, tax www.ded.state.ne.us/assistlassist.
Assistance Center incentives, and the Small Business html
Administration
Let's Talk Business Jointhenetwork of entrepreneurs at this www.ltbn.com
Network "one- stopentrepreneurial community"
AT&T Small Learn howto do business onthe Internet, www.att.corn/worldnet/busguide
Business Info links to 800directories, consulting
services, advertising andmuch more
US West: Your Information on accessibility, managing www.w3.uswest.com/SBG.HTM
Small Business calls andsmart choices
From Product to Assisting entrepreneurs with key foodsci.unl.edu/fpc/marketlent.htm
Profit business decisions
Dr. Stork's Software Over 35 linksfor more than you ever www.goodnet.comfOIo7Elapkel
Small Business Links wanted to knowabout small business sblinks.htm
from finance to wholesale information
source: Nebraska EDGE Program,CRCRD June 25. 19%
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2QUEST Internet Assistance for entrepreneurs in www.briweb.comlquest/index.html
providing businesses with funding
options critical to their success
Center for Rural Learn about the programs offered and ianrwww.unl.edu/ianrlagecon/rural
Revitalization and issues in small business involving lindex.htm
Community Nebraska
Development
Small Business National research network for small www.smallbiz.suny.edu/
Development Center business owners
Small Business Hot picks and links to help your small wwwsbanet.uca.edu/
Advancement business -- " ...Small Business is Our
National Center Business..."
Center for Family Learn about how to ensure the survival gwisz.circ.gwu.edu/-cfe/
Enterprise and growth ofyour family firm
CoD ROM Outlet Business and finance titles- order right shoplet, comlcdromlbusiness.html
from the web page
V.F. Vokey Small Information about accounting, business www.webcom.comlmorandanl
Business Services plans, payroll, resumes, and more NorthsideNokey/welcome.html
Western Find out how WEN is helping to create www.cudenver.edu/publicIWEN/
Entrepreneurial economic independence in the West,
Network along with entrepreneurial training
Small Business Compilation of a variety of useful www.webcom.com/seaquest/sbrc/
Resource Center information for entrepreneurs everywhere welcome.html
Virtual Corp "Your Online Power Station." Sales, iaw.on.ca/vc/vcindex.htm
marketing, finance, law, development
DeGroot Directions "Would having more customers and www.sdinter.netfOIo7Ekdegroot/
for Small Business more sales help your dreams?"
Success
Small Business Setting show goals, exhibits, contacts www.salesplus.corn/trade.html
Trade Show Success and more
Resources for Book titles and summaries on small www.nlightning.com/dtpsbiblio.
Desktop Publishers businesses and working at home html#smallbusi
Advanced Business Small and home based business articles - www.webster.sk.ca/users/aic/
Consulting Ltd. • read them on-screen articles.htm
Inventions & Patents Informationon laws, success stories and patpending.corn/patents/
Q&A's
Source: Nebruka EDGE Program,CRCRD June2'. 1996
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Broadcast E-mail
Marketing
Worldwide
Entrepreneur World
Use this site for designing your complete
electronic marketing package
The businessShowcase on the www --
ads, business directories, mail listings
3
www.aracnet.com/vstarr/bulk l .
htm
worldentre.com/
Small Business Listserve
e-mail to:network-I-request@mail.io.org
message: subscribe USERNAME@DOMAIN
For More Information Contact:
MarilynSchlake
Center for Rural Revitalization--Nebraska EDGE
58 Filley Hall
Lincoln, NE 68583-0947
Phone: 800.328.2851 or 402.472.4138
FAX: 402.472.0688
ageclll@unIvrn.unI.edu
Source: Nebraska EDGE Program, CRCRD June 2~, 1996
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The Role of Marketing in Sustainable Agriculture
John E. Ikerd'
University of Missouri
The term sustainable agriculture has been defined in many ways (Allen, et al.,
Lockeretz, Smit and Smithers). However, most definitions seem to agree in defining
sustainability as a characteristic of performance of agricultural systems as a whole rather than
attempting to define sustainable agricultural practices, methods, or enterprises. In general, it
can be argued, a sustainable agriculture must be ecologically sound, economically viable, and
socially responsible (Ikerd, 1994).
Past emphasis on the economic dimension of sustainable agriculture has focused on
reducing costs by reducing purchased inputs. Economic comparisons of conventional and
sustainable farming systems, for example, have assumed that farmers will continue to produce
the same basic commodities for sale in highly competitive national and international
agricultural markets. Yields and costs per unit of production are compared for conventional
and alternative systems (Ikerd, Monson and Van Dyne, 1992; Repetto and Faeth, 1990;
Pimentel, et, al., 1991). Any differences in commodity prices among alternative scenarios are
attributed to differences in production levels and market supplies (Knutson, et al., 1990). For
example, organic price premiums are either ignored or treated as transitory advantages that
will be eliminated by competition (Dobbs, Leddy, and Smolik, 1988; Dobbs and Cole, 1992).
However, enhancing market value may be even more important than reducing costs in making
ecologically sound systems of farming both economically viable and socially responsible.
A recent comprehensive grassroots assessment of research and educational priorities
identified "lack of marketing alternatives" as the key constraint to more sustainable
agricultural systems in the southern United States (Worstell, 1995). Marketing has been
identified consistently as a priority issue in calls for research and education proposals by
Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) programs in all regions of the
country. However, relatively little useful marketing information has been developed or
provided to farmers to assist in their quest for sustainability. Much of the marketing
information that has been provided has focused almost exclusively on value-added and niche
marketing as strategies to increase profits rather than enhance the overall sustainability of food
systems (DeLind, 1994). Relatively little attention has been given to marketing as a means of
enhancing overall agricultural sustainability.
The Industrialization of Agricultura1 Markets
Questions of sustainability arise primarily in relation to the consequence of
industrialization. An understanding of this linkage between sustainability and
'John Ikerd is Extension Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of Missouri,
Columbia. Paper presented at 87th Annual Meeting of American Society of Agronomy, St.
Louis, Mo. Oct. 29·Nov. 3, 1995.
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industrialization is critical in planning for a sustainable future, regardless of whether the
specific subject is marketing, production, or public policy. U.S. agriculture was industrialized
to support industrialization of the economy in general. At the turn of the century, America
was an agrarian society. Most of our total resources were spent on the necessary tasks of
feeding and clothing ourselves. People had to be freed from producing food and fiber to
provide workers for the factories and offices of a growing industrial society. The costs of
food and fiber had to decline if consumers were to have discretionary income to buy the
things that the factories and offices would produce. Agricultural industrialization was a
logical means for meeting both objectives.
U.S. agriculture was mechanized, specialized, routinized, and otherwise industrialized
making it possible for fewer people to feed more people better for less money.
Industrialization began in earnest when tractors replaced horses as sources of power on U.S.
farms. The agricultural sector has been among the last to become fully industrialized, but the
driving force of change has long been to make farms perform as factories without roofs with
fields and feed lots operating as much as possible like factory assembly lines.
The industrial approach to marketing is mass marketing to support mass production.
Factories must turn out large quantities of identical, or quite similar, units to achieve the
economies of scale associated with assembly-line production. Automobile manufacturing is a
prime example of industrial production, and the black Model T Ford is still the "classic"
industrial product. Today, automobiles come in a variety of sizes, shapes, colors, and extras,
but they are still, with few exceptions, basic commodities produced for mass markets.
Millions of dollars are spent on advertising to ensure that masses of consumers will be willing
to drive automobiles that can be mass produced by industrial methods. Farms, like factories,
produce large quantities of basic commodities -- corn, wheat, soybeans, hogs, cattle -- for
mass markets. Agriculture is promoted among consumers as a supplier of low-cost, basic
food stuffs to feed the hungry masses.
Industrial strategies of the past century were highly successful in reducing the claim of
food and fiber production on the nation's human resources. For example, the 1895 Yearbook
of Agriculture indicated that 42 percent of people in the U.S. were employed on farms in
1890 (USDA, 1895). This compares to less than 2 percent of the total U.S. population living
on farms a century later. In addition, those living on farms today earn more than half of their
income from non-farm sources (USDA, 1990). U.S. consumers now spendjust over 11
percent of their income on food, and farmers get only about 22 cents out of each dollar spent
for food (Dunham, 1993). About half of the farmer's share goes to pay for purchased inputs,
leaving the farmer little more than a dime out of each dollar spent for food.
Paradigms, such as industrialization, become dominant because they are found to be
capable of solving problems that previous paradigms could not solve (Baker, 1992). The
industrial era, in general, was fostered by a host of interrelated and complex developments,
including access to large supplies of affordable fossil fuels. The industrialization of
agriculture was made possible by these same developments, but was driven by the nation's
necessity for fewer farmers to feed more people at a lower cost. The industrial paradigm
succeeded. Food is cheap in the United States, and the farmer's share of food costs is even
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cheaper. Farmers and other rural people have been freed from the subsistence living that
characterized earlier times. The problems agriculture was industrialized to solve have been
solved. If farmers took nothing for their part in food production, average cost of food would
only be about ten percent less. And, there aren't many farmers left to move off the farms, if
there was anywhere else for them to go.
The initial logic for industrializing agriculture is no longer valid. In addition, the
industrialization of agriculture has generated a whole new set of growing economic,
environmental, and social concerns that may already outweigh its declining benefits. A
growing number of people are looking to a fundamentally different paradigm as they search
for answers to the economic, ecologic, and social questions arising from industrial methods of
farming. These people need a new paradigm for the creation of economic value, a paradigm
that includes marketing as well as production.
The Business of Paradigms
Joel Barker, in his book Paradigms, defines a paradigm as a set of rules that do two
things: (l) establishes or defines boundaries and (2) sets standards for success and behavior
within the boundaries. He uses the game of tennis as an analogy to illustrate these concepts.
Tennis courts are standard in size and out-of-bounds are clearly marked. The ball must hit
within these bounds to "stay in play." The ball must be struck with a tennis racket, not a
baseball bat or anything else, and the ball is allowed to bounce only once before it is returned
over the net.
Paradigms may be simple, as in the case of games, or extremely complex, as in the
case of a model for economic development. However, the industrial model has some clearly
defined boundaries. The natural environment, including the natural resource base, is
considered to be "external," or out of bounds, by industrial managers. Society likewise is
considered to be an "external" factor which constrains or sets bounds on what industrial firms
can do. Success for an industrial firm is measured in terms of profits and growth. Within the
limits allowed by nature and society, industrial firms may take a wide range of actions to
maximize short run profits and long run growth. Almost anything that is possible and legal is
encouraged if it leads to profits and growth.
Profits and growth are seen as a natural consequence of reducing costs and expanding
market share. Industrial firms must be cognizant of consumer preferences, but they search for
large groups of consumers who are willing, or can be persuaded, to buy the same basic item.
Industrial firms need new mass markets to keep their production cost low and their profits up
as they continually strive to expand the scale of their operation.
The new paradigm emerging under the sustainable agriculture umbrella may not be
fully understood for some time to come. However, this post-industrial approach to farming is
fundamentally different from the industrial paradigm in several ways. The new paradigm for
agriculture clearly considers ecologic and social impacts to be "within" rather than "outside"
of its boundaries. Ecological soundness and social responsibility are seen as positive goals
rather than negative constraints. The new constraints or boundaries are the laws of nature,
including human nature.
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The new paradigm considers economic, ecologic, and social dimensions of
sustainability to be inseparable. Fields, farms, communities, and societies are considered to be
wholes that are made up of smaller wholes and make up still larger wholes. Thus, the
approach to farm decision-making and management must be "holistic." The challenge is to
comprehend the complexities of wholes rather than attempt to reduce wholes to more simple
and easily understood elements. Success in the new paradigm is measured against the goal of
sustainability rather than profits and growth.
Progress is seen as a consequence of serving the needs and wants of people by means
that are ecologically sound and economically viable. Site-specificity is generally accepted as
a prerequisite for sustainable farming. Farming systems must be matched with their natural
resource base. Sustainable farming systems also must be individualistic. Management and
labor requirements must match the talents, abilities, and aspirations of individual farmers. It
seems logical that sustainable systems also need to be market specific. Unique sets of
production resources, both natural and human, need to be matched with unique groups of
consumers -- unique markets _. if systems are to be sustainable.
The new sustainable model implies greater reliance on human resources, in terms of
the quality and quantity of labor and management, and relatively less reliance on land and
capital. Industrial systems are management extensive, requiring fewer managers per acre or
per dollar of capital investment, and little if any management input from hired workers.
Sustainability systems, on the other hand, are more management extensive, employing more
managers per acre or per dollar of capital investment, and more management participation
from hired workers. Thus, successful farming with the new sustainable paradigm would
require more farm operators, more productive farm workers. and more farm families than
does an industrial system of farming.
Smaller, more diversified farms would become the norm under the sustainable
paradigm. However, smaller, diversified farms will be commercially competitive with larger
specialized farms only if human resources can be substituted economically for other on-farm
resources and commercial inputs. By implication, farmers who succeed with the new
paradigm must be more productive as "people." They cannot expect to earn a larger return
for their management and labor, thereby reducing their reliance on land and capital, unless
they possess unique skills and abilities. Production skills will be critical to overall ecological
and economic viability. However, marketing skills may be even more important than
production skills in maintaining the economic viability of smaller, diversified farms in the
future. The successful employment of people in production and marketing will be critical in
maintaining a socially responsible agriculture.
Much of the past emphasis in sustainable agriculture has been on reducing reliance on
purchases inputs. However, as indicated previously, input purchases account for about a dime
of each dollar consumers spend on food while marketing services account for eighty cents. It
seems logical that farmers have more to gain, at least economically, by attempting to capture
part of the eighty cents spent for marketing services rather than focus on the dime spent for
inputs. However, even greater opportunities may be found in strategies which enhance the
fmal value of products rather than reduce costs of inputs or marketing services. Smaller
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farmers may face even greater difficulties competing with industrial firms as providers of
marketing services than they have competing as producers. The key to success in marketing
products from smaller, diversified farms may be the same as for overall sustainability -- a new
paradigm.
The Fundamentals of Marketini
New paradigms do not create new facts but instead provide new frameworks or filters
for translating facts into knowledge. Likewise, the fundamentals of economic value are not
new, but new opportunities and strategies for creating value through marketing arise from the
sustainability paradigm. Effective marketing begins with a basic understanding of the
fundamental realities of markets, regardless of one's paradigms.
Marketing, in agriculture, includes all the various activities involved in the
transformation of commodities sold by farmers into food and fiber products purchased by
consumers. The most obvious aspect of this transformation is a change in physical
appearance or form. Form changing activities for agricultural commodities range from
washing and grading apples to processing wheat into Wheaties. Another important marketing
function is transportation. Agricultural commodities must somehow get from the farms where
they are grown to the retail outlets where they are bought, in some cases moving across a
country or half-way around the world. Time is another important aspect of marketing. Many
agricultural commodities must be harvested at a specific time, but can be stored for later use
and in some cases be consumed year-round. Finally, in a specialized economy, most
consumers are not producers. Marketing involves the transfer of ownership or possession
from those individuals who produce, ultimately, to those individuals who consume the food or
utilize the fiber.
Market transformations change the value of commodities by changing their form,
place, time, and ownership as they move through the marketing system. Each of these
functions creates value but also adds an associated cost. Profits result whenever the value
added by marketing functions such as processing, transportation, storage, or brokerage, is
greater than the costs of performing those functions. These basic principles of marketing may
seem simplistic; however, they are the fundamental concepts upon which vertical expansion of
farming into marketing must be built.
Marketing, to most farmers, means commodity marketing. They produce commodities
such as corn, wheat, hogs, or cattle. One farmer's No.2 grade yellow com is pretty much
like any other farmer's No.2 yellow com. One cattle feeder's 1100 lb. U.S.D.A choice steers
are a lot like steers of a similar weight and grade from any other feed lot. Thus, the
commodities one farmer has to offer for sale are freely interchangeable with commodities
offered for sale by many other farmers, oftentimes including farmers on another continent.
Commodity markets tend to be highly competitive because there are many buyers and sellers
of the same basic commodity. Price differences among different market locations rarely
exceed transportation costs and price changes over time tend to reflect seasonal or cyclical
cost differences.
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Commodity marketing decisions are primarily limited to decisions of timing. Farmers
can forward price their commodities through private contracts or futures markets, attempting
to get a price higher than market price at time of delivery. Or they can store commodities for
later sale, hoping that market prices will rise more than their costs of storage. In either case,
farmers are matching wits with speculators who make their living buying, pricing, storing, or
selling commodities. Most conventional farmers are not particularly good speculators. They
make a living by keeping their costs competitive and, thus, being able to stay in business at
competitive market prices.
Product marketing is different from commodity marketing. Commodities are alike, but
products are different. In marketing jargon, products have distinct quality characteristics and,
thus, distinct market values. These differences may be tangible in nature (as in nutrient
values of foods) or intangible (as in consumer acceptance created by brand advertising).
Differentiation creates a more or less unique market for a product, taking it out of direct
competition with other products. The greater the differentiation, the greater the potential for
profits. Products that have few good substitutes may command a substantial price premium
over less acceptable alternatives. However, consumers will not pay much more for a product
that has many good substitutes than they will pay for the substitutes.
Products may be differentiated by anything that affects value. Processing, for
example, changes the form of raw commodities. Some processing activities, cattle slaughter
for example, result in a different form of generic commodity, such as choice beef. In other
cases, however, processors are able to transform commodities into distinct products such
wines from grapes. A supermarket may stock wines from a number of different wineries
because the wines are perceived to be different by a sufficient number of wine drinkers to
create profitable markets. Processing is only one means of changing the form of a
commodity. Fruits sorted for uniformity of size and color, for example, may sell for a
premium over the same fruit sold unsorted.
Products may also be differentiated with respect to time. In mid-winter, local
greenhouse tomatoes in the Midwest may command a substantial premium over tomatoes from
California or Mexico. However, tomatoes from those same greenhouses may have no
advantage over local vine-ripe tomatoes in mid-summer. Winter price premiums reflect the
lack of good substitutes at that particular time. Vine-ripe tomatoes out-of-season are a
differentiated product, but in-season tomatoes are a commodity. An ability to provide
products on time, continuously over time, may also differentiate one farmer's products from
the others.
Location is another factor which differentiates the value of products. Farmers near
population centers have a distinct advantage in most direct marketing strategies. Pick-your-
own fruit, vegetable, or berry farms, for example, must be located within reasonable driving
distance of a significant population center. Farmer's markets are also logical market outlets
for producers of fresh produce from a fairly limited geographic area. Product handling and
transportation technologies, however, have reduced the significance of location, either as an
advantage or as an obstacle in marketing.
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Market advantages associated with individual ownership or possession are perhaps less
obvious and less-well understood than those associated with form, time, and place. However,
values associated with individuality may be far more important than any other in developing
sustainable agricultural systems. Different individuals, or groups of individuals, value the
same products differently. In other words, the same form or physical quality of product may
be valued differently by two different groups of people at any given time and place. Thus,
individual farmers can command higher market prices simply by offering their products to the
individuals or groups who value them most. Products that are carefully tailored or targeted to
meet the specific needs of narrowly segmented markets may command a significant price
premium over mass-produced commodities that meet the same generic need. Matching
products to the tastes and preferences of specific consumer groups is the essence of successful
niche marketing.
Marketing in the Nil;hes
A niche is analogous to a comer, nook, crack, or cranny. A niche represents
something that is seen as being different, uncommon, or exceptional. A niche is small only
because it is defined in comparison to something larger. A crack in a sidewalk, a niche in
one thing, may be far bigger than a grain of sand, the whole of something else. The essence
of a niche is its uniqueness relative to its physical surroundings or conceptual context. Thus,
a niche market may be defined as a market that is different from the predominant market for
the same basic commodity or generic class of products.
Market niches may be identified in terms of form, time, place, or individuality. For
example, the market for blue com may be considered a niche market. The market for local-
fresh produce in season may be a niche market. Or Saint Louis, Mo might be a niche market
for certain ethnic foods. However, market niches are associated, most fundamentally, with
specific individuals or groups of consumers. The people who prefer blue com chips make up
a niche in the tom chip market only because most people prefer chips from white or yellow
com. The people willingly pay more for local-fresh produce in season represent a niche in
the fresh produce market, not the particular time of year. And the ethnic communities of
people in Saint Louis, not their geographic location, make up niches in the mass consumer
market of the Saint Louis region. Niche marketing is about identifying and serving
individuals or identifiable groups who have unique tastes and preferences for products that are
different from those of the larger populations of which they are part. Niches are often
"described" using differences in form, place, or time of delivery. But, market niches are
"defined" by differences in tastes and preferences among people.
Industrialization creates market niches. This assertion is based on the premise that
people differ in their tastes and preferences. If this is true; we still have different underlying
tastes and preferences, even though we have been bribed and persuaded to buy the same basic
things to accommodate the needs of an industrial economy. We have been bribed by the
lower prices and persuaded by advertising and promotion. By accepting pretty much the same
things as other people, not only because we can be "in style," but we can be "in style" at a
lower price. Enough people were willing to accept a black Model T Ford to allow ordinary
people to ride in style. But, that did not mean that everyone "preferred" a black Model T.
Those who were not totally satisfied represented market niches for other car makers. Some
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niches grew into mass markets, but others did not. For many people, managing a riding
stable may still be more rewarding, personally and financially, than managing an automobile
dealership.
The industrialization of agriculture quite likely has created a multitude of niches in
markets that are largely undiscovered. Food consumers have been bribed and persuaded into
buying mass produced foods through lower prices, advertising, and other forms of promotion.
Mass manufacturing and distribution systems employed in food marketing have limited
consumer choices to those items that can compete for scarce space in shelves of modern
supermarkets. For example, consumers have no choice other than V.S.D.A. choice grade
beef, or a single similar quality store brand, in most supermarket meat cases. Fruits and
vegetables, while abundant in variety, are generally available from only one or two supplier
and one or two qualities of each item offered for sale. Canned and frozen foods may offer
several labels, but with very similar products inside the can or box. The variety of different
items offered by supermarkets is enormous, but efficiency dictates that substantive choices
within generic food groups remain very limited. The emergence of fast food restaurants,
likewise, has transformed table-ready beef, chicken and potatoes into a dozen or so
manufactured, industrial commodities that can be mass produced for mass consumption.
People who are satisfied with products that fit industrial systems of mass production realize a
bargain. They get what they want at a lower price. Those who are not satisfied, but just go
along, represent potentially profitable niche markets.
Markets for value-added agricultural products are often confused with niche markets.
However, most value-added items in supermarkets are more characteristic of mass production
than are the basic commodities from which they are made. The markets for services that
result in convenience and easy preparation are far larger and more generic that are the markets
for beef or broccoli. Those services are mass produced in large, specialized processing firms
and are promoted through multimillion dollar advertising budgets. It might be more logical
for an individual farmer to compete with IBP in processing beef than to compete with
Banquet Foods in producing TV dinners. Many other value-added activities are equally price
competitive. Farmers who attempt to add value through processing, transportation, or storage
must be willing and able to preform those functions better or at a lower costs than can
existing marketing firms, if they expect to make a profit. Even if such farmers are successful,
they are not engaging in niche marketing. Instead, they have become successful players in the
mass marketing game.
Markets of the Future
The conventional wisdom among those in the agricultural establishment is that trends
toward industrial production for mass markets are trends of future for American agriculture.
Agriculture is becoming just another industrial sector of our industrial economy. But the
world is continually changing. A growing number of people who make their living
forecasting the future, the futurist, see a new, post-industrial era where there is room for more
than one model or paradigm for economic and human progress (Tomer, 1990; Drucker, 1989;
Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990; Reich, 1992, to name a few).
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Noted futurist Alvin Tomer, in his book Powwbift. points out that many forecasters
simply present unrelated trends, as if they would continue indefinitely, without providing any
insight regarding how the trends are interconnected or the forces likely to reverse them. He
contends the forces of industrialization have pretty well run their course and already show
signs of reversing. He labels the industrial models of economic progress as becoming
increasingly obsolete. He claim that old notions of efficiency and productivity are no longer
valid. Mass production is no longer a symbol of "modem" business operation. The new
"modern" model is to produce customized goods and services aimed at niche markets, to
constantly innovate, to focus on value-added products and tailored production.
He goes on-to state "the most important economic development of our lifetime has
been the rise of a new system of creating wealth, based no longer on muscle but on the mind"
(Tomer, p. 9). He contends that "the conventional factors of production -- land, labor, raw
materials, and capital -- become less important as knowledge is substituted for them" (Tomer,
p. 238). "Because it reduces the need for raw material, labor, time, space, and capital,
knowledge becomes the central resource of the advanced economy (Tomer, p. 91).
Tomer also provides some insights into the nature of knowledge-based production. He
states that separate and sequential systems of production are being replaced with synthesis and
simultaneous systems of production. Synergism is replacing specialization as a source of
production efficiency. Tailoring products to desires of specific customers is replacing low
price as the source of value. Simultaneity, synthesis, synergism, tailored production -- this is
the "mind work" of the future.
Peter Drucker, a noted business consultant and author, talks of the "Post Business
Society" in his book, The New Realities. He states "the biggest shift -- bigger by far than the
changes in politics, government or economics -- is the shift to the knowledge society. The
social center of gravity has shifted to the knowledge worker. All developed countries are
becoming post-business, knowledge societies. Looked at one way, this is the logical result of
a long evolution in which we moved from working by the sweat of our brow and by muscle
to industrial work and finally to knowledge work" (Drucker, 1989, p. 173).
Drucker contends that there is an important, fundamental difference between
knowledge work and industrial work. Industrial work is fundamentally a mechanical process,
whereas the basic principle of knowledge work is biological. He relates this difference to
determining the "right size" of organization required to perform a given task. "Greater
performance in a mechanical system is obtained by scaling up. Greater power means greater
output: bigger is better. But this does not hold for biological systems. There, size follows
function. It would surely be counterproductive for a cockroach to be big, and equally
counterproductive for the elephant to be small. As biologists are fond of saying, "The rat
knows everything it needs to know to be a successful rat." Whether the rat is more intelligent
than the human being is a stupid question; in what it takes to be a successful rat, the rat is
way ahead of any other animal, including human beings" (Drucker, 1989, p. 259).
Differences in organizing principles may be critically important in determining the
future size and ownership structure of economic enterprises, including farms. Other things
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equal, the smallest effective size is best for enterprises based on information and knowledge
work. "'Bigger' will be 'better' only if the task cannot be done otherwise" (Drucker, 1989 p.
260).
Some see the future knowledge society as one where large industrial firms will
continue to dominate. However, Drucker points out that "in the knowledge society into which
we are moving, individuals are central. Knowledge is not impersonal, like money.
Knowledge does not reside in a book, a data bank, a software program; they contain only
information. Knowledge is always embodied in a person; carried by a person; created,
augmented, or improved by a person; used or misused by a person. n The shift to the
knowledge society therefore puts the person in the center" (Drucker, 1993, p. 210). Henry
Ford is quoted as saying that his biggest problem was that he had to hire "whole people"
when all he needed was their "two hands." Knowledge work and industrial work are
fundamentally incompatible.
The significance of the above quotes is not that they reflect some inherent truth, but
rather their consistency with the paradigm of sustainable agriculture. A sustainable agriculture
will require site-specific, individualistic, dynamic, management-intensive, knowledge-base
systems of production and distribution. Sustainability will require a matching of size and
function reflected in a variety of sizes and types of agricultural enterprises to sustain a
productive natural resource base, a healthy economy, and a progressive human society. The
emerging paradigm for a sustainable agriculture is fundamentally consistent with the emerging
post-industrial paradigm for human progress.
Niche Marketing for Sustainability
The key to successful niche marketing is to find a market that is: (a) sufficiently
different from its mass market context to allow a significant premium in price (or a
significantly lower cost), (b) large enough to be served profitably, but (c) too small to
accommodate methods of mass production and distribution. Industrial suppliers attempt to fill
market niches by providing as wide a variety of products and services as they can
economically provide. However, much of their differentiation is in packaging, convenience,
and other largely superficial differences in the same basic products. The primary advantage
of being big arises from the ability to specialize, mechanize, routinize, and realize the
economies of scale of "mass" production methods. Whenever industrial suppliers attempt to
target niche markets, their production methods must become more like those of small
suppliers, and consequently they become more vulnerable to small-finn competition. The
smaller the market niche, the greater the competitive advantage for a similarly small supplier.
The basic market assumption of the industrial paradigm is "the consumer is always
right." The industrial economy is "consumer driven" in that successful producers must fulfill
the needs and wants of consumers. In reality, consumers are considered to be right only if
their choices accommodate the needs of the industrial economy. If consumers cannot be
bribed, persuaded, or coerced to confonn to the requirements of mass production, they are
ignored by industrial suppliers. These ignored consumers represent potentially profitable
niche markets.
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The basic market assumption of the sustainable paradigm is "the needs and wants of
both conswnersand producers must accommodate long run ecologic, economic, and social
sustainability." Niche marketing motivated solely, or mostly, by the desire to increase profits
may contribute no more to long run sustainability that does any other form of market
segmentation or product differentiation (DeLind, 1994). The role of niche marketing in
sustainability is to enhance the economic viability of systems that are ecologically sound and
socially responsible and otherwise likely to be sustainable.
Sustainable niche marketing requires a matching of resource management, production,
marketing, and conswnption in ways that sustain the whole vertical system. No one element
of that vertical system is considered supreme, neither consumer nor producer. People must
protect and sustain the resource base, but the resource base must support and sustain human
society. The economic system must provide the incentives and means for sustaining both
resources and people. The diversity in size and type of economic enterprises must match the
diversity within the natural resource base and diversity within human society.
If the road to agricultural sustainability leads toward larger numbers of smaller, more
diversified farms, then niche marketing represents an opportunity for smaller, diversified
farms to expand vertically and to compete commercially with larger, specialized agricultural
enterprises. Sustainable niche markets that grow into mass markets will remain sustainable
only if the production systems that support them remain sustainable. However in the post
industrial era of human progress, niche markets may well become the norm rather than
exception. The natural resource base is inherently diverse as are the abilities and aspirations
of producers and the tastes and preferences of conswners. A similarly diverse collection of
diverse small farms and matching niche markets might logically characterize an agriculture
capable of meeting the needs and wants of people by means that are sustainable. Niche
marketing may well be a critical key to long run agricultural sustainability.
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When the Market has no Hidden Price Tags
All the environmentally sound
farming in the world will bring
us no closer to sustainabillty as
long as the food it produces
remains a faceless commodity
By Brian DeVore
One must be careful wheneverthe phrase, "it's a win-win. situation" is bandied about. But
try this one on for size: when Mike and
Jennifer Rupprecht sell beef direct to
consumers, they make money - about
S200 per animal over what they'd get if
they sold it to a large packing plant. And
the people they sell it to save money - at
least S250 over what it would cost them to
buy the equivalent amount of steaks,
roasts and hamburger in the supermarket.
Toss in the fact that the cattle which
provide that beef are raised in an environ-
mentally sound manner using manage-
ment intensive grazing - an important
consideration on the steep land the
Rupprecht's farm near Lewiston, Minn. -
and one can't help but think that this kind
of marketing system is a winner all the
way around. The consumer gets an
atTordable, quality product, the farmer
gets rewarded for producing it, and the
taxpayer isn't strapped with the negative
costs of an industrialized food system.
Now, for the "lose-lose" side of the
picture. Just as the Rupprecht's have
taken an alternative avenue to producing
food. their direct marketing venture is not
the normal way meat, or any food product
for that matter, reaches the consumer's
plate in this country. In fact. by 1975, the
dominance of the food processing
industry by a handful of giant, vertically-
integrated corporations was causing
American consumers to pay between SIO
billion and SIS billion annually more for
their food than they would have in a more
competitive system, estimate economists
Russell Parker and John Connor. Mean-
while, the farmer's share of the food
dollar has shrunk to 21 cents -the rest
goes into processing,transportation and
marketing. It's galien to the point where a
S4 box of cereal produces about 6 cents of
income for a grain producer.
Between 1971 and 1986, intense
concentration of the U.S. beef packing
business aloneresulted in 3 percent lower
fed-cattle prices paid tn farmers in some
regions of thecountry, according to an
analysis conducted by University of
Wisconsin economists. That same
analysis found that by 1988. producers in
Market, Set page 9...
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all of this country's major beef cattle
regions were facing the threat of lower
prices because of lack of competition
brought on by the dominance ofjust a
few packing firms (IBP, ConAgra and
Excel slaughter almost 70 percent of the
steers and heifers in this country).
Last year, when prices paid to hog
farmers reached a low not seen in two
decades, some pork processors enjoyed
record earnings. Meanwhile. the price of
pork chops did not drop in the local meat
case. As far as the farmer is concerned,
there is no competitive beef, pork or lamb
processing industry left in this country,
says University of Missouri rural sociolo-
gist William Heffernan.
Our conventional food marketing
system costs us in other ways. In this
country, food often travels at least SOO
and sometimes 1,000 miles or more
before it reaches the consumer's plate,
burning up fuel in the process and making
us dependent on chemicals that keep
tomatoes firm and apples shiny during
their long jaunts across the country.
To put it simply, the unsustainability
of our food system does not stop at the
farm gate.
A sustainable agriculture
needs a sustainable market
It's become clear that cutting costs on
the farm is not enough to ensure an
economically sustainable food production
system.
"We've gone through an evolution of
people very interested in cutting herbi-
cides," says Ron Rosmann, a Harlan,
Iowa, farmer and pioneer in the area of
on-farm sustainable production research.
"Now we're getting to the difficult
questions of marketing and how to be
rewarded for our good stewardship."
In the short term, steps must be taken
to make sure independent farmers have
access to conventional markets or there
will be no families left on the land to take
up sustainable production in the future,
say family farm advocates. In the long .
run, an alternative marketing structure
that encourages those farmers who take
an ecological - rather than an industrial,
commodity-driven approach -to agricul-
ture, must be created. Marketing
sustainably produced food through an
unsustainable system may make farmers
feel better about how they tend the land,
but is a losing proposition financially.
Sustainable agriculture production
TIle lA1UlSkwtutbldp lAne,
requires top-rate management skills, the
kind of skills not rewarded at the local
grain elevator, according to veteran
organic crop producer Carmen Fernholz.
He says although he's been cutting
chemical use for the past IS years mostly
for "philosophical" reasons, there comes
a point when a farmer must be rewarded
for choosing practices that benefit
society.
'The reason I need $12 a bushel
(about double this year's conventional
price) for organic soybeans is it's going to
take a lot of tender loving care to protect
the environment," says Fernholz, who
farms near Madison, Minn.
Providing that kind of management
requires him to farm fewer acres than
normal. Smaller farms means more farm
families available to shop on main street.
"There is a cost of keeping those farms
and communities, and that's what that
$12 is paying for," he says.
Susan McAllister, a Minnesota-based
consultant and teacher who works with
sustainable farmers trying to add value to
their crops and livestock through market-
ing, says until recently marketing has
taken a back seat to such things as
chemical-free weed control and soil
conserving production techniques.
"That worries me. When I started
talking to sustainable ag people one and a
half years ago it just appalled me because
no one was talking about marketing," she
says. "It's really a putting the cart before
the horse type of situation."
Not just a green coat of paint
But supporters of a more sustainable
food system warn against trying to hitch
the same old horse to the front of a new
cart. For example, chemical-free erops
can bring good premiums on the "health
food" market. However, the higher prices
paid by the organic industry are largely
dependent upon the fact that there's little
of that kind of food available.
Creating a situation where the majority
of food is raised without pesticides or
petroleum-based fertilizers may help
agriculture attain sustainability on one
level. But if those organic products
simply become part of a more conven-
tional system that requires a lot of
processing and packaging as well as long-
distance shipping, then producers of that
product may be no better off financially
than before, says McAllister.
A marketing system that is sustainable
in the long-term will require farmers to
have greater control of the distribution
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network, she says. That means food
raised on small- and medium-sized
sustainable farms must be discernible
from the industrialized products that have
many hidden environmental, social and
economic price tags attached to them.
Person-to-person food
One way many farmers are differenti-
ating their production is to take it straight
to the consumer. This works particularly
well with food that does not require a lot
of processing to make it edible. Producers
of fruits and vegetables do this through
farmers' markets, pick-your-own opera-
tions and Community Supported Agricul-
ture (CSA) arrangements.
On the meat side, it's nothing new for
farmers to sell whole hogs or cattle to
neighbors and friends (see story on page
12). And an increasing number of farmers
are "adding value" to that meat by having
it processed into ready-to-eat portions.
Grain is harder to direct-market, requiring
a greater investment in a processing and
packaging infrastructure.
But even in the case of a product that
must take a few side trips between the
farm and the consumer, sustainable
producers can be successful by finding
and promoting a "selling point" that
differentiates their food from an industri-
alized product available at the local
mega-store, say marketing experts.
That doesn't mean creating specialty,
"niche" items that only an economically
elite few can afford. Ways of differentiat-
ing a food product can vary from telling
customers it's produced on a small,
family farm. to offering a totally organic
product. People buy food through
alternative channels for different reasons,
and farmers must be prepared to respond
to those various motivations.
Food labels have often been used by
busy consumers to help them make
choices in the grocery aisle. Kevin
Edberg, a marketing expert with the
Minnesota Department of Agriculture,
says it's difficult to apply a label to food
raised sustainably. Consumers are just
now identifying and understanding what
"certified organic" implies. and they may
not be ready for labels that promote the
food product as economically and
socially sustainable also, he says.
"Boy, you're adding a whole lot of
baggage to that label which the consumer
mayor may not care about."
But Mike Hartmann has found that
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than shipping hogs off to a packer once a week.
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shoppers do care about meeting the
person who produces their food. For more
than a year now, the Gibbon, Minn.,
farmer has been marketing his own milk
under the Minnesota Organic Milk
(MOM's) label. MOM's is the brainchild
of Hartmann and two partners; all three
are committed to offering food products
that are produced sustainably. Hartmann's
35-cow grass-based dairy herd provides
most of the milk for the label, which is
pasteurized and custom packaged at a
small creamery. The distinctive green
carton helps promote the way the milk is
produced - from the idyllic farm scene
pictured on the front, to the text on the
back explaining that no growth hor-
mones, antibiotics or synthetic pesticides
were used. The carton also explains that
the milk is certified organic and Comes
from cows raised under healthy, humane
conditions that support local communities
andtheenvironment.
But it's the one-on-one contact
Hartmann finds crucial to promoting the
product. He often travels to Minneapolis-
St. Paul grocery stores where he shows
customers photos of the cows grazing,
and fields questions like: "Why do you do
it the hard way? Why don't you just make
milk from powder?"
Hartmann says urban consumers are
often thrilled to meet a "real farmer." In
an ideal world, he'd like to give all
consumers a personal tour of hisopera-
tion. Failing that, the outgoing farmer
makes efforts to provide a mini, in-store
education on the difference between
sustainably raised food and more conven-
tional products.
"They see photos of those cows on
grass and calves suckling," he says. "And
then when they see MOM's milk, they
flash back to that picture."
But creating an auraaround one's farm
can't make up for lack of a good product,
says Alice Field, a Zumbrota, Minn.,
lamb producer. Field is ever-mindful of
the value of promotion in direct market-
ing. Even heranswering machinetreats
the caller to an advertisement for "natu-
rally good, pan-ready" items such as
sausage, a meat-based pastry product and
various other lamb cuts. Using farmers'
markets, food shows and even the
Internet, she aggressively pushes across
the fact that her lambs are raised in
natural conditionsby someone who cares.
But no matter how badly consumers
may want to support that kind of produc-
tion, they won't allow their taste buds to
play second string to their conscience.
says Field.
"I could sell anything to someone the
first time because I'm believable. I'm a
nonthreatening older
woman," she says
with a laugh. "But to
sell it to them again. I
have to have a good
product."
Not everyone's
a marketer
And despite the
rewards, direct
marketing is a lot
harder than hauling
hogs to the buying
stationonce a week or
selling corn to the
elevator in the fall. It
can't be done part-
time if it's to be
successful, said Field.
She started selling
direct several years ago when the prices
paid by lamb packers bottomed out. This
year the market recovered to the point of
tempting a direct-marketer to return to the
commodified conventional system.
"It would have been slick and easy to
sell my lambs to the South St. Paul
stockyards," she says. "But if I'm g.oing
to do direct marketing, I need to do It
through thick and thin and keep my
customers."
That kind of commitment may not be
every farmer's cup of tea. Many produc-
ers preferthe company of cows over a
bunch of curious consumers. If
everyone's out direct-marketing food,
who's left back at the farm to produce it?
What happens when each individual
"niche" is filled?
Supporters of sustainable agriculture
say in the long term the key to creating an
equally sustainable marketing and
distribution system is for fanners to pool
theirresources, fonning networksand
cooperatives so they can do collectively
what can't be accomplished individually.
There are many examples of this kind
of teamwork already taking place - in
sustainable a well as conventional
agriculture. Madison farmer Fernholz
says eventually he would like to sell his
hogs under an organic label (there is
currently no USDA-approved organic
label for meat; although officials say one
is in the works), but for now he must
maintain access to the conventional
market to survive.
"I can keep cutting [production]
costs ...but some morning I'm going to
wake up and there isn't going to be a
place for my hogs, because I don't have
enough hogs" to satisfy the packer buyer.
Expanding hog production signifi-
cantly doesn't fit with his goals of being
able to manage each aspect of his
operation closely. That's why Fernholz
sells his hogs through a marketing pool
set up by the National Farmers Organiza-
tion (NFO). NFO contracts with packers,
offering them large lots of livestock that
actually come from several individual
moderate-sized farms.
"Collectively. we have made ourselves
one of the largest hog producers in the
country," says Fernholz.
There are a growing number of similar
networks taking root in the countryside
that hope to reserve a place for small and
moderate-sizedfanners in the COnven-
tional marketplace by giving them the
clout volume provides.
In the sustainable agriculture realm,
one of the most successful cooperative
ventures is Coulee Region Organic
Produce Pool (CROPP), based in
LaFarge, Wis. CROPP is considered the
largest organicdairycooperative in the
country, with at least 60 farmers (average
herd size is 40 cows) as members and 60
more in transition to becoming certified
to sell organic milk. The cooperative
retails milk, cheese, butter and eggs under
the Organic Valley label.
Similar cooperative efforts have taken
root in an effort to market everything
from organic fruits and vegetables to
"natural" meat. In Oregon, 14 ranchers
Market, see page JJ ...
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have banded together to market their
honnone and antibiotic-free cattle to
stores in Portland, Seattle, San Francisco
and Japan. The network has grown from
selling a few head to a 70-head per week,
$4 million business. Promotion of the
enterprise, called "Oregon Country
Beef," centers around the cattle producers
visiting stores to meet with customers.
And throughout the Upper Midwest,
fanner-based networks are forming so
producers can collectively market their
chemical-free wheat, corn and soybeans
to processors demanding an increasing
amount of production to fl II their needs.
Should such networks take farmers
into the realm of processing and packag-
ing their own products? Yes, say market-
ing experts, as long as they don't try to
slug it out directly with the Cargills and
ConAgras of the world. For example,
conventional meat packing plants owned
by groups of farmers have not been
successful in this country. However. a
feasibility study conducted for the
National Pork Producers Council last year
concluded that there was a niche avail-
able for small, farmer-owned plants that
offer specialty products like pork raised
in natural conditions.
The northeast chapter of the Sustain-
able Farming Association (SFA) of
Minnesota decided last year to take the
processing to the farm. Using a $5,000
grant from the Minnesota Department of
Agriculture, the chapter built a mobile
poultry slaughtering facility out of an old
school bus and used butchering equip-
ment (Minnesota law allows market
chickens to be slaughtered on the farm
Marketing resources
The Farmer to Consumer Directory
/995 is ajoint publication ofthe Land Stew-
ardship project and the southeast Minne-
sota chapter of the Sustainable Farming
Association. It lists farmers in Winona,
Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted and Wabasha
counties who are selling sustainably raised
products. For a free copy, contact LSP's
Lewiston office at (507) 523-3366.
For a statewide listing of farmers offer-
ing meat products for direct sale, the Spe-
cially Meats Directory: Your Direct Unk
to Minnesota" Uvestock Farmers & Meal
Processors, is an excellent, user-friendly
guide. For a free copy, contact the Minne-
sota Department of Agriculture Marketing
Division at (612) 297-2301.
The Land Stewardship Letter
LSP & marketing
For about year a group of 15 southeast
Minnesota farmers has been meeting to dis-
cuss ways sustainable producers can ere-
ate marketing options. Brought together by
the Land Stewardship Project's Lewiston
office, this group has shared ideas on bet-
ter ways of direct marketing as well as
strategies for accessing consumers through
grocery stores.
One of the main project's to come out
of the group this year was the Farmer to
Consumer Directory /995, a joint publica-
tion of LSP and the southeast chapter of
Sustainable Farming Association of Min-
nesota. This brochure lists farms in south-
east Minnesota that have sustainably pro-
duced food for sale,
LSP's Meridith Levy, who works with
the committee, says the farmers are look-
ing at taking their individual efforts one step
where they are produced as long as
customers pick the birds up). During
1995, the unit traveled from farm-to-
farm, helping slaughter 2,600 chickens
owned by 15 to 20 different growers.
It doesn't take a crowd
Effective sustainable marketing
networks don't require thousands or even
dozens of producers who own their own
sophisticated processing, storage and
transportation equipment. They can be a
simple gathering of neighbors who are
offering various products to a particular
clientele, says New Market, Minn.,
marketing consultant Peter Reese.
He says a good example of synergy in
sustainable marketing is the typical
Are you involved with some type of di-
rect marketing initiative? The Midwest
Sustainable Agriculture Working Group
(MSAWG) is putting together a marketing
resource notebook that will contain ex-
amples, stories and case studies of sustain-
able agriculture organizations and produc-
ers who are selling direct to consumers.
MSAWG would like information on
what got you interested in direct market-
i ing, how you got started, best and worst
moments, what you wish you'd done dif-
ferently and anything else you want to share
about your marketing initiative.
Send your stories to: Cris Carusi, NE
Sustainable Agriculture Society, PO Box
736, Hartington, NE 68739; tele, - (402)
254-22g9; fax - (402) 254-6g91; e-mail-
criscarusi@aol.com
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further and creating a sustainable market-
ing network. Such a network is needed to
share the duties of approaching and sup-
plying grocery stores, health food stores and
other retail outlets. Producers are also find-
ing that a farmer- to-farmer network is
needed, for example, so that a chemical-
free milk producer can track down organi-
cally raised feed-corn.
Some of the farmers are facing situations
where if they don't increase their produc-
tion, they risk losing retail customers who
demand large volume on a regular basis.
"The answer then is just to find more
producers, rather than an individual farmer
caving in to the notion they have to be big
to be successful," says Levy.
If you live in southeast Minnesota and
are interesting in finding out more about
the Southeast Minnesota Alternative Mar-
kets Group, contact LSP's Lewiston office
at (507) 523-3366.
fanners' market, where consumers come
looking for a variety of farm-direct
foodstuffs. Farmers who direct market
pork often lind their customers want
chicken or beef, too. Instead of trying 10
raise every type of product, they can get
together with neighbors and offer a
smorgasbord, says Reese.
He knows of one farmer who promotes
an apple orchard down the road while
direct marketing his meat. The orchard, in
turn, sends customers up the road to the
farmer. Both producers are offering
products to the same customer base:
people interested in farm-fresh food.
Such formal and not-so-formal networks
can also take the pressure off a farmer
who is not that thrilled about doing the
kind of face-to-face promotional activi-
ties that come with marketing straight to
the consumer. A group of farmers can
appoint one of their own to handle the
sales chores, or pool their resources to
hire someone, says Reese.
A small network may be the next step
for the Rupprechts and a handful of other
sustainable farmers who have been
getting together for the past year in the
Lewiston area to discuss marketing (see
"LSP & marketing"). The farmers have
realized that many customers for chemi-
cal-free beef, for example, are demanding
other food products as well. In addition,
retailers demand the kind of constant
supply that may be difficult for one small
sustainable fann to provide.
Says Mike: "We need to get our
sustainable farmers together and supply
these places." 0
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Value-Added Agriculture
P. 1
·Value - added!" It is the new rage in farming. But does it
realIy hold promise for fiuniIy farmers, and can it be a means
by which tbe market compensates farmers for resource stew-
ardship?
The answer depends on where tbe value is added, by whom,
and under what terms. Some approaches can deliver on the
promise, while others change little, and still others are little
more than a guise for industrializing agriculture and disman-
tling the fiuniIy farm system.
On the Farm or Off the Farm
The last 80 years have witnessed a dramatic decline in
farmers' share of the value added in agriculture and profits
associated with it From 1910 to 1990 the farm share declined
from 41 percent of the total to 9 percent, according to analysis
by University of Maine Agricultural Economist Stewart
Smith. In other words, at the end of the day, only nine cents of
each dollar paid by consumers of agricultural products remains
in farmers' pockets. Companies that provide inputs to farmers
have increased their share to 24 cents. The lions' share (67
cents) is now captured by the companies handling the product
after it leaves the farm.
Those changes reflect three factors: I). Less of the money
received by farmers remains in their pockets. More is used for
capital expenditures and input purchases. 2). Farmers have
focused on production, leaving processing and marketing to
others. 3). More is being spent to process, package and
advertise food after it leaves the farm.
If the decline in famiIy farm opportunities is to be reversed,
farmers must reverse this trend and add more of the value
themselves. Following is an overview of some of the most
widely pursued post-harvest value-added strategies and their
implications.
Landing a Corporate Com
Processlnr Plant In Town
Value-added often refers to efforts to gel an agnbusiness to
establisha processing plant for the major crop in an area.
There are some benefits to this approach. Jobs are created
locally, thongh not necessarilyjobs that reverse the decline in
workers' incomes. Benefits to the community are tempered by
the fact that the profit from the operation flows out of the
community.
If enough crop is consumed. the local price paid to farmers
may increase somewhat. This approach does little to reverse
family farm decline. Farmers still sell cheap raw commodities
with most of the value-added after it leaves their hands. To the
extent this approach succeeds· in marginally raising crop
prices, the gain is bid into land values'as large farms bid just
as aggressively as they do now to rent or buy land for
expansion.
Establlshlnr a Cooperative Processlnr Plant
A second common value-added approach is formation of a
local "clesed cooperative" in which farmers invest to buiId a
processingplant for the lWIior crop in their area.
Like attracting a corporate processor to town, this approach
can provide some limited benefits in the local job and crop
market. A locally owned cooperative has the added benefit of
retaining more of the profit in the community.
It provides a means of tapping local capital that would
otherwise be invested outside !be community as an alternative
to enticing outside capital throngh subsidies and tax breaks. In
highly con<;entrated segments of !be food processing industry,
the development of new cooperatives can help to eusure
competitivepricing.
But like the corporate plant, a cooperative processing plant
for an area's major crop would make a very limited contribu-
tion to reveJsing family farm decline. As stockholders in such
a plant, family farmers would receive some investment in-
come. AssUming the plant does as well as the average
corporation, the investment income will eqnal what could be
earned from.the stock market.
Most of\the value would continue to be added after the
product leaves the farm in an industrial processing faciljty
operated by' wage laborers. Little is done to shift the value-
added process hack to owneroperated farms and businesses. If
family fartbers are to capture the benefit, ultimately the
increasedvalue must result from applicationof their own time,
management and skills.
If the cooperative moves from industrial processing to
direct competition with farmers in livestock production, it
becomes little more than a weapon in !be industrial assault on
family farming. ValAdCo, a Minnesota cooperative formed by
com producers, has established an 8,7SO sow farrowing
operation with SO employees.
In this instance, value-added is simply a guise for moving
hog production o1f owner-operated farms and on to an
industrial operation run by wage laborers. Value that would
otherwise be added to com on family farms through hog
production is instead being added on an industrial operation.
Bypasslnr the Marketlnr Sector
A third value-added approach has been for family farmers to
directly take on the role of processor, wholesaler, or rctaiIer to
capture a bigger share of the consumer dollar.
This approach may involve a single farmer selling directly
to consumers, restaurants. or retail outlets. In other cases,
farmers have banded together to share tasks and achieve some
economies of size in processing and marketing. One of the
farmers takes responsibility for processing, another for contact-
ing rctaiI outlets, one for transportation, etc.
------------.....:;.. -... --....:......_-------------
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Direct sale to consumers is the surest. way to return the
largest sbate of the COOS"1IIf:J' dollar to the farmer, but not
necessarily the best income. Results have been mixed.
Some farmers have found that they cannot not be producer,
processor and IIIIIIketer while operating at a scale that is both
efficient and adequate to earn a deoent income. Others have
used this strategy very successfully, especially those able to
keep their costs low by focusing on local marl<ets and
innovative marketing strategies.
Growln, More Value Into the Crop
A fourth value-added strategy is to produce a higher value
product from the start. .
This may involve diversification strategies to produce
products that are worth more because they are not widely
available. It includes production of existing crops with special
attributes that make them worth more to a segment of the
market. It includes charging a higher price from consumers
who support the way in which the crop was produced, such as
environmentally conscious consumers.
Examples include lean and natural beef, free range chick-
ens, Berkshire pork, organic foods and food grades of com.
Generally, farmers who receive a premium for such products
do so because it takes more from them to produce the product -
typically more time or management. If it didn't, all farmers
would jump into it and the premium would disappear.
, When it works, this approach enables farmers to earn more
income from a farm of a given size by applying more of their
time, management and skills to produce something for which
buyers are willing to pay more.
Farmers pursuing this approach often find that markets for
these unique products are poorly developed. They find them-
selves selling in thin markets with one or two buyerssubject to
volatile price swings. Or they find themselves developing their
own marketing channels at great time and expense.
June. 1996
There appears to be significant growth potential in this
approach. Consumers are buying fewer generic products and
more specialty products designed to respood to specific
demands, often at a premium price. Many of the small market
nicbes that result may be too smaIl for big farms and big
companies. That creates opportunities for family farmers and
small businesses.
Implications for Sustainablllty
The high value crop approach has great potential to create
market based rewards for resource stewardship. A significant
segment of the public is willing to pay some premium for food
produced in an environmentally sound way with fewer chemi-
cals, in response to both health and environmental concerns.
The market infrastructure does not exist at this point to
fully tap that potential. Developed properly, it could both
reward sustainable production systems and enhance family
farm opportunities.
Value-added initiatives that create markets for new crops
can also support resource stewardship and sustainability by
providing farmers with meaningful options to diversify and
rotate crops. The benefit is especially great when new markets
are created for resource conserving crops. For example, higher
paying markets for lean and natural beef increase the profit-
ability of keeping highly erodible land in resource conserving
forages,
The existing market structure locks most farmers into
producing a very small number of major crops. Efforts to
create new uses only for existing major crops worsens the
problem. Likewise, expanding commercial uses for crop resi-
dues normally )eft on fields can reduce soil fertility, damage
soil structure, and increase soil erosion, unless other steps are
taken to compensate for the loss of residue and organic matter.
-Chuck Hassebrook
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STAGE 1
IS THERE AN
ECONOMIC NEED?
DYES - PROCEED TO STAGE 1
o NO - STOP COOPERATIVE
DEVELOPMENT
When Should a Cooperative be
Organized? Cooperatives are
formed in response to an
economic need such as provid-
ing marketing, processing,
bargaining, manufacturing, and
purchasing services not currently
available, or available only at
excessive cost.
If interested in forming a cooperative,
learn all you can about the legal, eco-
nomic, and financial aspects of a coop-
erative business. Careful planning
increases the chances of success.
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Why Groups Organize
Cooperatives:
• To improve bargaining power.
• To reduce costs.
• To obtain products or services.
• To create new and expand existing
market opportunities.
• To improve the qualities of the prod-
ucts or services.
• To increase income.
Steps in Organizing
Determine the Economic Need
A cooperative is organized in response
to a specific problem or opportunity.
The idea is often initiated by a small
group that meets to discuss the need.
The meeting should focus on the eco-
nomic need and the potential use of a
cooperative as a solution. Discussion
topics should include:
• What information about the
perceived need is readily available?
• Could a cooperative effort address
this need?
• What information about
cooperatives is available?
• Who can serve as an adviser to the
group?
• Who should be invited to a meeting
of potential users?
• How should potential users be con-
tacted?
If a cooperative seems to offer a
solution, a larger meeting of interested
potential users may be planned.
Hold Initial Explorato,y Meeting
A meeting of potential member-users
should be called to decide if interest is
.
I;,
Member participation
in decisionmaking
activities and sense
of cooperative spirit
are important for
success.
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sufficient to support a cooperative. The
meeting date, time, and place should
be publicized in advance. The leader-
ship group should select a chairperson
to conduct a meeting and develop an
agenda. These items should be
discussed:
• What is the problem.
• Possible solutions.
• Cooperative principles and terms.
• Advantages and disadvantages of a
cooperative.
• What financial and other
commitments are expected of
user-members.
• Cooperative organization and feasi-
bility analysis process.
• Allow time for potential members to
ask questions. If the group votes to
continue with more detailed study, a
steering committee should be selected.
Select If Steering Committee
Steering committee members should
have an interest in the cooperative and
sound business judgment. They often
become the cooperative's incorporators
and may serve as its first board of
directors. The committee has a
two-part job:
• Deciding Tile teasibilitv of ti,e coop-
er:ative: Will ths proposed coorwr.'";1tivp.
succeed? Will it be valuable to mern-
bers?
• Preparing a specific, detailed busi-
ness plan for the proposed
cooperative.
The committee should consult spe-
cialists in the areas of law, finance, and
cooperative business operations. Two
essential studies must be initiated: a
member survey and a market analysis
or supply analysis.
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Conduct a Member Survey and
Market or Supply Analysis.
The steering committee must take
steps to learn all it can about the coop-
erative's potential members and what
the cooperative can do for them. The
survey should explore four areas:
• Members' needs-The cooperative is
formed and operated for the sole pur-
pose of meeting members' needs.
• Anticipated business volume-The
cooperative must have some assurance
of sufficient volume to operate as a
business and to plan for facilities and
needed equipment.
• Location and business or service
characteristics of prospective
members-Where, how, and when the
cooperative delivers its services is a
prime consideration.
• Opinions of members-How do
potential members feel about coopera-
tives and participation in one? Member
participation in decisionmaking activi-
ties and sense of cooperative spirit are
important for success.
The market or supply analysis will
determine if the proposed cooperative
has an economic role in the
nl<'Q'V.'tpl;-,cr;, ThB ?n(l!v~is will identify
vvhj;"I~ ;:.lC1.iVitif:~:; ~.lt 1.\ JiJprnpda!r'l. bW.li-
IF,,~,':: volume. uud linanclal capabilities
of the potential cooperative members.
Second Exploratory Meeting
The exploratory meeting reviews
results of the member survey and the
market! supply analysis. Based on the
information presented, the perticipants
vote to either continue or abandon the
project, If they continue, the next step
is to prepare a business plan and draft
legal documents.
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Hire a Manager
One of the most important duties of the
board of directors is to hire a qualified
manager who is responsible for
dav-to-dav operations.
First Board of Directors Meeting
The first meeting of the board of direc-
tors should focus on selection of the
board officers, committee
appointments, and carrying out the
business plan. Additional agenda items
include arranging debt capital, conduct-
ing a membership drive, establishing
manager qualifications, and conducting
a manager search.
First Annual Meeting of
Cooperative
At the first meeting of the cooperative,
members carry out two very important
member responsibilities:
• Approve the bylaws.
• Elect the board of directors.
Steering committee members are
often board candidates, but other mem-
bers may also be elected to these lead-
ership positions.
Acquire Capital
The board of directors is responsible for
arranging adequate capital. Capital may
be raised by members purchasing stock
(equity) and borrowing funds (debt)
from a lending institution. Members
must invest or pledqe sufficient capital
in the business to demonstrate commit-
ment to the cooperative's success. Exact
amounts will depend on activity and
lender requirements. Projected
cash-flow schedules and financial state-
ments from the business plan are
important in determining capital needs
and arranging for debt capital.
Potential members may be asked to
invest earnest money at this point to
demonstrate their commitment to the
cooperative and to cover some of the
organizational costs.
Prepere n Business Plan
Every business should have a business
plan. The steering committee should
arrange for completion of an in-depth
business plan prepared by a
professional familiar with cooperative
organization. The plan defines the
cooperative's operations and other
structural issues before the cooperative
organization is finalized.
Draft Legal Papers and
Incorporate;
The articles of incorporation state the
purpose and scope of the cooperative
business and give the cooperative a
distinct legal standing.
The bylaws state how the coopera-
tive will conduct business and must be
consistent with both State statutes and
the articles of incorporation. Legal
counsel should be consulted on these
and other legal documents, such as
membership or marketing agreements.
T"ird Exploratory Member Meeting
At the third exploratory meeting,
potential members review the work
and recommendations of the steering
committee, including the articles of
incorporation, bylaws, and any adjust-
ments made to the business plan.
Support for the cooperative should
again be evaluated by a vote on
whether or not to form the cooperative.
If affirmative, the incorporators file the
articles of incorporation.
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STAGE s
DO MEMBERS COMMIT
CAPITAL AND
BUSINESS VOLUME?
ARE RESOURCES
AVAILABLE?
DYES· BEGIN
OPERATIONS
Hire Employees. Acquire Facilities,
Begin Operations
The manager hires capable employees
and advises the board on what facilities
and equipment to acquire. within the
budget and operation guidelines estab-
lished by the board.
Important Factors for Cooperative
Success
Experience shows that a newly
organized cooperative's chances for
success can be improved by doing the
following:
• Clearly identifying the economic
need.
• Reaching agreement on the coopera-
tive's mission.
• Developing good leadership.
• Gaining the commitment of
members to do business with the coop-
erative.
• Following sound business practices.
Summary
A cooperative is a unique form of busi-
ness used by people and businesses for
their mutual benefit. Whatever its pur-
pose, starting a cooperative requires
considerable time. energy, and commit-
ment by potential members to finance
and use the business and select knowl-
edgeable directors who will hire a com-
petent manager.•
Where to Get Help
The U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Rural Economic and Community Devel-
opment (RECD) offices in some States
have cooperative development special-
ists on staff who can help you. For
additional information, contact USDA's
Rural Business and Cooperative Devel-
opment Service/Cooperative Services,
in Washington, D.C. Cooperative Ser-
vices has a staff of professionals who
can help organize a new cooperative
and provide technical assistance to
existing cooperatives. Write to:
Rural Business and Cooperative
Development Service
Cooperative Services
Box 3250
Washington, DC 20250-3250
Phone (202)720-3350
FAX (202) 690-2750,
Attention: COO
Thill circular is one In II continuing series that provide. training Information and ptesantlltlons for education resource persona who mayor
may not be famlllar with the cooperative form of business. This s8ries provides the basic background malerlal they n.-d. In 8 form thlt
can be readily adapted, with limited preparation time, to 8 lecture or other presentation.
For I!l complete listing of the serles,_ write 10 RBC05-Cooperat!va Services, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Education and Member Rela·
tions Program Area. Ag Box 3253. Washington, DC 20250-3253.
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in it, programs on the basis of race. color. national origin,
sell, religion, sge. disability, political beliefs and marital or familiel status. (Not all prohibited bases apply to aU programs.} Persons .....ith
disabilities who require alternative means for communication of program Informetion (braille, large print, audiotape. etc.! ahould contact
the USDA OffIce of Communications at (202) 720-5881 (voice) or 12021 720·7808 (TOOl.
To file a complaint, write the Secretary of Agriculture. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Washington, D.C.• 20250. or call 12(2) 720·7327
(volcel or (202) 720-1127 (TOO). USDA II an equal employment opportunity employer. ,
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This Guide is written for families and
individuals interested in developing
a new farm-based enterprise. It is
especially helpful for those
considering nontraditional
enterprises.
Farming Alternatives:
1. Nontraditional crops,
livestock, and other farm
products;
2. Service, recreation, tourism,
food processing, forest/
woodlot, and other
enterprises based on farm
and natural resources;
3. Unconventional production
systems such as organic
farming or aquaculture; or
4. Direct marketing and other
entrepreneurial marketing
strategies.
Interest in alternative enterprises has
increased in recent years among
both farm and nonfarm families.
Many farmers are looking for new
ventures to generate additional
income from their resources. Others
are looking to nontraditional
enterprises as a way to get started in
commercial farming or to help
support a rural lifestyle.
There are many opportunities for
farming entrepreneurs in the
Northeast. Nearby metropolitan
areas offer vast and diverse markets
for farm produce, as well as
opportunities for recreation and
tourism-related businesses. Many
farmers have already developed
profitable, innovative enterprises
that capitalize on these markets.
Introduction
The purpose of this Guide is to
provide a framework for evaluating
the feasibility of a new agricultural
or rural-based venture. A step-by-
step process will help you assess
personal, family, and business goals;
inventory your resources; research
local and regional markets; analyze
production feasibility, profitability,
and cash flow of an enterprise idea;
and make final decisions.
The topics are presented in a
workbook/case study format. Each
chapter includes exercises-self-
tests, checklists, inventory sheets,
and financial statements-that allow
you to work on your own enterprise
idea and build new skills at the same
time. You will certainly gain an
overview of the evaluation process
by just reading through the Guide,
but you will benefit most by
working through each exercise.
Using the Farming
Alternative Worksheets
The worksheets in this book will
help you research the new
enterprise. Since there is only
one copy of each worksheet, it is
recommended that you
photocopy all of the worksheets.
Several of the worksheets will
be used more than once, some
by more than one member of
the family. If you keep the
worksheets in the book clean,
you will always have an
original to goback to if you run
out of copies.
If these exercises are completed in
depth, you will have a solid basis
for preparing the financial and
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planning documents needed by a
lender. More importantly, you will
have gained skills in goal setting,
business planning, marketing, and
management that you can use over
and over as your business grows in
the future.
Unfortunately, not all innovations
are successful. Starting up a new
venture requires resources, careful
management, hard work, and
assumption of risk. Before
committing time and resources to an
idea, it is important to look at the
feasibility of the enterprise on paper.
A careful study of all the factors
involved can greatly improve your
chances for success.
Before you get started, you should
understand that there are several
things this Guide does not do for
you. It does not provide technical,
financial, or market information on
any specific enterprise. It does not
recommend or warn against any
specific enterprise. It does not do
your homework for you, and it does
not stand alone. You will need to
seek information and assistance
from many other sources as you
work through the exercises. Your
Cooperative Extension agent can
help, as can many of the resources
referenced throughout the book.
To further your understanding of the
material, the Guide includes a case
study of a fictitious farm family, the
Ambers, who are engaged in the
process of evaluating alternative
enterprises for their dairy farm.
Their progress will be reported in
each chapter and will provide
examples of how the exercises can
help in decision making. Before we
proceed, meet the Amber Family.
Worksheet 1-1: Business Qualities Checklist
Each family member should complete a copy of this worksheet. You may discover that one
family member possesses excellent management skills.
DIRECTIONS: Check those that describe YOUR personal qualities:
1. Drive
I am curious and enjoy taking a chance.
I am enthusiastic and a self-starter.
I have plenty of energy and vitality.
I persevere and finish what I start.
I have self-confidence and the courage to take risks.
I am able to and like to work on my own.
I enjoy working h<;lrd on my own projects.
2. Clarity of thought
I am organized and have a thorough plan of action.
I seek advice for areas in which I lack knowledge and expertise.
I am capable of making good decisions in a short space of time.
I have the ability to acquire knowledge about businessand finance.
I can perform different tasks simultaneously.
I have self-discipline and can keep cool under pressure.
3. Imagination
I often think of innovative ways to solve problems.
I have creative ideas relating to business.
I enjoy doing things differently.
4. Leadership
I work well with people.
I genuinely like people.
I enjoy supervising other people.
I am responsible and enjoy providing leadership.
I keep pledges and enjoy people's trust.
5. Experience
I have a high degree of proftciency in a technical area.
I have managed a business before.
I keep good records of production and finances.
I know how to interpret financial statements.
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ADDING VAWE TO PRODUCTS ON THE FARM
An introduction from Makiltg It On the Farm: Iltcreasiltg Sustailtability Through Value-added
Processiltg and Marketiltg by Keith Richardsand DebbyWechsler
Alyce Birchenough and Doug Wolbert process the milk from their small, south
Alabama dairy into 15 different varieties of cheese, as well as sour cream, butter, and
cottage cheese, and sell it directly to loyal customers. From cows to consumers there are
no middlemen in their business. In fact, from milking to processing to sales counter,
their products never leave their single multi-purpose building.
When Lee and Juanita Jones built a second produce stand on their 600 acre farm
north of Memphis, Tennessee, they added a commercial kitchen. Here, they produce
peach bread, peach-apple cake, strawberry and peach preserves, peach butter, plum and
apple jelly, and several other items using fruit from their farm that otherwise would have
gone to waste. Although 80 percent of their income is from pick-your-own sales of fresh
fruit, the baked goods, jellies, and preserves fill an important niche in the profitability of
their farm and are an added attraction at their produce stands.
Ben Burkett and his fellow farmers in the Indian Springs Farmers Association
have been marketing their fruit and vegetables directly to consumers and stores in New
Orleans and other cities for years. When demand for pre-sliced, packaged vegetables
grew, they responded by constructing a processing and marketing facility outside of
Petal, Mississippi. Together as a cooperative, these small farmers process and deliver
products that consumers want into neighborhoods that have been abandoned by large
retail grocers.
Although the farms described above are different in hundreds of ways, the
families running them are leading a growing movement; they are all adding value to their
crops before selling either directly to consumers or to other markets. Farmers and
ranchers are reversing the longtime trend of only producing raw products and letting
someone else handle processing, packaging, labeling, and marketing. Instead ofletting
their profits be eaten up by high input costs and low wholesale prices, many farmers have
decided to take a bite out of the middlemen, and bring the dollars for those activities
home.
Beyond Cost-Cutting
Farmers have been getting squeezed economically for several decades. From
1982 to 1993 alone, the prices paid by farmers for inputs rose over 23 percent while the
prices that farmers received for their products went up less than 8 percent. Even when
consumers pay higher prices for food, farmers gain little-they now receive about 21
cents out of every food dollar, the lowest amount in U.S. history. The other 79 cents goes
to processors, distributors, transporters, and retailers.
Causes for the loss of economic activity in farming are complex and mostly
beyond the control of individual producers. As a response, the message to farmers from
the agricultural industry has been loud and clear: lower your costs and increase
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productivity. But fanners can only cut costs so far before they have to cut their losses
entirely and quit fanning.
That's why a growing number of fanners are figuring out ways to seize a bigger
piece of the shrinking food dollar. They know that their net profit is dependent on both
keeping costs down and increasing their return. Either individually or in partnership
with others, they are adding economic value to their raw products before sending them
off the farm. Then, through innovative marketing strategies and labeling, they often are
finding ways to add value even further.
How Are Farmers Adding Value?
Adding value isn't limited to processing milk into cheese or berries into jam,
although those are two excellent ways to make more money from your crop. Value is
being added through cooking, combining, churning, culturing, grounding, hulling,
extracting, drying, smoking, handcrafting, spinning, weaving, labeling, packaging, and
through adding information, education or entertainment.
Fanners are also increasing return by creating a regional or unique identity for
their products and marketing directly to the public. They are re-building lost linkages to
local consumers who are hungry for their products. Where they aren't able to do these
activities alone, many fanners are working cooperatively with neighboring farms or in
partnerships with other business people in their communities.
Let's look at apples as an example of adding value. Fanners who sell their apples
wholesale to a processor may get $1Olbushel. If those same apples are sorted by size and
packed into a basket with a fancy farm logo, the fanner may get the equivalent of
$20lbushel from a retail grocery. Cut out the grocer and sell the apples directly to
consumers at a roadside stand, and the price may go to $28lbushel. If the fanner
processes the apples into apple butter, then his return may rise to $36lbushel. By packing
the apple butter in a small jar with a label proclaiming a regional identity or organic
certification, he might get $45lbushel. If the fanner gives tours of his orchard, offers
camping, and has a festival during harvest season, then the local community becomes
involved and the whole farm brings in more money per apple produced. When a fanner
begins adding combinations of value-added products and services, the increased offerings
and sheer fun of it attracts more consumers and income for the farm.
At each step of the way, though, adding value doesn't come free. The fanner is
doing more work, hiring more helpers, buying jars, 'kettles, sterilizers, and electricity; but
it is the farmer and his farm that is being paid for the extra work and making the profit,
not someone else.
For more information about farm-based value-added enterprises, order Making
It On the Farm: Increasing Sustainability Through Value-added Processing and
Marketing. This 36-page booklet, published by the Southern Sustainable Agriculture
Working Group, includes case studies of12farmers who are adding value to their farm
products, a discussion of10 keys to success for farm-based value-added operations, and
a list ofresources. To order, send a check or money order jar S12.00 to SSA WG
Publications, PO Box 324, Elkins, AR 72727-0324; phone 501-292-3714.
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Is your f2rm or IlWtet garden grossing lit lem $4,000 an IICTe (ormore)?
11Ilot, thisis the boot tim shows you howto. . .
Sen What You Sow!
Why grow the good aop if you can't sell itat a profit? cash in onthe consumer demand for lusdous-
tasting fruits, vegetables and herbs with this how·to book that~ the tricks ofthe trnde from master
marketers around the country. The definitive book onhigh-Vlllue produce marketing-32 chapters plus
appendires and resources in an 8 1/2 x 11 indJ, 3<J4.page format-SeD What You Sow! deHvers the kind
ofhands-on infonnalion you need to sell what you grow. Whether you are a market gardener, smaJl.
or medium-scaJ.e fiumer, back.flHhe.land homesteader, orpan. orfull.tIme grower, this is the book that
shows you how to make profits in produce! .
Iam how to:
o Planlor prolits by targetinghigh-end,
niche-mar1<et outlets and selecting
high·value, specialtycrops
o Take the middlemen's share 01 the pie
by direct mar1<eting through larmers
mar1<ets, roadside mar1<ets, pick·your·
own operations, rural recreation larms
and mail order lood buyers
o Sell your crop belore the firstseed is
plantedwith a communitysupported
agricultureor subscription fsnning
plan
o Findand sell to restaurant and retail
storeownerswilling to pay top dollar
lor specialty produce
o Priceyourproducts for maximum
return
o Protect your investment by leaming
whatyou needto knowaboutrules,
regulations and insurance
o Use the retailmerchandising, busi·
ness, and 'people' skills01 direct
mar1<eting
o Sell through niche-market, high-return
wholesale marketing channels
o Cooperate with othet I10wers to
multiplyyour income
o Boost your incomewith value-lidded,
specially lood products
o Bring consumers to yourdoorthrough
low·costpromotion and cost-effective
advertising
o Bring II all horneby 'sharing the
bounty"
o Enjoythe fruits 01 your labors with
lestivalsand larm humor
o Find moreinlormationin a compre-
hensive425-lislingResources section
Name _
City' _
AddI'ess _
Card' Exp.Oale, _
,-----------------,I V••l Pl.... ..-.d Sell What You Sowl I am sending I
$22.50+ $2.50shipping ($25total). Canadianresidents
I add $1 extra lor shipping ($26 total). Foreign orders I
I must be payable in U.S. funds. Calilomia residents I
please add $1.63stale salestax ($26.63 total). /I torany I
reason I am not satisfied, my money will be refunded! I
Payment: 0 Check or Money Order 0 VIsa or MasterCard I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Stale Zip I
o Include a bulk order discount schedule I
if' Telephone OIf1ers: call (1111) 1122-2248 I
@ PostM ot<lers: _ World Publlehlng,3085 Shertdlln I
81., P"cervUIe, CA115887 IL ~
"This book is far.and.away the OUtst:u:lding farm produce
marketing text If you're trying to sell what you grow,
this book wJ1l quickly payfor itsell'
-smll Pu1DIir'I joamIl
"Sell What You Sow! is purely prllL'tica1 Ji'om beginning
to end, filled with nuts-and·bolts knowledge directly
applicable to making a living Ji'om sellJng produce. "
-HortJdeu
"Of all the books we've ever seen on marketing farm
products, Sell What You Sow! beats them all, hands
down, for aeativity, thoroughness and readability, Any
one of the ideas willpay you back the book's investment
many times over. "
-NewJlDPod I'II'mBulletIn
"The Resources Section alone is worth the price of the
book!"
-Cni& IoJodBe, v.c. Extension agent
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ISBN # 0-9632814-0-2
"SeU What You Sow! Is purely
practical from beginning to end,
filled with nuts-and-bofts knowledge
directly applicable to making a I!vIng
from selling produce."
-HortIdeas
"Of these four books (reviewed In
tills lsaue), thls Is the best... Thls Is
a. hard-headed business primer...
Gibson's clear goal Is to help family
farms survive:
--SucceSSful Farmtng
"A tremendously compre-
hensive and useful
book exploring
market
farming
from A to Z.
Received hlgh
praise from
Montana mar-
ket fanners who
reviewed It. We
highly recom-
mend this book:
-Garden City
Seeds 1994 Catalog
"Ifyou want to see
what successful mar-
keters are doing across
the country, read this
book:
-KevIn Hosey, assistant manag·
er, Knox County Regional Farmers
Market, KnoxvUle. Tennessee
"With so little available In
marketing for specialty crop growers.
this book ftlIs a real void. It will
undoubtedly be read and reread and
used as a reference by numerous
growers throughout the country.
~orth Star Gardens Raspberry
Resource Catalog
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"Seu What You Sow! has helped
me tremendously In starting my
greenhouse business."
-Bruce Catlin, Catlin Farms &
Enterprises. Emigrant. Montana
"I reviewed elght or nine books on
this subject this year. Each book
had Its~ points, but this one was
00 much more thorough and com-
plete In the Information It contains:
~an Blum, Seeds Blum 1994
Catalog
"This book Is a must
for anyone Interested In
turning a hobby garden
or small farm Into a
money-making enter-
prise:
-The GrowIng
EDGE
" 'It's all herel'
says Bob Hof-
stetter, New
Farm's high-
value farming
expert."
~ewFann
"Sell What You
Sow! Is the most compre-
hensive book on the marketing and
sales of agricultural products that I
have ever seen."
-Larry Mtchel. agrtcultural In-
structor, Yuba College. Californin.
"This book explores options and
avenues of direct marketing that
we've never even considered. solves
problems that we didn't even know
existed, teaches you all the tricks
and all the spins:
~ewEngland Farm Bulletin
Date: Thu, 4 Apr 1996 13:16:16 -0500
To: sanet-mg@amani.ces.ncsu.edu
From: csana@bcn.net (csana)
Subject: CSA ofNo. America resource list
COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE of NORTH AMERICA
COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE is an annual partnership between food
producers and food consumers. The goal of this association is to provide a biodiverse variety of
local, fresh, field-ripened foods, grown in a socially and ecologically responsible manner. This
partnership ensures fair compensation to the farmer, proper land stewardship and essentially
nutritious products for today and future generations.
COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE ofNORTH AMERICA is a not for profit,
educational, networking and technical assistance organization for existing, aspiring and potential
eSA in Canada, the United States, Mexico and the Caribbean.
The 'SEASONAL NEWS', is a quarterly newsletter by, for and about people becoming part of the
solution through agriculture supported communities, available for $21 a year. The newsletter
provides technical assistance to CSA organizers activity and ongoing education and inspiration for
the community ofCSA members.Your SUbscription supports CSANA's continuing efforts to make
the CSA option known and accessible to farmers and the other mainstream population ofNorth
America.
_ YES,! want to become part of the solution and also support the continuing work of
CSA ofNorth America (CSANA). I am enclosing a check in the amount of $21 ($25
for Canada and Mexico) for my newsletter subscription.
_ Sample newsletter $3 or 'back issues'.
For Newsletter Subscription, Publications on the CSA Resource List and all Tax-Deductible
Donations please make checks payable to: CSANA; Indian Line Farm, Box 57, Jugend Road,
Great Barrington, Massachusetts, 01230, tel/fax 413-528-4374; email address: csana@bcn.net
Please use U.S. Postal Money Orders and allow for exchange rate and extra postage for items
destined to areas outside of the United States.
While CSANA specializes in North American based CSA activity we continue to collect and
supply CSA related information to the Four Comers and Far Reaches of this World.
RESOURCE LIST
The "BASIC FORMULA to CREATE COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE"
compiled and written by Robyn Van En,is an 80 pg. handbook/start-up manual which includes
sample budgets, job descriptions, community outreach tactics, a bibliography, a list of CSA
projects throughout North America and more. $10 each or multiple copies 10/$80. ppd,
Bookrate. For Canada $14.50 US (which includes 1st class postage).
The fully updated and expanded edition of the eSA handbook is in progress and will be available
in the Autumn of 1996.
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The 'list ofCSA projects' mentioned above includes name offarm/garden, contact person,address
and phone number. S5.
The 'DETAILED DIRECTORY" listing most of the currently active projects by state with
pertinent infonnation on each: variety ofcrops/production, weeks ofdistribution,number of
shares, etc. S10.
"IT'S NOT ruST ABOUT VEGETABLES", an 18 minute video interviewing the core group the
first vegetable season at Indian Line Farm (July 1986) with a running dialogue oflogistics. A little
dated but still used to visually introduce the concept to potential sharers. S35 ppd. Special 4th
Class, add S2 for Priority/ 2 Day Delivery.
"ANNOTATED ARTICLES", a collection ofvarious CSA related articles from over the years
annotated and compiled to give 'popular media's' overview ofCSA's beginnings, current
adaptations and future implications. This packet also includes an extensive, though not conclusive,
bibliography list for further reading/research. S5ppd.
"COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE: The Producer/Consumer Partnership" by
Robyn Van En with CathyRoth,University ofMassachusetts Rural Development Specialist. A
briefbut thorough description ofCSA; how it works, the benefits to agriculture and community,
resource list, etc. Full page photos. Used to introduce CSA to potential sharers, local
farmers,town planners and other land/agriculture related organizations. Soon to appear on the
UMass CSA HomepageIWWW. 8 page publication S2ppd.
"TOWARD AN AGRICULTURAL ETIllC",written by Bonner McAllester and illustrated by
Victoria Reed. A capsulization of a 6 week long study circle to determine the basis ofan
'agricultural ethic' in Berkshire County, Massachusetts by a small community group including
local farmers,a banker,environmentallawyer,professor ofhumanities and others. SI each or
multiple copies upon request from: CSANA or UMASS/ Berkshire County Cooperative
Extension, 44 Bank Row, Pittsfield, Ma. 01201.
"FARMS of TOMORROW" by Trauger Groh and Steven McFadden.An in-depth discussion of
the philosophy ofCSA,as well as seven case studies. 176pg/ S14 to: Biodynamic Fanning and
Gardening Assoc. Box 550,Kimberton,Pa.19442.
On-site and telephone consultation or presentations of the CSA concept can be arranged with
Robyn Van En, Co-founder of Community Supported Agriculture and Director ofCSA ofNorth
America(CSANA). A 'Speakers Bureau' is also being compiled to be able to contact other
appropriate presenters in your region.
For general CSA information send a SASE. For any of the above listings please make checks
payable to : CSANA, at Indian Line Farm, Box 57,Jugend Road, Great Barrington,
Massachusetts 01230.
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Books and manuals on Community Supported
Agriculture to date have focused largely on
specific farms, and have interested hundreds of
growers to start their own projects.
Making the Connection, a new publication
from Placer County Cooperative Extension and
the Small Farm Center, pulls together the
experience of many innovative projects. While
describing the diversity of CSA, this handbook
for producers also addresses common questions
and concerns.
Major topics covered are:
+ W/lOt is GSA
+ Developing a GSA
+ Finding andkeeping members
+ Production for GSA
+ Managing the Shares
In addition to the narrative text and examples
from CSA farms across the country, Making the
Connection includes simple forms for use in
running CSA projects. Charts for planning
production offer handy information, and
worksheets will help farmers consider their own
situations.
This handbook also provides additional detail
of such topics as legal issues of eSAs, writing
newsletters, and postharvest handling.
By hclping farmers start new projects and
improve existing ones, the information in
Making the Connection allows them to more
easily reap the benefits ofCSA.
•ommunity
pported
riculture
A 1995 HANDBOOK FOR
PRODUCERS
Presented by:
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION,
PLACER COUNTY
and
SMALL FARM CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
...Making the
Connection
PRICE: $25.00
(pIu, 7.25" tu .lId
15.00,IIippi., .lId"••tlillg/
To order your copy, complete the form, detach andmail with yourpayment, orcall (9T6J 889·7386.
-------------~-------------------_.
Mail form and chack (payable
to UC Regents) to:
UC Cooperetive Extension
ATTN: CSA Handbook
11477 EAvenlll
Auburn. CA 95603
Shipping:
Q YESI I would like to order Making theConnection. the eSA Handbook for Producers.
__ copies @$25.00 per copy • _
Tax @7.25% • _
copies @l $5.00 per copy • _
TOTAL enclosed- _
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Get Connected
Join the North American Farmers'
Direct Marketing Association and
hook into new ideas that will increase
your business.
Get these benefits with your membership:
• FREE Faun market news and ideas through a
complimentary subscription to The Great Lakes
Fruit Growers News or The Great Lakes Vegetable
Growers News.
• As a member you can be involved in maintaining
a viable North American Farmers' Direct
Marketing network.
• Your participation will help to communicate your
interests and concerns through the association to
have a voice of importance to direct marketers
across North America.
YES! I want to join!
Name: _
Business name: _
Address: _
City: _
State: _
Zip: _
Business description:
_Produce Market (Year round)
_Roadside (Seasonal)
_Farmers Market
_pya
_Other
Member fees: $25.
Mail to: Vance Corum, Exec. Sec.
317 W. 38th St.
Vancouver, WA 98660
Total enclosed: _
Don't miss out on the NAFDMA's annual convention.
• Network with some
of the country's
largest farm
marketers.
• Tour markets of the
area and share ideas
while riding the bus with
other marketers.
•Participate in hours of
stimulating educational
sessions.
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PURPOSE OF THE ASSOCIATION
• To encourage and conduct educational andresearch
programs relating to marketing of agricultural
products directly to consumers
• To encourage and helpcoordinate activities of state
directmarketing associations, universities,
departments of agriculture, andotherorganizations
interested in direct marketing
• To encourage andior carry out promotional activities
designed to foster and expand directmarketing
• To represent the Interests of directmarketers to
govemment officials, the general public, andothers
as appropriate
BENEFITS OF BELONGING
Yourparticipation will make this Association a vital force
in the marketing of agricultural products to consumers.
Communicate your interests and concems through the
association to havea voice in mattersof importance to
direct marketers across NorthAmerica.
Help make the North AmericanFarmers'Direct
Marketing Association work to meetyour needs.
MEMBERSHIP...YESI
Opento anyone marketing agricultural products directto
consumers inclUding producers, vendors, pick-your-own
and roadside standoperators, farmersmarketvendors,
mall orderand othermarketers that sell to the consumer
withthe least amountof middle-persons as possible.
Additionally, extension and agriculture department staff,
suppUers, andother alliedindustry representatives are
invited to become members.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The business of the association is conducted by a Board
of Directors elected from the membership at the annual
meeting held in conjunction with the North American
Farmers' Direct Marketing Conference. The Directors
include individuals from acrossNorthAmerica witha
strong interest and active involvement in directmarketing
of agricultural products to consumers.
As a member, it is your responsibility to elect directors
whocan achievethe goals of the Association through
proven leadership in directmarketing.
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HISTORY OF THE NORTH AMERICAN
FARMERS' DIRECT MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
This Association arose from the first National Farmers'
Direct Marketing Conference held in DesMoines, Iowa in
1986 when a small group of participants was inspired by
the tremendous sharing of ideasand expertise that took
place among directmarketers from across the country.
Thetradition of a Conference has continued, promoted
and supported by the originators of the Association.
InJuly1989,the National Farmers' DirectMarketing
Association became incorporated andelected its first
Board of Directors. At the National Conference in 1993,
the Directors activated the Association by seeking
Charter Memberships andcollecting dues. Having taken
thisstep,the Directors arenow moving towards
achieving the goals of the Association.
NORTH AMERICAN FARMERS' DIRECT
MARKETING CONFERENCE
Thevalue of bringing togethertalent andresources at a
North American Farmers' Direct Marketing Conference
hasbeenproven many times. The NorthAmerican
Conference hasgained a following by offering
outstanding tours andpresentations by leading
marketers and experts from NorthAmerica and Europe.
TheNorthAmerican Conference is heldannually in
conjunction with a stateor regional conference. The
North American Conference enhances the localprogram
by attracting more speakers and participants. Pre-and
post- conference tours enable conference goersto view
directmarketing in differentregions.
Thegreatest benefit of the conference is the networking
and sharing of ideas that goes onbetween sessions, at
mealsandafterhours.
We guarantee you will leave the conference with a
dozen new ideas to try and at least thatmany friends to
seeagain at thenext Conference.
North American Conference locations:
1986 DesMoines, IA 1993 Portiand, OR
1987 St Louis, MO 1994 SI. Charles, IL
1988 Williamsburg, VA 1995 Knoxville, TN
1989 Oakland, CA 1996 Saratoga Sp., NY
1990 Toledo, OH 1997 New Mexico
1991 Parsippany, NJ 1998 British Columbia
1992 SI. Paul, MN
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Using Study Circles in Sustainable Agriculture Training
Presented by:
Deborah Cavanaugh-Grant, University of Illinois (Williams Bay, WI)
Michael Cote, The Ohio State University (Williams Bay, WI)
Deborah Cavanaugh-Grant, University of Illinois (Carrington, ND)
Summary by:
Deborah Cavanaugh-Grant, University of Illinois
Michael Cote, The Ohio State University
As an informal, practical, and effective method for adult learning and social change, the study
circle is rooted in the civic movements of 19th-century America, for exarnple, the Chautaugua
Literary and Scientific Circles. Study circles are voluntary and highly participatory. They are
small-group democracy in action. All viewpoints are taken seriously, and each person has an
equal opportunity to participate. The process-democratic discussion among equals-is as
important as the content.
A study circle progresses from a session on personal experience (How does the issue affect me?)
to sessions providing a broader perspective (What are others saying about the issues?) to a
session on action (What can we do about the issue?). Study circles differ from other discussion
and listening groups that often do not include intentional learning.
The goal of a study circle is to deepen participants' understanding of an issue by encouraging
dialogue and reflection about the values that underlie opinions. Printed materials are often
provided as supplements in guiding circle discussions. A typical study circle should include the
following:
• Introductions
• Ground rules
• Discussion of personal connection to or interest in the issue
• Laying our a range of views
• Discussion and deliberation
• Summary and common ground
• Evaluation and next steps
According to Henry Blid, Swedish professor of adult education, study circles provide "living"
knowledge that is intelligible to learners, whatever their educational background and gives adults
a forum to learn analytical and critical skills that can be used to confront myths and prejudices
within our society. Blid's principles of learning for study circles include:
• Equality and democracy among circle participants
• Liberation of members' inherent capabilities and innate resources
• Cooperation and companionship
• Study and liberty and member self-determination
• Continuity and planning
209
• Use ofprinted study materials
• Active member participation
Study circles can provide everyone interested in the issue of sustainable agriculture a forum for
sharing knowledge and understanding and a powerful means for developing personal growth,
leadership, and shared responsibility for social change.
Contents:
Using Study Circles in Sustainable Agriculture Training, D. Cavanaugh-Grant and M. Cote, p.
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The Study Circle Handbook, cover and table of contents, p. 217
Deborah Cavanaugh-Grant
University of Illinois
PO Box 410
Greenview, IL 62642
Phone: 217-968-5512
Fax: 217-968-5512
E-mail: cavanaughd@idea.ag.uiuc.edu
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Department of Ag Ed
208 Ag Admin Bldg
2120 Fyffe Rd
Columbus, OH 43210
Phone: 614-292-3786
Fax: 614-292-7007
E-mail: cote.l@osu.edu
Using Study Circles in Sustainable Agriculture Training
The Shared Leadership, Shared Responsibility Workshop
North Central Sustainable Agriculture Training Program held June 24-26, 1996
George Williams College/Lake Geneva Campus at Williams Bay, Wisconsin
LEARNING METHOD: Presentation and Participatory Learning Using a Mini-Study Circle
PRESENTED BY: Deborah Cavanaugh-Grant and Michael Cote
1. Historical Roots of Study Circles in North America
Small group discussion or study circles is not a new idea in North America. Some form of
group meeting to discuss common concerns and share in decision making goes back to the
earliest beginning ofour democratic institutions. Town meetings have been around since the
early 1600s, and continue to function as legal bodies in New England towns today. The first
recorded advocate of study groups in America was Ben Franklin, who organized weekly
meetings or Juntos to discuss successful business practice. The motto of the Junto's was,
"Individuals associated can do more for society, and themselves, than they can in isolation."
Samuel Adams, one ofAmerica's earliest patriots, organized "Committees of Correspondence"
which, along with town meetings, served to engage citizens in discussions about freedom. These
discussions ultimately spawned a movement that led to calls for independence and Revolution.
The late 19th and early 20th century saw several adult education movements concerned
with citizen education. Among these the Chautaugua Literary and Scientific Circles used study
and small group discussion to examine the pressing issues of the day. Later, in the 20th century,
Land Grant Universities and the Agricultural Cooperative Extension created models for
discussion of public affairs among small groups ofrural people. During the Great Depression, the
USDA Cooperative Extension Service launched an extensive federally supported "schools of
philosophy" program to train farm leaders in 39 states in the organization and leadership of
public issue discussion groups. The training program effectively involved over two million
farmers in discussion groups.
One other farmer discussion program that arose out of the Depression era was the Ohio
Farm Bureau Advisory Council Program. The catalyst for the development of farmer discussion
groups into a community action advisory council concept can be traced to Ohio Farm Bureau
officials' visits to Antigonish, Nova Scotia to see the work of two priests. Convinced that
impoverished fisherfolk and coal miners could help themselves out of their economic plight
Fathers Jimmy Thompson and M.M. Coady helped organize informal meetings, known as
"Kitchen Clubs", in the homes of parishioners to discuss ways to address rural poverty.
Eventually, St. Francis Xavier University assigned its Extension staff to help organize a program
of study circles which led to the to development of credit unions, cooperative stores, timber
mills and canneries. Members built houses and fishing boats for each other. All of these projects
were born of the idea that self-help and community action can come from group discussion about
local issues concerns.
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2II. Farmer-based Study Circles
According to Turner (1982) in the Ohio Farm Bureau Story, 1919-1979, The Ohio Farm
Bureau launched its Advisory Council Program in Ohio in 1936 because members felt the need
to develop a system that allowed small groups of farmers and rural people to come together to
discuss and act on local economic and political issues. The program derived from several visits to
Nova Scotia in the mid-1930s by Ohio Farm Bureau officials interested in learning about
community self-help programs. Impressed by the cooperative spirit they saw in the rural
community-based study circle program in Nova Scotia, the Ohio Farm Bureau launched a
campaign to promote farmer-based advisory committees all across Ohio using the slogan "In the
front room ofyour neighbor's home, you build".
The Ohio Farm Bureau Advisory Council Program was designed to help groups of
families and friends meet regularly in each others' homes to discuss issues of interest to farmers
and rural residents. The Ohio Farm Bureau recognized a fundamental principle of community
development that people need a forum to express their concerns and they need to feel that they
can make a difference. Supporting a group with a common purpose can get those concerns acted
on by the community in some way. According to the Ohio Farm Bureau, Advisory Councils have
helped the organization grow into a viable organization by keeping the organization in touch with
its members and serving as a foundation for the organization's leaders. The Ohio Farm Bureau
provides Advisory Councils with organizational assistance and it regularly informs and gets
feedback from its members about current issues ofconcern to farmers and rural people. The Ohio
Farm Bureau currently supports over 1,100 Advisory Councils making the program in all
likelihood the largest and most politically powerful network of farmer-based study circle groups
for farmers, rural people and friends of agriculture in the country.
The fundamental guidelines governing Advisory Council are as follows:
Each group decides its own meeting dates and locations. Meetings of groups of families
of various age groups are held in each others' homes. The home setting provides the
opportunity to enjoy "visiting' with friends and neighbors. Friendship and fun are
considered a vital part ofmeetings.
All farmers, rural residents and friends of agriculture are welcome to meetings. A
participant need not be a member of the Farm Bureau to attend, and there is no fee to
participate.
The Ohio Farm Bureau aims to keep its members well informed about important issues. It
prepares and mails a monthly discussion guide to Councils for individual study and group
discussion. The Council may choose to discuss other issues of special interest to them.
Council minutes and feedback on the discussion guide are mailed to the Ohio Farm
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3Bureau where they are tabulated, compiled with other Council input and reported back to
members in organization's monthly magazine. When appropriate, the results of combined
Advisory Council feedback on discussion guide issues are provided to public officials and
prepared as news releases. Advisory council input is considered critical in developing
Farm Bureau policy positions.
Advisory Councils give members an opportunity to take the "next step" in further
collective action in community activities and public affairs.
III. Study Circle's Foundations in Adult Education
By the early 1900s, the concept of study circles made its way to Sweden, where it was
adopted as the popular vehicle for adult education. Study circles have become fully integrated in
Swedish life and culture with estimates of3 million adults participating in 320,000 study circles
every year. The Swedish experience has contributed greatly to the modem concept of the study
circle. Swedish professor of adult education, Henry Blid, maintains that study circles exercise a
vital force in modem adult life because they provide "living" knowledge that is intelligible to
learners, whatever their educational background, and give adults a forum to learn analytical and
critical skills that can be used to confront myths and prejudices within our society. Problems that
people face in their own lives frame the content for study circle discussion and understanding.
The modem concept of the study circle has certain defined characteristics and guiding
principles, many of them derived from the work ofBlid (1989), Oliver (1987) and the SCRe
(1990). These are important to understand because they form the basis for conducting effective
study circles that give individuals learning opportunities for personal growth and a capacity to
work with groups for collective action.
The guiding prineiples and characteristic of study circles are described as follows:
Every study circle member has an equal voice; everyone "sits in the front row".
Good group dynarnics and democratic discussion are facilitated when a study circle has a
minimum of 5 and maximum of 20 participants. Every participant has the opportunity to
speak and is accepted as an equal, with everyone expected to listen to differing opinions
in order to understand others' perspectives.
Participants attend study circles voluntarily, ready to learn and share experiences for discussion.
By listening and sharing knowledge, by learning to understand different perspectives,
participants learn how to function together in a group and to discover common values that
enable them to work together for change and community action.
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4Study circles should meet member's needs for practical "living" knowledge that can be applied to
problem situations in their lives.
Study circles should "start with where people are". Allow participants time to share their
"real world" experiences, and allow participants to determine the agenda for discussion
and the outcomes of their collaboration. Study circles teach us that people's experiences,
stories, values, opinions are important. They help us better understand the society that we
are all a part of.
Study circle learning is collaborative, not competitive.
Collaborative learning implies learning to appreciate other participants, their
backgrounds, their opinions, and their values in trying to better understand issues that
affect us all.
The process of democratic discussion among equals is as important as the issues that are
discussed.
Study circles encourage small groups to learn together through member- led discussion.
All study circles meet for at least several sessions, some like the advisorycommittees
described below, continue to meet regularly for years. Study circles are effective when
the group has time to work through issues and everyone has the opportunity to participate.
Taking the time to come to know each other's views, studying and reflecting on what was
read and said, and determining how to respond and act on what was learned enables
citizens to practice the art of shared leadership and responsibility.
Study circle materials can be useful catalysts to elicit participants' views and values.
Study materials can serve to stimulate discussion, provide a framework for the discussion,
and create opportunities for deeper reflection on the varied perspectives that surround an
Issue.
Study circles are ....leaderful .... groups oflearners.
The group facilitator is neither the teacher nor the expert on the issue. Neither does the
facilitator set the agenda for discussion. The facilitator's role is to help the group develop
an atmosphere for collaborative learning by encouraging full participation in discussions.
Each participant should be encouraged to feel at ease in expressing ideas and listening to
those ofothers. Study circle facilitators and participants have collective knowledge to
share on an issue, and the democratic format of study circles encourages collaborative
learning and shared leadership and responsibility.
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5IV. Overview of the Study Circle Process
A typical study circle meeting should provide for the following:
(I) introductions,
(2) establish ground rules for discussion,
(3) individuals' share experiences regarding the issue,
(4) laying out the group's collective range of views,
(5) group discussion and deliberation,
(6) summary of the group's discussion and affirmation of common ground,
(7) evaluation and action on the next steps.
A series of study circle meetings typically follows the following sequence:
(I) A study circle normally opens with a session focusing on personal experiences:
Participants are encouraged to ask themselves a self-directed question such as:
How does the issue affect me?
(2) Succeeding sessions allow participants a broader perspective on the issue:
Participants are encouraged to ask themselves self-directed questions such as:
What are others saying about the issues?
What can I and others do about the issue here?
(3) Materials for study and reflection can be provided to members as supplements in guiding and
enlivening future group discussions.
Some points for helping facilitate a study circle:
(I) Listen to others carefully.
(2) Keep an open mind.
(3) Remain respectful of people who disagree with you.
(4) Help maintain the flow ofthe discussion.
(5) Speak your mind, but don't talk more thanyour share.
(6) Feel free to engage other participants in the discussion.
(7) Make your needs for clarification known to the group.
(8) Value your own experience and wisdom.
(9) Challege ideas that you disagree with in a respectful manner.
(10) Share responsibility for helping others feel at ease.
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6The over arching goal of a study circle is to provide participants a deeper understanding
ofan issue by opening up discussions that focus on the values that underlie people's opinions.
Study circles create an environment where listening to others views can lead to an honest
examination of our values and where working through difficult issues offers a chance of
improving our communities and society. With such great potential to instill individual growth
and social change the questions facing the agricultural community are whether we are ready to
apply the power of study circles to the issue of sustainability in agriculture? And who will share
the responsibility and leadership of taking study circles to the farms, towns, land grant
universities, nonprofit organizations and other institutions connecting the many people with an
interest in the sustainability of agriculture.
V. Key References:
Ohio Farm Bureau Federation. Farm Bureau Starter Packet. Columbus, OH: Ohio Farm Bureau
Federation. Approx 30 pp. (Available from Ohio Farm Bureau Federation, Education Dept.,
Two Nationwide Plaza, Box 479, Columbus, Ohio 43216, 614-249-2472, price: $1.50).
Oliver, Leonard P. Study Circles: Coming Together for Personal Growth and Social Change.
Cabin John, MD: Seven Locks Press, 1987. 165 pp.
Oliver, Leonard P. "Study Circles: Individual Growth Through Collaborative Learning." In
Learning for Personal Development. New Directions for Adult and Continuing Education Series.
Edited by Lorraine A. Cavaliere and Angela Sgroi. San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, Spring 1992.
Study Circles Resource Center (SCRC). The Study Circle Handbook: A Manual for Study Circle
Discussion Leaders, Organizers, and Participants (15 pp.); A Guide to Training Study Circle
Leaders (27 pp.); and Guidelines for Creating Effective Study Circle Material (19 pp.).
(Available from SCRC, P.O. Box 203, Pomfret, CT 06258, (203) 928-2616. No charge for
single copies).
Tumer, William. Ohio Farm Bureau Story 1919 - 1979. Columbus, OH: Ohio Farm Bureau
Federation, Education Dept., Two Nationwide Plaza, Box 479, Colwnbus, Ohio 43216
Columbus, Ohio, 1982.
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The Study Circle Handbook
A Manual for Study Circle
Discussion Leaders,
Organizers, and Participants
A publication of theStudy Circles Resource Center, sponsored by Topsfleld Foundation, Inc.
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TM Study Circle Handbook: A Manual for Study Circle Discussion LetuUrs, Organizers, and
Participants is a publication of the Study Circles Resource Center (SCRC). It is an
abridged version of A Guide to Training Study Circle Leaders, which also includes detailed
suggestions for people conducting training programs. Both A Guide to Training Study
Circle Leaders and this handbook are available at no charge for small quantities and at
cost for larger quantities. You are also welcome to photocopy these programs as needed
so long as proper credit is given to SCRe.
The Study Circles Resource Center is a project of the Topsfield Foundation, Inc., a
private, nonprofit, nonpartisan foundation dedicated to advancing deliberative democracy
and improving the quality of public life in the United States. SCRC carries out this
mission by promoting the use of small-group, democratic, highly participatory discussions
known as study circles.
In addition to providing how-to publications such as this, SCRC provides:
• Consultation, via phone or mail, for persons seeking advice on organizing and
leading study circles.
• Networking services, including a comprehensive clearinghouse list of topical study
circle material produced by a variety of organizations, a quarterly newsletter, and
information exchange with thousands of individuals and organizations.
• Topical discussion programs on timely issues such as race relations, the death
penalty, and foreign policy.
• Assistance with material development, by providing how-to publications and, where
there is potential for wide use, direct assistance in developing topical study circle
material.
For information, contact SCRe at PO Box 203, Pomfret, CT 06258, (860) 928-2616, FAX
(860) 928-3713, E-mail <scrc@neca.com>.
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Using Networks in Sustainable Agriculture
Presented by:
Andrew Hager, Medford, Wisconsin (Williams Bay, WI and Carrington, ND)
Summary by:
Charles Francis, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
As described by Andrew Hager, University of Wisconsin-Extension, the networking concept is
not new. Networks have existed through history whenever people came together to share
experiences and decide on future actions. They can range from highly organized structures with
boards of directors and elected officers to extremely informal groups that gather on an ad-hoc
basis. Hager related the history ofthe Northcentral Grazier's Network, a group that currently has
283 members, who are interested in forage and pasture improvement in Wisconsin. He defines
the structure of the network, the member profile, and the role of the Extension agent and
organization as part of the network. Hager further describes the basis for starting and
maintaining a network, as it has worked in this group. There are a number of activities that have
helped members come together and maintain a focus on relevant topics.
Contents:
Northcentral Grazier's Network: An Overview, A. Hager, p. 221
Research Brief#23 Farmer-to-farmer networks: effective grass-roots sharing, Center for
Integrated Agricultural SystemslUW-Madison College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, p. 231
Andrew Hager
UW Extension
Taylor County
925 Donald St
Medford, WI 54451
Phone: 715-748-3327
Fax: 715-748-1415
E-mail: andrew.hager@ces.uwex.edu
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by Andrew Hager
Agricultural Agent· Taylor County, Wisconsin
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Foreword
Networking is not a new concept. Networks have existed since time
began. They crop up whenever and wherever people feel the need to compare
notes and share experiences. They take various forms, ranging from
highly organized structures with officers, boards and the like to groups
so loosely formed that tangible evidence of the network's existence can
be difficult to find. Northcentral Graziers' Network spends most its
time between these two extremes -- sometimes very structured and
sometimes very "loose-jointed." The experiences and overview offered
herein are not intended to suggest that we're experts in networking --
we're not. We offer our experiences, some discussions of process and a
few opinions, in hope of helping others develop networks that serve their
needs as well as Northcentral Graziers' Network has served ours.
As you read what follows, you may want to mentally change
"Agricultural Agent" to "agency staff," and "grazier" to "farmer," or
"producer." Remember, it's not grazing that's important here -- it's
networkingI Use labels that make it relevant to you.
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A bit of background and some history.
Taylor County is in Northcentral Wisconsin, where the land transitions from
farmland to northern forest. Agriculture is based on production of forages rather
than row crops, due to a relatively short growing season and soils that tend to be cold
and wet. The local forage resource is marketed through livestock on a value-added
basis, with the dairy cow serving as the primary" forage converter."
During the past 30 to 40 years, tremendous technological advances have been
made in many areas of our lives and agriculture is no exception. While agriculture has
made great strides in food and fiber production, there are times when we spend a lot of
money in the process. Adoption of various technologies has changed the face of
agriculture to a form that could fairly be called "capital intensive." It takes a lot
of money to get into (or stay in) farming these days.
Agriculture, like any other business, cannot afford to subsidize
overinvestment because there is a direct correlation between a soil's productivity
and that soil's ability to service debt. The aforementioned soil and climate
limitations have prompted farmers in Taylor County to search for farming systems that
are more in line with what our soils can support (more management-driven and less
capital-intensive.) Interest in exploring management-intensive grazing grew, a
network formed to support that exploration and the rest is history ... in the making.
Northcentral Graziers' Network had its "formal" beginning in January, 1992.
Occasional questions and discussions about the potential of managed grazing made us
wonder how widespread the interest was. The first winter meeting was built around the
experiences of several grazing practitioners and we honestly had no idea how many
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people we should expect to attend. Surprise! -- 86 producers attended and more than 40
of them signed up on the "interested in networking" list. At this stage, the "network"
had only two stated purposes:(a) "notify you about events of interest" and (b) "share
experiences and exchange information." These initial goals are still seen as the
bases for the network's existance. Network events now include the annual Winter
Grazing Meeting, bi-monthly pasture walk farm tours from April through November,
occasional "van tours" to more distant locations and a variety of on-farm research
trials. Northcentral Graziers' Network now has 283 members (farms), with new members
signing up as interest in managed grazing continues to grow.
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"Bits and Pieces"
How Does it Work?
Mailing list is most formal/structured part of network
notices of activities mailed to "members"
No dues, no treasury
No officers (Iooseknit "steering committee")
Steering committee
lines up host farms for pasture walks
suggests/contacts speakers
organizes "van tours"
Serious effort toward mentoring
telephone
help beginners evaluate their farms
share resources (books, fencing equipment)
share experiences (good and bad)
seek and offer constructive criticism
they learn together
learning curve is steep, at first
limited information available from conventional sources
Network members
talk to each other -- A LOT!
visit each others farms
walk each others pastures
share/compare their business' numbers
Agent/agency role(s)
facilitators
"opportunity creators"
"provocateurs" -- stimulate/promote discussion - don't lead it
learner/network member
contributors within own areas of expertise
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Where's It Going/How's It Changing?
Large groups can be too big --> reduce learning effectiveness (socializing)
Large groups are diverse, and need diverse program efforts
response - development of sub-groups
Early adapters have different needs from beginners
beginners need/expect mentoring
(what do the mentors need?)
--> A. Beginners Series
--> B. Level 2/Level 3 information for more advanced graziers
(Challenqethern - assume much prior knowledge)
--> C. programming specific to sub group interests (financial analysis)
PERHAPS--> D. More "segmented"/More networks
--> increased "discussion group" function
--> increased "neighborhood" focus to discussion groups
So: Northcentral Graziers' Network is:
diverse
growing
experimental
dynamic
process driven (needs and learning styles determine methodologies)
an effective method, for these people, at this point in time
in no way permanent (will exist only so long as it fills a need)
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Mechanics Of Starting and Keeping Our Local Grazing Network Going
Why Network?
A. What need(s) is the network expected to fulfill?
B. Whose need(s) is the network expected to fulfill?
C. Why is the networking method a good idea?
(When, where and how are easy-- You need to know why you're doing this.)
Keep asking A, B, and C -- They'll keep you honest and focused.
Academic/Agency paradigm may get in the way
informationltechnology transfer model
focuses on external knowledge from experts and how that information
should be structured
assumes that if people know what experts think should be done, they'll
go home and do it
People use new information when:
they've reconciled it with what they already know and believe
they've seen someone like themselves use it
they've made the objective information subjective
the information is directly relevant to their situation
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Network
facilitated learning model
starts with the learner
selects teaching activities that help the learner build ideas and
information in his or her own mind which are likely to be useful in real
life situations
involve learners in selecting information, etc., to be learned (ensures
that you see information, etc., from user's perspective)
Your Role As Teacher/Facilitator/Occasional Leader
support and assist learners in:
understanding perspectives (clarify, ask questions)
understanding alternatives (explore, "ifthis/then that")
building skills in making choices
emphasize helping learners develop competencies
less emphasis on teaching content
(less teaching of facts)
more teaching of process or method (decision making, problem solving,
etc.)
lead/clarify by asking questions or suggesting areas to be discussed
support/affirm (& question) information contributed by group members
ensure that everyone who wants to contribute can
clarify points iflwhen you sense confusion
summarize main points to be remembered
provide information from your own area of expertise
help group evaluate accuracy & usefulness of locally held and expert
knowledge
This is discussion built around real situations
You might ask:
1. What is the issue/practice/concept? - Define it
2. What do we need to learn/understand?
3. How does this apply to or work on your farm? and yours?
4. What have your experiences been? What have you seen?
. 5. How have you changed your farming practices as a result?
6. What are the key things you have to remember in order to do this well?
7. What problems did you encounter?
8. How did you overcome those problems?
Put participants in charge of providing much of the information. Help them validate their
indigenous knowledge. Learn fromlwith them. Let them own it.
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Mechanics Of Starting/Maintaining Networks
How much structure? (KISS principle -- Keep It Sorta' Simple)
PROCESS - mailing list/data base
paper/copying/postage
host farms
"steering committee"
Evolve from:
You created the first event or opportunity, to
They told you what they wanted next, to
They took ownership/made contacts, etc., to
Events are joint efforts, by varying groups of "doers"
If you're "just another member/participant" you're not expected to be "the
expert"
When they invite you to events they've organized, they own it
(Agent - "It's not my network, but I can get you on the mailing list.")
Keep asking them: What do they want?
Which part(s) of that can they contribute?
Keep it on a volunteer basis
("If you're being paid to deliver, I'm a spectator.") (no ownership)
Much of this is free-style -- Prepare resources to draw on if needed, but don't be
disappointed if you don't get to use them all.
Cultivate an informal, shared climate where:
people know each other (get to know)
people begin to relate to each other
People understand that they are part of the process, i.e., this is not a lecture
by you, "the teacher."
Events: (Be careful with "trade shows," planned or informal)
pasture walk
first half - walkabout, host's experiences, perhaps a
short speaker (focus on weeds, body scoring, etc.)
second half - unstructured freestyle discussion
or design grazing system on paper or aerial photo, followed by on-farm
walk, talk and redesign session
van tours - (swing parlors, flat barn parlors, greenhouse barns)
"The Winter Conference" - large group, diverse backgrounds and knowledge
levels
small group mentoring meeting - 2 to 4 beginners + 1 to 3 "old hands" + you
(facilitator)
PHILOSOPHY
Northcentral Graziers' Network: Why does it work?
network belongs to graziers, not the County Agent
graziers like network's informality (minimal structure)
everybody's learning - few/no "experts"
PEOPLE
ASPECTS
BUSINESS
ASPECTS
- Social aspects
opportunities to be "neighborly" ("fencing bee")
opportunities to see neighbors as colleagues, not competitors
reinvention of traditional "working together" (threshing
or firewood crews)
reduces isolation common to today's farmers
Network -+
share numbers
measure progress
compare benefits of various practices
discussion, identification, definition of goals
develop and implement PLAN, evaluate results, update PLAN, (compare
with neighbors)
Go for itl (Empowerment) They can do this.
Networking works because it's farmer-to-farmer and because people are allowed
(and encouraged) to participate on their own terms. --- Each walkabout
provides each participant with both a group and an individual experience.
Networking is a PROCESS, -- a METHODOLOGY
Separate advocating an outcome from advocating a process
It's appropriate (almost inevitable) for the "educator" to advocate a process
TRANSLATION:
1. Don't sweat the advocate/neutral educator stuff. It's a non-issue if you
understand your role within the network.
2. Don't let agency reporting requirements or outside vested interests (salesmen)
influence or direct the network's goals, direction or methods.
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CIAS-6:ponsored
research on SlUtaiJl3.ble,
integrated, and alternative
agricu.ltur.l1 systems
• Farmer-to-farmer networks:
iii effective grass-roots sharing
UW-M.\DISON COlLEGE OF A',RICCITLR\l .\1'.'1> LIFE SUENCrs
Research Brief
SUCCESSFULFARMER.~TO FARMER NE:lWORKS
ASSUME EACH PERSON HAS VALUABLE
KN'OWLmCE AND EXPERIENCE TO
CONTRIBurE. -STEPHANlE RrrrMANN
Farmer-to-farmer networks are thriving in Wis-
consin as a way for farmers to pool ideas, exchange
perspectives, and learn from each other. Some 20
Wisconsin networks focus on management intensive
rotational grazing, weed and pest management, soil
fertility, herd health, or the economics of farming
sustainably.
Stephanie Rittmann, a graduate of the University
ofWisconsin's Institute for Environmental Studies
and former CIASresearch assistant, conducted a
CIAS-supported, year-long case study of the Lafayette
County (WI) Grazing Network and attended dozens
offield days and farm walks in Wisconsin, Minnesota,
and Montana. From this field work she developed a
list ofideas for farmers interested in starting and
maintaining an effective network.
The need and the promise
Many ofWisconsin's farmer networks grew out of
farmers' and farm families' need to create farming
systems that better meet their needs. Networks help
farmers distribute in-
formation, offer moral
and technical support,
and share resource
leads. Farmer networks
sponsor field days, farm
walks, and winter work-
shops that encourage a flow of ideas. Wisconsin net-
works have established sustainable agriculture librar-
ies, tested the use of computers in making farm de-
cisions, sought funding for on-farm research, devel-
oped marketing links with urban centers, and coor-
dinated major conferences on topics of interest to
farmers. Most networks hold public events to teach
non-farmers about their work.
"Successful farmer-to-farmer networks assume
that each person has valuable knowledge and expe-
rience to contribute," explains Rittmann. "The sup-
portive and informal atmosphere of networks facili-
tates the exchange of ideas, information sharing,
and testing assumptions."
"The Lafayette County Grazing Network is a won-
derful example," she says. "This is a group of people
who come together to push the envelope on what
they are learning about management intensive rota-
tional grazing. This moves everyone ahead."
Cooperative networks also can help farmers feel
less isolated. "This is especially important for farm-
ers whose practices challenge traditional production
practices or thinking, as in the case of management
intensive rotational grazing," Rittmann points out.
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Thus many networks have grown out ofmem-
bers' interest in making change happen: in farming
practices, management methods, quality oflife, and
lifestyles. "Their reported goal is to create an agricul-
ture that's economically, socially, and ecologically
sound," she says.
Developing a farmer network: first steps
Like most organizations, farmer networks de-
pend on active, energetic members and shared
goals. While each network may have specific needs,
the most effective ones tend to share these features:
+Potential members set up an initial planning
meeting. A shared purpose is the glue that adheres
most networks. It inspires the group and gives it en-
ergy. A planning meeting can be simple-a few
people with shared interests coming together to talk
about their goals for a network, their plans for the
community, and strategies for working together.
From there, they can develop a list ofcommon val-
ues, aspirations, and purposes. "Experienced farmer
networkers said that a lot of formality on the front
end isn't nearly as necessary as passion and shared
vision," recalls Rittmann.
+ The first members develop a core group, While
the size of networks can varywidely, it usually takes
the momentum of four or more people to start and
maintain aviable one. Most networks have one or
two coordinators who do on-the-ground manage-
ment tasks: keeping members informed of events or
acting as contact persons. Additional core members
provide leadership through event planning, decision
making, or recruiting new members.
Participation needs to be flexible, allowing other
members to participate at the level most comfortable
for them, whether that's attending an occasional
event or committing major time and effort to help-
ing organize a large public gathering. Networks also
usually develop a member roster to encourage
people to contact each other between visits.
+ The network holds regular meetings in person
or by phone. How often a network meets depends
on the group's needs, how that fits with the round of
seasonal work on members' farms, and thedistances
members need to travel to get together. A network
usually meets frequently at its beginning, as often as
every two weeks to build cohesion and momentum.
This can be stepped back as the group develops.
Experienced networkers stress the importance of
engineering meetings carefully. For example. when
planningevents and meetings, what outside commit-
ments do participants have? What are their on- or
off-farm work schedules? Do they need help with
child care? Will transportation be needed? This can
mean the difference between a successful network
and one that doesn't quite get off the ground.
• The core group finds dependable ways to
fmance the network. The amount of money a net-
work needs depends on the types of activities the
group plans. Depending on the desired level of ac-
tivity, basic costs can include photocopying, postage,
telephone, food for gatherings, laboratory test fees
for on-farm research projects, research equipment.
and stipends for consultants or coordinators.
There are many ways farmer networks support
themselves, but what matters most is that the sup-
port be sustainable so the network also can be.
Organizational support. Networks can raise money
or reduce administrative costs by establishing valu-
able relationships with local Extension offices, gov-
ernment agencies, non-profit organizations, local
banks, and cooperatives. For example, these groups
may sponsor a dinner after a network event or do-
nate money or time for a particular activity.
Membership fees. Establishing the scale of fees may
require research into what members are willing to
pay and how much is needed for the network. "That
budgeting ispart of the work of the core group,"
Rittmann reports, "but it's worth the effort because
many networks find that membership fees can be
the most reliable long-term source of funding.'
Grants. Many government agricultural offices,
churches, farmer advocacy groups, and community
organizations offer grants to support specific
projects or provide short-term organizational sup-
port. While helpful for short-term projects, grants
aren't dependable in the longer term, so additional
fundraising may be necessary.
. Maintaining a livelynetwork
Experienced farmer networkers in Wisconsin
suggest key ways to maintain an effective network:
+ Share responsibilities. The core group should
encourage all members to participate in leading the
group, organizing events, or acting as [ann hosts or
discussion facilitators. Developing these skills is an
important part offarmer-to-funnernetworking
across a broad base. "In this way, members gain a
sense of belonging and the skills necessary for con-
tinuing the network, should key leaders step down:
+ Give everyone a chance to speak. Most networks
have members who are natural talkers and those
who are more quiet Yet sometimes what looks like a
member's "nature" may be a function of how meet-
ings are conducted. Some networks ask one member
to be the discussion facilitator at each meeting.
Their role is to make sure each person contributes
to the discussion. Learning to facilitate discussions
is a solid empowerment skill for everyone who values
collaborating with others.
+ Keep the network informal and flexible. Most
successful networks have an informal, flexible atmo-
sphere that feels spontaneous, creative, and stimulat-
ing to its participants. Experienced networkers ob-
serve that organizations that are open to change are
most likely to survive in the long run. Participants'
interests and involvement will change over time.
And too much formality can crush spontaneity. So
some successful networkers warn against defining
group norms, network structure, or individual roles
too closely.
• Plan diverse events and activities. The
network's appeal will be broadest and most
powerful if it offers a variety of events and activities.
Wisconsin's diverse seasons are helpful in this re-
spect During the growing season, activities may in-
clude farm walks, picnics, field days, and on-farm re-
search meetings or sessions. The win ter months of-
fer time for workshops. social events, meetings with
neighboring networks, farm record analyses, and
evaluations of the past season's activities. The more
members who can contribute ideas on alternative
meeting times, the more likely those farmers who
have small children or spouses working off farm are
likely to attend.
+ Evaluate the network regularly. "Successful
networkers say thismay be the most important activ-
ity the group can undertake, even though it's most
often neglected,' Rittmann reports. A simple look
back at the network's original goals and the accom-
plishments and activities designed to meet them will
let participants and leaders know whether the net-
work is meeting expectations, needs, and interests.
"Evaluation is often misunderstood as an exercise in
fault-finding," she points out, "yet it's unparalleled
as a way of building trust and commitment through
respectful problem solving and guiding a group ef-
fort back to its original purpose:
For more information on WISconsin farmer-to-
farmer networks, contact the Center using the infor-
mation below or visit the CIAS World Wide Web site
at http://www.wise.edu/cias for a list ofn-""ork or-
ganizations and contacts.
TheCenterfor Integrated AgricultumlSystems (CIAS) brings together univerntyfa<nlty, farmers, polity makers, and others tostudy.../ationships between famOngprac-
tices, fo;rm profitability, the environment, and TUml vitality. Located at the University of Wiscon.rin-Madison, it fosten multidisciplinary inquiry and supporl.s a mnge
of research, curriculum development, and programdevelopment fm!J°ects. Formoreinformation on the center, contact:
ClAS,l450 Linden Drive, UW-Madison, Madison, WI 53706. Phone: (608) 262-5200.Fax: (608) 265-30Wlnternet gaJe-<inex@aae.wisc.oouWeb:http://www.wisc.edu/cias
Thisresearch updateis part of a series. Contact ClASfor other titles. CIAS staff ,tmnl!ers aregratefulftrr thereuie-oJJS of thisresearch updateby UW-Madison and ffiV-
Extension fa<nlty and ClAS Citizens Advisary Council members. Printed on...cycled paper: October, 1996.
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Resources for Sustainable Agriculture Education
Summary by:
Charles Francis and Heidi Carter (University ofNebraska-Lincoln)
We are faced with an information explosion in the area of sustainable agriculture. Books,
journals, newsletters, training materials, and other resources are available at workshops, in
libraries, through the Internet, and wherever people of like ideas meet. With any information
challenge, it is becoming more difficult to sort out what is useful than to merely find something
related to a topic of interest. This section presents an array of information sources that will help
in the search for recommendations or descriptions about the design, functioning, and success of
sustainable agricultural systems.
Where do I go for more information?
Sustainable Agriculture Network, c/o Alternative Farming Systems Information Center, Rm 304,
NAL/ARS/USDA, 10301 Baltimore Blvd., Beltsville, MD 20705-2351, (P) 301-504-6425,
(f) 301-504-6409, (e-mail) san@nalusda.gov, (home page) http://www.ces.ncsu.edulsan/
Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas (ATTRA), PO Box 3657, Fayetteville, AR,
72702, (P) 800-346-9140
Sustainable Agriculture Network Mail Group, (e-mail) sanet-mg@ces.ncsu.edu
Sustainable Agriculture Education Share List Electronic Conference, (e-mail) SAEd-SHARE-
L@Cornel1.edu
North Central Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Office, 13-A Activities
Bldg., University ofNebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0840, (P) 402-472-7081, (f) 402-472-
0280, (e-mail) sare001@unlvm.un1.edu
Northeast Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Office, University of
Vermont, Hills Bldg., Burlington, VT 05405-0082, (p) 802-656-0471, (f) 802-656-4656, (e-mail)
msimpson@moose.uvm.edu
Southern Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Office, University of Georgia,
Ag Experiment Station, 1109 Experiment St., Griffin, GA 30223-1797, (P) 770-412-4787,
(f) 770-412-4789, (e-mail)sareace@gaes.griffin.peachnet.edu
Western Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Office, Utah State University,
Plants, Soils & Biomet. Dept., Ag Science Bldg., UMC-4865, Logan, UI 84322-4865, (p) 801-
797-2257, (f) 801-797-3376
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National Campaign for Sustainable Agriculture, PO Box 396, Pine Bush, NY 12566, (P) 914-
744-8448, (f) 914-744-8477, (e-mail)campaign@magiccarpet.com
American Journal of Alternative Agriculture and Alternative Agriculture News, published by the
Henry A. Wallace Institute for Alternative Agriculture, 9200 Edmonston Rd., Suite 117,
Greenbelt, MD 20770-1551, (P) 301-441-8777
Journal of Sustainable Agriculture, published by Food Products Press, an imprint of the Haworth
Press, Inc., 10 Alice St., Binghampton, NY 13904-1580, (p) 800-342-9678, (f) 800-895-0582,
(e-mail)getinfo@haworth.com
Contents:
Bibliography of books about sustainable agriculture, p. 235
Economics
• Monitoring Sustainable Agriculture with Conventional Financial Data, D. Levins, flier and
description, p. 243
• Sustainable Agriculture Systems, Chapter 8: Economics of Sustainable Agriculture, D.C.
White, J.B. Braden, R.H. Hornbaker, table of contents and introduction, p. 245
• Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) Projects Funded in the North
Central Region, 1988-1995, Economic Emphasis, p. 249
• Agriculture in Concert with the Environment Projects Funded in the North Central Region,
1991-1995, Economic Emphasis, p. 251
• Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture Competitive Grants Awarded, 1988-1996,
Economic Emphasis, p. 253
• Alternative Farming Systems-Economic Aspects, January 1991-January 1993, K.R.
Schnieder, title page and ordering information, p. 255
Evaluation
• Evaluation Is Not Research, K. Rockwell, p. 257
• Evaluating Program Impact, K. Rockwell, p. 261
Information Centers
• Alternative Farming Systems Information Center, Current List ofInformation Products and
List of Electronic Information Products, p. 263
• ATTRA, brochure and materials list, p. 267
• Sustainable Agriculture Network, brochure, p. 271
• Center for Alternative Plant and Animal Products, brochure and publication list, p. 273
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Monitoring Sustainable Agriculture
with
Conventional Financial Data
by Dick Levins
A Land Stewardship Project Publication, the first in a series based
on the work of the Biological, Social and Financial Monitoring Team.
We normally think of using income and expense
figures to measure progress toward the goal of earn-
ing profits. Surely, fanners in sustainable agricul-
ture are concerned about feeding their families and
paying their bills, but those are not their only goals
in life. They set out to. protect the land, improve
their quality of life, and enhance the communities
in which they live.
The way fann progress is monitared must be
comprehensive enough to measure progress toward
a complete set of goals, that includes, but is not lim-
ited to, profitability.
Land Stewardship Project and its partners on the
Monitoring Team have for the last few years been
experimenting with several ways farmers can make
their own observations and draw conclusions about
how they are becoming more sustainable.
Dick Levins, Professor and Extension Agricul-
tural Economist at the University of Minnesota,
proposes four indicators to evaluate the sustainability
of farming operations. Using farm records or tax
reports, farmers can transfer numbers to worksheets
provided in the book and evaluate their farms'
sustainabili ty.
"Dick Levins' creative indicators to evaluate the
sustainability offarming operatiolIS aU outline a
lIew way oflooking at agriculture. There is clear
courage here ill the simplicity set forth by Levins <
(or allY using his lIew indicators) as he dares to
call lassets' environmental liabilities. "
Beth Watershouse
The Minnesota Project
---------------------------------------
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Dear Friend of Sustainable Agriculture:
As a participant in the North Central Sustainable Agriculture Training
Program, you had the opportunity to hear Dick Levins, Professor and Extension
Agricultural Economist at the University of Minnesota, discuss the ideas in his new
book, Monitoring Sustainable Agriculture with Conventional Financial Data that
was published by the Land Stewardship Project (LSP).
Dale Anderson
Banker
Stillwater. Minnesota
David Amlow
Entomology
University of Minnesota
Joseph Fit7.gcrald
Farmer
Pcosta.Jown
Dale Hennen
Catholic Rural Lif..:
Montgomery. Minncsotn
This is a guide fanners can use to evaluate how sustainable their farms are,
simply by taking numbers off their income tax forms, inserting them on worksheets
included in the book and doing some arithmetic. Levins proposes four indicators that,
along with profits, measure the sustainability of farming operations: reliance on
government programs; use of equipment, chemicals and non-renewable energy;
creation ofjobs; and balance between feed use and feed production. He also
explains why he chose these particular indicators.
Paul Homme
Farmer
Grunttc Faits. Minnesota
Ruth Murphv
Connnunlty O.:-;igu Center
St. Paul. Minnesota
Jennifer Rupprecht
Parmer
Lewiston. Minnesota
This book isn't only for farmers. It would be useful for anv class, workshop
or discussion dealing with principles of sustainable agriculture. Descriptions of how
to use the indicators are straightforward, and examples based on actual farm records
illustrate application of the indicators. Aneconomist himself, Levins nevertheless
elicits a smile now and then with his wry judgements of how economists think in
contrast to "regular people."
Charis Stenberg
Farmer
Pint: Island.1\lillllcsola
Executive Director
George Boody
Associate Director
Dana 1<1e,,"s\1I1
Cannon River Watershed
3:!~ Central Avenue. Suite 5
Faribault. r-.IN 55011
;07-.B4-(KJl4
Monitoring Sustainable Agriculture witl: Conventional Financial Data is
the first in a series of publications based on the work ofthe Biological, Social and
Financial Monitoring Team. Dick Levins is one of the 25 members ofa team
working to develop and test an innovative process of on-farm observation and
interaction that brings together farmers and other professionals to monitor ecosystem
health and economic and social well-being of the farm family. Land Stewardship
Project convened the team with an overarching goal of encouraging movement
toward sustainable fanning systems.
Southeastern Minnesota
IRO East Main Sl.
PO 80' 130
Lewiston, MN 55952
507-523·3366
Western Minnesota
1m West Nichols
Montevideo. 1\IN 56:!fl5
612-:~69·21 05
If your organization or department has a newsletter. please list this new
publication as an available resource, I also hope you'll order copies of it from LSP.
When you do, please call or write to tell me your impressions of it.
Sincerely,
Dana Jackson
Associate Director
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INTRODUCTION
In the last half of the 20th century, the United States has seen a 38070
drop in the share of consumer spending going for food. Over the same
period, there have been dramatic increases in agricultural yields, and
fewer and fewer farmers are feeding nearly 65070 more people in this
country and still producing food and fiber for expert;' In these respects,
the success of U.S. agriculture is unparalleled. However, in recent years,
many have come to view the success with growing ambivalence.
The technologies underlying the success place great demands on rural
environments and natural resources. Soil resources are being lost in
many areas far faster than they are naturally regenerated.' Streams,
rivers, and lakes, once clear, are brown with the eroded soils.' Drinking
water supplies and aquatic habitats are being threatened by toxic chemi-
cals and excessive levels of nutrients.' In many farming areas, complex
terrestrial ecosystems have been replaced by large expanses of relatively
sterile cropland.'
The technologies used in agriculture are vitally dependent on petro-
leum and natural gas which are nonrenewable resources.' In areas where
irrigation is important, there is increased competition for the water and
often increased cost of obtaining it.' And, in spite of the ever-increasing
quantities of foodstuffs produced by American farmers, as well as the
long shelf-lives and attractive appearance of conventionally produced
and processed foods, consumer confidence in the safety and healthful-
ness of the food supply is fragile.' Incidents of suspected chemical con-
tamination of grapes and apples illustrate how suddenly and significantly
consumer confidence in food can plummet.
The system that has produced plentiful, seemingly ever cheaper food
has also changed the workforce, the capital/labor mix, and the land
ownership patterns of agriculture - profoundly altering rural society.'
And, the system has come to depend heavily on government assistance.
The cost and return trends shown in Figure 1 reveal the degree of that
dependence. Since World War II, production expenditures have
2/!6
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increased relative to market revenues, reducing farming profits. At the
same time, government payments (essentially shown in Figure I by the
difference between gross income and market income) have accounted for
a growing share of net farm revenues. In a time of mounting concern
about government indebtedness, the sustainability of a food production
system reliant on government largess may be especially questionable.!
Concerns over environmental impacts, resource depletion, safety of
conventionally produced food, the vigor of rural society, and the expense
of government farm programs all underlie calls for new approaches to
agriculture.s-t "Sustainable agriculture" is an umbrella term encompass-
ing the kinds of new approaches to farming being called for; farming in
ways that protect the environment, conserve natural resources, reduce
the use of potentially toxic chemicals, and increase financial indepen-
dence.
Sustainable agriculture has certainly come to mean different things to
different people, but weaving through the many meanings of the term is
a common thread of mistrust of the economic reasoning that produced
our conventional agriculture. The suspect economic reasoning has urged
the adoption of an industrial production model for agriculture: speciali-
zation, labor-saving innovation, and intensified use of purchased inputs,
For more than a generation, farmers have heard that synthetic fertilizers
and pesticides are vital to their operations. The advice has come from
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reputable sources - extension advisers, farm managers, and bankers-
with convincing economic arguments supporting their advice.
A critical aspect of the current interest in sustainable agriculture is a
search for an economic framework that is more complete in its account-
ing of the trade offs implied by farming and agricultural policies. A
framework is sought that somehow acknowledges, elevates in impor-
tance, and responds to previously unpriced resource, environmental. and
safety impacts of farming while safeguarding the financial future of
farmers. An important aspect of the framework is a recognition that
agriculture is inseparable from the greater society and cannot be reme-
died in isolation.
This chapter is devoted to the economic dimensions of agricultural
sustainability - from describing a broad conceptual framework within
which the problems can be assessed, to discussing the record of efforts to
make marginal improvements. It begins with a discussion of how eco-
nomic theory relates to the general subject of sustainability, The next
section presents a framework for understanding sustainability as a mov-
ing target and progress toward it as a dynamic, incremental process.
Then the literature on applied economic studies of "alternative" produc-
tion practices is reviewed, including some assessments of the effects of
public policies on farming decisions and economics. The chapter is sum-
marized and some conclusions are drawn about the role of economics in
the ongoing debate over sustainability,
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By Kay Rockwell June 1996
Evaluation Is Not Research
Accountability demands in the
1990s are forcing Cooperative
Extension to evaluate programs
and document impact on
important public issues.
Assessing such program
outcomes may be challenging to
Extension educators because
many were trained in basic
physical, biological or social
science research strategies which
mayor may not be applicable to
evaluation needs.
With research oriented
backgrounds, many extension
educators might view evaluation
as simply applying the scientific
method to assessment tasks
ACTIVITY
1. Problem selection and
definition
2. Testing hypotheses
3. Designing methods
4. Data collection
5. Control of relevant variables
6. Value judgments
7. Replication of results
8. Generalizability of results
because research and evaluation
are both grounded in empirical
techniques. While researchers
and evaluators both engage in a
systematic inquiry process;
design studies with concern for
rigor, reliability, and validity;
and draw from previously
conducted studies to develop
their current work, the intent of
research and evaluation are
different.
A major aim of basic
(disciplinary) research is
discovering scientific principles
and interventions to develop
specific technologies and
practices to achieve economic,
RESEARCH
Responsibility of investigator
Generally use null hypotheses
Frequently highly quantitative
studies that are limited to one
method
Dictated by problem
High
Limited to selection of problem
High likelihood
Can be high
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social, and environmental ends
(Bennett, 1990). A major aim of
extension evaluation focuses on
outcome assessment to help
determine if the technologies,
practices, and systems that are
designed and implemented do
improve economic, social, and
environmental conditions.
It may be less confusing to
consider research and evaluation
as different activities because
their aims define very different
uses for the output. The
following parallel lists adapted
from Payne (1994) are a brief
but general comparison between
research and evaluation.
EVALUATION
Determined by situation and
constituents
Generally use study questions or
evaluation goals and objectives
Use multiple methods that
integrate quantitative and
qualitative procedures
Heavily influenced by feasibility
Low
Present in all phases of project
Low Likelihood
Usually low
These contrasting emphases
between basic research and
evaluation point out some
important differences; many
more differences are implied.
The results or conclusions from
a high proportion of research
studies are aimed at contributing
to a general body of knowledge
about a particular phenomenon
or theory. Generally,
evaluations are not tied to
theoretical concepts except to
the extent that programs are
developed within a particular
theoretical context. Evaluations
are usually undertaken to
address specific practical
problems and yield information
for decision makers. Additional
variables that help explain how
program evaluation is uniquely
different from basic research
are:
Nature ofgoals. In extension
education, evaluation goals tend
to focus on assessing the
educational processes and user's
behavior changes rather than
formulating the theoretical
subject matter for programs.
Breadth ofobjectives.
Evaluation objectives may vary
greatly and might include a
focus on (a) documenting the
resources used or the
educational activities delivered,
(b) identifying clientele
participation in activities or
obtaining their reactions about
them, (c) assessing clientele
impact related to knowledge,
attitudes, skills, aspirations, or
practices, or (d) assessing a
program's social, economic, or
environmental impact.
Complexity ofoutcomes.
Initiative programming that
C:\WPWIN6O\KAY\NOTES.EVA
focuses on complex social,
economic, and environmental
conditions often requires
complex evaluation objectives
from the standpoint of cognitive
and performance criteria. The
interface between cognitive,
affective, and psychomotor
variables further complicates the
process of identifying, tracking,
and evaluating appropriate
outcomes.
Focus oftotal evaluation effort.
While there are expectations to
increase the evaluation focus to
encompass team efforts in a
total program, there are still
demands for individual
accountability as it relates to
specific educational activities.
Context ofextension education.
Extension education occurs in a
real-life setting with all its
unpredictable contingencies and
uncontrolled variables. It is
within this educational setting
that evaluation happens.
Because extension evaluation
takes place in real-life settings,
influential variables are difficult
to control and using routine
experimental designs, such as
those described by Campbell
and Stanley (1963), may be
inappropriate. Rather than
thinking of evaluation as
research, it makes more sense to
use Cronbach and Suppes
(1969) concept of evaluation
which is "disciplined inquiry."
This concept calls for evaluation
designs that use rigor and
systematic examination but
allow for methodologies that
could range from traditional
research designs to speculative
goal-free designs. While
evaluation needs to be as
scientific as possible, one must
realize the practical boundaries
258
in evaluation settings and the
political influences that impact
upon the evaluation activity.
The Joint Committee on
Standards for Educational
Evaluation (1981, 1994)
developed a detailed set of
standards or guidelines for
program evaluation which help
distinguish evaluation from
research. These standards also
help evaluation users
understand the nature of
evaluation and provide criteria
for evaluators in assessing
educational and training
programs, projects, and
materials in various settings.
While these standards set a basis
for self-regulation and
accountability among
evaluators, they also can be used
to define, contract, budget, staff,
report and use an evaluation.
The 30 standards are
categorized into four groups
corresponding to four attributes
of sound and fair program
evaluation--utility, feasibility,
propriety, and accuracy. The
Program Evaluation Standards,
2nd edition: How to Assess
Evaluations ofEducational
Programs (1994) (a) describes
each standard, (b) gives an
overview of the standard's
meaning, (c) provides
guidelines for use, (d) lists
common errors, and (e)
illustrates the standard's use
with descriptive cases. The 30
standards and their descriptions
follow.
Program Evaluation Standards
Utility Standards
The utility standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will serve the information needs of intended users.
U1 Stakeholder Identification Persons involved in or
affected by the evaluation should be identified, so
that their needs can be addressed.
U2 Evaluator Credibility The persons conducting the
evaluation should be both trustworthy and
competent to perform the evaluation, so that the
evaluation findings achieve maximum credibility
and acceptance.
U3 Information Scope and Selection Information
collected should be broadly selected to address
pertinent questions about the program and be
responsive to the needs and interests of clients
and other specified stakeholders.
U4 Values Identification The perspectives,
procedures, and rationale used to interpret the
findings should be carefully described, so that the
bases for value judgements are clear.
U5 Report Clarity Evaluation reports should clearly
describe the program being evaluated, including its
content, and the purposes, procedures, and
findings of the evaluation, so that essential
information is provided and easily understood.
U6 Report Timeliness and Dissemination
Significant interim findings and evaluation reports
should be disseminated to intended users, so that
they can be used in a timely fashion.
U7 Evaluation Impact Evaluations should be
planned, conducted, and reported in ways that
encourage follow-through by stakeholders, so that
the likelihood that the evaluation will be used is
increased.
Feasibility Standards
The feasibility standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will be realistic, prudent, diplomatic, and frugal.
F1 Practical Procedures The evaluation procedures that possible attempts by any of these groups to
should be practical, to keep disruption to a curtail evaluation operations or to bias or misapply
minimum while needed information is obtained. the results can be averted or counteracted.
F2 Political Viability The evaluation should be F3 Cost Effectiveness The valuation should be
planned and conducted with anticipation of the efficient and produce information of sufficient
different positions of various interest groups, so value, so that the resources expended can be
that their cooperation may be obtained, and so justified.
Propriety Standards
The propriety standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will be conducted legally, ethically, and with due
regard for the welfare of those involved in the evaluation, as well as those affected by its results.
P1 Service Orientation Evaluations should be
designed to assist organizations to address and
effectively serve the needs of the full range of
targeted participants.
P2 Formal Agreements Obligations of the formal
parties to an evaluation (what is to be done, how,
by whom, when) should be agreed to in writing, so
that these parties are obligated to adhere to all
conditions of the agreement or formally to
renegotiate it.
P3 Rights of Human Subjects Evaluations should
be designed and conducted to respect and protect
the rights and welfare of human subjects.
P4 Human Interactions Evaluators should respect
human dignity and worth in their interactions with
other persons associated with an evaluation, so
that participants are not threatened or harmed.
P5 Complete and Fair Assessment The evaluation
should be complete and fair in its
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examination and recording of strengths and
weaknesses of the program being evaluated, so
that strengths can be built upon and problem
areas addressed.
P6 Disclosure of Findings The formal parties to an
evaluation should ensure that the full set of
evaluation findings along with pertinent limitations
are made accessible to the persons affected by
the evaluation, and any others with expressed
legal rights to receive the results.
P7 Conflict of Interest Conflict of interest should be
dealt with openly and honestly, so that it does not
compromise the evaluation processes and results.
P8 Fiscal Responsibility The evaluator's allocation
and expenditure of resources should reflect sound
accountability procedures and otherwise be
prudent and ethically responsible, so that
expenditures are accounted for and appropriate.
Accuracy Standards
The accuracy standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will reveal and convey technically adequate
information about the features that determine worth or merit of the program being evaluated.
A1 Program Documentation The program being
evaluated should be described and
documented clearly and accurately, so that the
program is clearly identified.
A2 Context Analysis The context in which the
program exists should be examined in enough
detail, so that its likely influences on the
program can be identified.
A3 Described Purposes and Procedures The
purposes and procedures of the evaluation
should be monitored and described in enough
detail, so that they can be identified and
assessed.
A4 Defensible Information Sources The
sources of information used in a program
evaluation should be described in enough
detail, so that the adequacy of the information
can be assessed.
AS Valid Information The information gathering
procedures should be chosen or developed
and then implemented so that they will assure
that the interpretation arrived at is valid for the
intended use.
AS Reliable Information The information
gathering procedures should be chosen or
developed and then implemented so that they
will assure that the information obtained is
sufficiently reliable for the intended use.
A7 Systematic Information The information
collected, processed, and reported in an
evaluation should be systematically reviewed
and any errors found should be corrected.
A8 Analysis of Quantitative Information
Quantitative information in an evaluation should
be appropriately and systematically analyzed
so that evaluation questions are effectively
answered.
A9 Analysis of Qualitative Information
Qualitative information in an evaluation should
be appropriately and systematically analyzed
so that evaluation questions are effectively
answered.
A10 Justified Conclusions The conclusions
reached in an evaluation should be explicitly
justified, so that stakeholders can assess them.
A11 Impartial Reporting Reporting procedures
should guard against distortion caused by
personal feelings and biases of any party to the
evaluation, so that evaluation reports fairly
reflect the evaluation findings.
A12 Metaevaluation The evaluation itself should
be formatively and summatively evaluated
against these and other pertinent standards, so
that its conduct is appropriately gUided and, on
completion, stakeholders can closely examine
its strengths and weaknesses.
While evaluation and research have some common characteristics, it's important to understand the differences
between them and judge each according to the function they serve. Evaluation has emerged as a discipline over the
last 50 years and should be judged by evaluation standards. The evaluation standards defined by the Joint
Committee provide excellent guidance and help in implementing meaningful evaluations and judging their
appropriateness.
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By Kay Rockwell March 1996
...program
implemenlation 2. ACTIVITIES
RESOURCES
SOCIAL, !CONOIlIC ..
. ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
Participation includes describing
who the participants are. How many are
there? What are their characteristics?
Activities is a list of the methods and
techniques used to transfer information
to target audiences. Resources refer
to the staff time devoted to the program
and the dollars spent on it. Partici-
pation, activities, and resources provide
evidence that programs are
implemented.
Summary
Stakeholders are expecting
Extension faculty to provide evidence of
their program's impact in the form of
social, economic or environmental
changes; practice changes; and/or
"KASA" changes. Obtaining
participants' reactions to programs can
be beneficial to the individual faculty
member but it generally provides little
impact data for stakeh~lders. .
Describing the people involved In
programs, the types of programs, and
the amount of effort and dollars
committed to programs illustrate
program implementation rather than
behavioral change.
6. PRACTICE CHANGE
___________~-C5~.~·K~A~S~A~·~C~H~A~N~G~E~---
participant satisfaction 4. REACTIONS
---------
3. PARTICIPATION
...IMPACT
"KASA" change stands for
know/edge, attitudes, skills, and
aspirations. Increased knowledge
happens before behavior changes occur;
attitudes (or opinions) shift before
behavior changes occur; skills improve
before behavior changes occur; and,
aspirations to change courses of action
happen before behavior changes occur.
Confirming "KASA" changes also
provides strong documentation of a
program's impact.
Reactions focus on how
participants feel about the program.
End-of-meeting instruments frequently
include questions on content, teach~ng
style, and perceived benefits. Obtaining
participant reactions helps one Improve
program delivery but is very weak In
documenting impact, or the effects of
the program on individuals or
communities.
management strategies are a few
examples of behaviors that may
improve economic, social, or .
environmental conditions. Confirming
improved behaviors, or practices, also
provides strong documentation of a
program's impact.
End results are changes that occur
in the economic, social, or
environmental conditions. It is the
long term effect that results from
programming. End results include such
outcomes as (a) economic gains for an
individual, family or community,.(b)
adequate health and improved living
standard, and (c) a safe drinking water
supply. Confirming improved end.
results provides strong documentation
of a program's impact.
Practice change refers to
individuals or communities altering
behaviors, or practices, in a marn:ter that
produces positive changes in SOCIal:
economic or environmental conditions,
Changing'farming practices, eating
habits, discipline techniques, and money
Impact Levels Bennett and
Rockwell (1995) suggest seven levels of
evidence that are useful categories in
defining program impact (Figure I and
Table I). The top three levels, social,
economic, and/or environmental
changes; practice change; and "KASA"
change provide evidence of progr.am
impact upon individuals and WIthin the
community. The middle level,
reactions, provides evidence of
participant satisfaction. The lower three
levels, participants, activities, and
resources provide evidence of program
implementation.
Impact: the effectiveness or value
of a program. Impacts are the lasting
and generalized changes that occur
because of a given situation such as an
activity or group of activities, a
program, or a grant.
Figure 1, Hierarchy for targeting impact of programs.
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t
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Practices
..
-
!!!!
KASA
..
-!!!!
Participants
..
II
Activities
implemented
•IIResources used
EVALUATION OF PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
Evidence ofimfHJcu on individuals "nd communities
Have targeted and/or other social. economic, and environmental conditionsbeeneffected
through targeted changes in practices? How has the public (including nonprogram participants)
been affected by the program?
Have program participants-individuals, families, and communities--been helped and/or
hindered by the results ofprogram induced changes in targeted practices? In what way? To
what degree?
Have participants changed targeted patterns ofbehavior as a result of program induced
knowledge, attitudes, skills, or aspirations? In what way? To what degree?
Knowledge, attitudes, skill, and aspirations
Knowledge Did participation increase awareness, understanding, and/or problem solving
ability as targeted? Relative to what practices?
Attitudes Did participation change outlooks, perspectives, or viewpoints as intended?
Relative to which practices?
Skills Did participation increase verbal or physical abilities as targeted? Did
participation develop new skills or improve performance as targeted?
Regarding which practices?
Aspirations Did participation alter ambitions, hopes, or selected courses of action as
intended? Regarding which practices? In what areas?
Evidence ofparticipant ."liafaction
Did participants react to the program as intended? Did they rate the activities as
informative, interesting, and applicable? Do they perceive any immediate benefits?
E.idence ofprogram Implementation
How many ofthe targeted participants became involved in the involved program activities?
Which targeted customers participated (descriptive characteristics)? How extensive and
intensive was their involvement?
Were the targeted activities implemented as part of the program? Was the targeted
content or subject matter used? What promotional strategies worked or failed? Did the
delivery and implementation methods work or rail? Did the participatory methods work or fail?
Were targeted resources actually expended on the program (time, money, stafi)?
Reference: Bennett C. and Rockwell, K. (Draft, December 1995). Targeling Outcomes of Programs (TOP:
An Integrated Approach to Planning and Evaluation. For a copy of the reference, contact Kay Rockwell at
313 Ag Hall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0703. E-mail: coex003@unlvm.unl.edu
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The publications on this list are available either In hardcopy lJ or In elactronlc format O. You may order the publications In
either formal In addition to these racent publications, many older publications dating from 1992 to the present are also
available electronically eithar on a diskette or on the Internet". If you wish to have electronic coples on diskette please send
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Alternative Farming Syustems Information Center
National Agricultural Ubrary, Room 304
10301 Baltimore Ave., Beltsville MC 2070S-2351
*NAL's Gopher:
cgopher.nal.usda.gov> under NAL Information CentarsfAFSIC
*AFSIC's World Wide Web page:
chtlp:llwww.nal.usda.gov/afslc>
* NAL's Electronic Bulletin Board System:
AgriCUltural Ubrary Forum (ALF), 301-504-6510; or talnet fedworld.gov
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o 0 OB 9S-03: Acid Rain,K. Schneider, January 1995, 132 p.
Q 0 OB 94-56: Allelopathy: The Effec1sof Chemicals Produced by Plants, H. Gilbert, September 1994, 50 p.
.) lJ OS 93-17: Alternative FanningSystems: Economic Aspects,K. Schneider, February 1993, 70 p.
o lJ OS 93-30: Beekeeping In the UnitedStates, C. Kopolow, May 1993, 37p.
o lJ OS 94-13: Conservation Tillage, J. Gates, March 1994, 91 p.
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o lJ OS 94-51: DoubleCroppingand Interplanting, M. Gold, August 1994, 111 p.
lJ OS 90-63: Earthwonns In Agriculture, J. Rafats, July 1990,19 p.
o lJ OS 94-54: FanningIn Arid and SemiaridLands,C. A. Singer, September 1994, 60 p.
o lJ OS 93-57: FannlandPreservation, J. Gates, August 1993, 38p.
o lJ OS 93-68: GreenManuresand Cover Crops, J. Gates, September 1993, 71 p.
o lJ OB 94-60: Herbicide TolerancelReslstance In Plants, R. Cobert, September 1994,113 p.
o 0 OS 94-55: Hydroponics - NutrientFilm Techniques, H. Gilbert, September 1994, 54 p.
o lJ OS 93-69: IPM and BiologicalControlofPlantPests:Field Crops, J. Gates, September, 1993, 83 p.
o lJ OS 94-12: IPMand BiologicalControlofPlantPests:Horticulturel Crops, J. Gates, March, 1994, 76 p.
o 0 OS 94-35: Irrigating Efficiently, J. Makuch & S. Emmert, June 1994, 62 p.
o lJ OS 94-38: Legumesin Crop Rotations, M. Gold, June 1994,121 p.
o lJ OS 9S-11: Mycol71J/zae: Impacts on Production, K. Schneider, March 1995, 84 p.
00 OS 9S-01: Nonpoint-Source Pollution Issues, J. Makuch, January 1995, 51 p.O
o lJ OS 9S-09: Riparian:Zones and FIlterstrips In AgriculturelOperations, J. Makuch, February, 1995, 44 p.
o OS 90-34: Shiitake:CultivatedMushroom, J. Rafats, March 1990, 23 p.
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o C QB 93-33: SolarEnelflYAlternatives for Agriculture, S. Chapman,May 1993,84 p.
o C QB 93-55: Wastawater Irrigation, K Schneider, July 1993, 54p.
o C QB 93-28: Wind EneIflYfor Agriculture, S. Chapman,Aprfl1993, 32p.
OTHERSERIES:
o C AFSICNotes No 1: AdoptingSustainable Alternatives, C.Tant,J. Gates,J. Maclean, 1991,4p.
o a AFSIC Notes No.2: Agricultureand tha Environment, J. Gates,J. Maclean, March 1992,7 p.
o a AFSIC Notes No.3: IntegratadPest Management-Biological Control:NaturalEnemies, J. Gates,March 1992,3 p.
o a AT 93-02: Community SupportedAgriculture (CSA):AnAnnotatadBibliography and ResourceGuide, S. DeMuth,
September 1993, 10 p.
o a AT 95-01: Precision Fanning, B. Emmert, J. Gates,J. Makuch,December 1994, 13 p.
a SRB 92-04: Plants for People: ThePsychological end Physiological Effects ofPlants, J. Keane,January 1992,54 p.
a SRB 92-08: EconomIc Comparisons ofBiologicaland Chemical Pest ControlMethodsIn Agriculture, K. Norris,
R. Cook, J. Maclean, March 1992,25 p.
a SRB 93-01: ResourceGuidetoGrowingand UsingHerbs, S. DeMuthand AFSIC Staff, November 1992, 15 p.
o a SRB 94-13: Biotechnology and Sustainable Agriculture: A Bibliography, K. Guenther,September 1994,32 p.
o a SRB 95-01: OrganIc Production: RecentPublications and CUtTent infonnaflon Sources,M. Gold,
March 1995, 17 p.
o a SRB 94-05: SustaInable Agriculture:Definitions and Tenns,M. Gold, May 1994, 10 p.
o a SRB 95-02: Sustainable Agriculturein Print CUtTent Books, AFSICStaff & Volunteer,March 1995, 24 p.
o a SRB 95-08: SustaInable AgricultureIn Print CutTent Periodicals, S. DeMuth,September 1995, 130 p.
o a SRB 95-03: Videocassettes in the NAL Collection PerlainlngtoAlternative FanningSystems,
R. Stevens& AFSICStaff, July 1995,35 p.
UNNUMBERED PUBUCATIONS:
o a CalendarofEventsRelaled to Susta/nable Agriculture, A.Clark, updatedmonthly
o a Educational and Training Opportunities in Susta/nable Agriculture, J. Gates,December 1995, 8th ed., 4Gp.
o a Horticultural Journals CUtTently Receivedat the NationalAgriculturalUbrary,S. DeMuth, April 1993, 49p.
o a Tracing the Evolution ofOrganlclSustainableAgriculture, J. Gates,November1988, 20 p.
a Check here If you wish Information about the AFSICseries of videotaped oral historyInterviews with leaders in
sustainable agriculture.
The Center also has a limited number of copies of the following publications to distribute:
a Alternative Agriculture, NationalResearchCouncil, 1989, 448p.
a Proceedings ofthe NationallntagratedPestManagemant Forum, A. Sorensen,May 1994, 86p.
Format in which youwish to receive publications:
a Hard copy (please include self addressed melling labels, one label for each 4 publications ordered; please do not
sendstamps or stamped envelopes)
o ASCII fllel Floppydisk (Please Includeone floppy disk, eithersize, for each 4 publicationsordered plus a
self-addressed mailing label per disk)
Name:
Address:
E-MaIl address:
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The publications on this list ara available only In elactronlc format O. If you wish to have electronic copies plaase send
one formatted diskette for each 4 publications.
These publications and other Information on alternative farming are also available on the Internet.
QUICK BIBUOGRAPHIES:
o QB 92-28: Agroforestry Systems, J. Gatas, February 1992, 89 p.
o QB 92-24: Air Pollution Effects on Crops and Forests, J. Gates, February 1992,101 p.
o QB 93-53: Alternative Crops, K. Schneider, August 1993, 34 p.
o OB 92-40: Amaranths for Food or Feed, J. Gates, March 1992,51 p.
o OB 92-25: Breeding and Selecting Crops for Insect Pest ResIstance. J. Gates, February 1992,117 p.
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o OB 92-54: Potential New Crop: Kenar, Commercial Fiber and Pulp Source, J. Rafats, July 1992, 38 p.
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o OB 93-50: Rotational Grazing and Intensive Pasture Management, J. Gates, August 1993, 39 p.
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o SRB 92-15: Sustainable Agriculture in Print: Current Books, AFSIC Staff, August 1992, 29 p.
o SRB 93-04: Sustainable Agriculture in Print: Currant Books, AFSIC Staff and Volunteer, May 1993, 34 p.
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ATTRA Materials List
Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas
February J 1996
ATIRA Isa national sustainableagricultureInfonnatlon
servicedesigned for use by conunerclal farmers. ATIRA
also offers technicalassistanceand informationfree of charge
to Extensionagents, agriculturalsupport groups, researchers,
educators, and agribusiness.
ATIRA specializesIn respondingto specific sustainable
practicesor enterprise questions. Our staffwill research the
question, summarize findings In writing,and compile
supporting literature as appropriate to accompany the report
whicha caller receivesby mail.
Agriculture, and Resource Lists. To order them,pleasecall
ATIRA'. toU-free number1~140.
An Information Packagecontains a 5- to 20- page topic
reviewwritten by ATIRA specialistsand mayalsoInclude
enclosures, bibliographies, and supply sources.
A CurrentTopicIs shorter than an Information Packageand
usuallyfocuses moreon a particular topic of Interestrather
than providingan overview,and containsfew,Ifany, enclo-
sures forfurther reading.
In addition to providing customized research,we offer three A Resource ListIsdesigned to make networkingeasierfor
types of standard materialswhichare often updated: organizations, individuals,and companiesInterested In
InfOrmation Packages, Current Topics InSustainable sustainable agriculture.
~
Fruit and Nut Crops:
OrganicILow-Spray Apple Production 66 pages
Diseases, pests, resources, researchers, varieties,
geographical considerations, marketing
"Bananas: Organic Production 6 pages
Plantation design, polyeulture, fertility, diseases
(Sigatoka and others), and pests
Organic Bluebeny Production 8 pages
Highbush, fertility, insectpests, diseases
Organic Culture of Blackberries and Raspberries 40 pp
Diseases, pests, resistant varieties
"Citrus: Organic Production 6 pages
Fertility and soil management, weeds, pests, diseases
Overview of Organic Fruit Production 15 pages
Fertilization, pests, weed control, obstacles
Organic Grape Production 56 pages
Diseases, pests, resistant varieties, resources
"Pawpaw Production 8 pages
Culture, research, emerging markets, pesticidal proper-
ties
OrganicILow-Spray Peach Production 28 pages
Geographical limitations, diseases, pests, resistant
varieties
Sustainable Pecan Production 19 pages
Pecan culture and economics (native groves and
planted orchards), northern varieties, weed control,
legumes, ferti1ization, agroforestry, pests, diseases,
resources
Strawberries: Organic &; IPM Options 34 pages
Weeds, pest, diseases, resources, resistant varieties
Vegetable Craps:
Organic Greenhouse Vegetable Production 25 pages
The greenhouse vegetable industry, proposed USDA
standards, soil culture, hydroponics, bag culture, straw
bale culture, shallow bedculture, economics, resources
Hydroponic Vegetable Production 67 pages
Liquid and aggregate systems, bag culture, non-circular-
ing systems, shallow bed culture, organic methods
(hydro-organics, aquaponics, bioponics), recipes, re-
sources
"Organic Hard Squash, Pumpkins, and Gourds 5 pages
Fertility, weed control, diseases, pests, pollination prob-
lems.
"Organic Sweet Com Production 14 pages
Organic farming and certification programs, varieties,
fertility, rotation and weed control, insects, diseases,
postharvest handling, economics, resources
"Organic Tomato Production 3S pages
Organic farming and c:ertification programs, variety
selection, crop rotation, fertility, weeds, training systems,
insects, diseases, resources
Sustainable Vegetable Production 47 pages
Shift to sustainable methods, caring for the land, pest
management, specialized equipment, harvest and
postharvest, marketing &:economics
Other Crops:
Altemative Field Crops 70 pages
Considerations before diversifying, marketing alternative
crops, and sources of additional information
.. Current Topics in Sustainable Agriculture
'%'9r, please
ATTRA Materials List February, 1996
11 pp
24pp
10pp
24pp
Other Crops:
Field Grown Cut &:Dried Flower ProdJMarketing 96pp
Marketing, climate. trade organizations, conferences,
literature, species list
Herb Production and Marketing 8 pages
Marketing strategies, trade organizations, literature,
conferences, consultants, resource list
Farming Systems
Cover Crops and Green Manures 64 pages
Uses, benefits, vegetation management, limitations,
publications, seed sources, bibliography
"Farmscaping to Enhance Biological Control 17 pages
Description and benefits of farmscaping, strategies and
techniques. Tables include Plants that Attract
Beneficials, Pests and Associated Beneficial Insects, and
Seed Blends to Attract Beneficial Insects (with suppliers)
"Sustainable Fire Ant Management 6 pages
Brief history of pest, biocontrol options, least toxic
controls, baits, future controls, references and further
reading
Tools and Techniques for Market Gardening 60 pages
Soil preparation, transplant production, seeders, small-
scale, low cost, weed control
Integrated Pest Management 21 pages
Uses, benefits, IPM and sustainable agriculture, monitor-
ing, economic thresholds, planning, tools &:options,
microbial pesticides, useful information resources
"Alternative Nematode Control 4 pages
Nematode suppressive cover crops, crop rotations, soil
solarization and steaming, nematode suppressive soil
amendments and references
Planning a Small Agricultural Enterprise 37 pages
Resource evaluation, regulations, budgeting, market
research, information resources
"Radionics in Agriculture 17 pages
Introduction and history of radionics, radionic instru-
ments for plant and animal diagnosis and treatment;
uses (analysis, evaluation of materials, vitalization),
resources
Season Extension TechniqueslMarket Gardeners 51 pp
Floating row covers, poly tunnels, cultural techniques,
plastic mulches
Weed Management-Agronomic Crops 12 pages
Prevention, monitoring, cultural, mechanical, chemical
and biological control, benefits
Livestock
Sustainable Beef Production 51 pages
Feeding options, health, pests &:parasite control, breeds.
reproduction, environmental concerns
Sustainable Chicken Production 71 pages
Housing, breeds, feeding, health, marketing
Sustainable Dairy Production 36 pages
Effective decision-making, feeding, manure manage-
ment, herd health, marketing opportunities
"Grass-Based &: Seasonal Dairying 38 pages
Pasture as primary feed source for dairy cattle; seasonal
production to reduce feed costs
Sustainable Hog Production 47 pages
Breed selection, feeding, waste management, facilities,
health, anlmaI welfare
"On-Farm Cheese Processing 2 pages
Cow, goat and sheep dairies, sources of equipment and
advice, inoculants.
Marketing
Organic Certification 23 pages
How it works, legal requirements, types of programs
Marketing Organic Livestock Products 37 pages
Resource evaluation, regulations, budgeting, market
research, information resources
Solis
"AlbrechtlReams Biological Fertility Systems 11 pages
Biological farming, Dr. William Albrecht, basesatura-
tion, Dr. Carey Reams, Biological Theory of Ionization,
nutrient ratios, refractometers, foliar feeding, resources
Farm-Scale Composting 80 pages
Moisture, aeration, heating microbes, windrow, C:N,
materials, uses, economics
Nonconventional Soil Amendments 15 pages
Mineral powders, plant and animal byproducts, sea-
weed, growth regulators, inoculants, enzymes/activa-
tors, micronutrients, dusts/powders
Sustainable Soil Management 96 pages
Assessing soil health, organic matter and humus man-
agement, organic amendments, soil testing, aggregation
and tilth, fertilizers. Appendices on soil biology and
components.
Resource Lists
Internships/Apprenticeships/Sustainable Curricula
Sustainable Agriculture OrganizationslPublications
University Programs and Contacts
VideoslSlides/fapes on Sustainable Agriculture
Evaluating an Aquacultural Enterprise 13 pages .. Current Topics in Sustainable Agriculture
Considerations (physical, biological, financial), culture
and species options, resource lists ATTRA, P.O. BoX 3657, FayetteVille, AR 72702
To order AITRA rnafE2fJals, call 1 -800-346-9140
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Center for
Alternative
Plant and
Animal
Products
What is the Center?
The Center for Alternative Plant and Animal
Products (CAPAP) was created to aid in the
development of new and alternative crop and
~ livestock enterprises. The Center provides a
-Po University of Minnesota focus for 1) generating,
receiving and evaluating new product ideas, 2)
facilitating alternative product research and
development efforts, and 3) disseminating
information to the public on alternative plant and
animal products.
Why a Center at This Time?
Current economic conditions have presented
severe challenges to the resourcefulness of
American agriculture. Resounding successes have
resulted from record-breaking production gains
during the last few decades, but there is a growing
realization that increases in productivity of
traditional crops may only serve to aggravate our
economic problems rather than relieve them. A
significant portion of our difficulties can be traced
to the reiatively narrow base of plant and animal
species currently being utilized. Environmental
and quality concerns have also stimulated interest
in alternative plants and animals. The number of
strategies available for the profitability and
sustainability of many family farms appear to be
limited. In addition, information on alternatives,
when available, often remains poorly distributed.
Philosophy
Diversification of the cropping base and
development of new products from existing crops
are recognized as important sources of economic
growth for the rural economy. Alternative animal
enterprises also offer the potential of increased
profits for farmers. Farmers, woodland owners,
industrialists, entrepreneurs, and researchers
generate hundreds of ideas in order to address
this need. Some of these ideas die because of
lack of sufficient scrutiny, information, marketing,
or appropriate research. Other ideas are
prematurely promoted and fail for lack of
sufficient information concerning production,
utilization, or marketing. The CAPAP believes
that all ideas need to be carefully evaluated and
an information base created, processed, and
disseminated systematically. Because a single
alternative enterprise will not satisfy all needs, the
development of many market viable options and
strategies is the goal of the Center for Alternative
Plant and Animal Products.
What Is an Alternative Plant or
Animal Product?
An alternative crop is either a species new to a
region, such as amaranth, adzuki beans, shiitake,
or blueberries, or an existing crop such as millet,
buckwheat, or broccoli, which shows increased
economic promise.
An alternative animal enterprise could be a
species new to a region such as red deer or
angora goats; a new use for an established animal
such as dairy sheep; or a new production system
such as aquaculture.
Some of these alternatives can be produced
immediately without severe constraints, but have
marketing or processing difficulties. Other
alternatives, such as wild species of plants and
animals, may be difficult to produce commercially.
New product development may be one of the
benefits of increased research into alternative
plants and animals. Finding different ways to
utilize new and traditional minor crops may
generate new industrial compounds or food items.
Functions of the Center
The Center functions as a multi-disciplinary forum
to address specific needs related to the
development of alternative products.
The areas of emphasis arc:
1. Idea Generation and Feasibility Evaluation
• Brainstorming sessions
• Evaluation and analysis of proposals
• Identification of research areas
2. Short-term and Long-term Research and
Development Projects
• Detailed literature reviews
• Grant proposal writing, review and
coordination
• Interdisciplinary and cooperative research
on new plant and animal products
3. Information Dissemination
• Symposia with published proceedings
• Timely publications on individual plant
and animal alternatives.
• Enterprise database
• A source of information for extension
personnel and others.
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Twin Cities Campus Center for Alternative Plant and Animal Products
College ofAgricultural, Food,
and Environmental Sciences
352 Alderman Hall
1970 Folwell Avenue
St. Paltl, MN 55/08
612-625-4707
Fax: 6/2-625-4237
PUBLICATION LIST
CAPAP Publications:
(Send check to the Center at the above address)
Alternative Agricultural Opportunities: A Bibliography (I 06 pages)
Alternative Field Crops Manual (chapters covering over 50 different crops)
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